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ABSTRACT

The European Security and Defence Identity Debate (ESDI) came to the
forefront in international security following the end of the Cold War and the collapse of
the Soviet Union. However, the thesis postulates that this debate has been ongoing and
persistent since the formation of NATO in 1949, To dernonstrate the historical relevance
the thesis is broken down into three main periods. The first penod was from the
formation of NATO in 1949 to the end of the 1960s. This period was predicated on the
realisation of dependence of the Europeans on the United States (and NATO) for their
defence against the Soviet threat. The second penod was from the start of détente in

1967 until the end of the Cold War in 1989 following the fall of the Berlin Wall. This
period was predicated on a relationship of interdependence between the Europeans and
the United States for the defence of Western Europe. Finally, the period following the
end of the Cold War has been known as one of defence independence as the
Europeans are no longer reliant on the United States and NATO for their own defence.
Despite this independence, NATO has continued to be viable and, as the thesis
postulates, will continue to viable in the future as the main interlocutor of European
defence.
The theoretical foundations of the thesis are based on international regirne
theory, in particular the concept of security regimes. The thesis divides the debates
between Europeanists and Atlanticists and places both within the theoretical constructs
of international regime theory. Europeanists befieve that the European Union must
eventually develop and implement its own defence capabilities outside of NATO. The
Europeanist argument relies on a more functionalist approach to international regimes,
whereby integration in one area will necessarily spillover into the security realm.
Atlanticists, on the other hand, beiieve that NATO rnust remain as the key institution to
supply the public good of defence for Europe. The Atlanticist argument rely on a the

premise of hegernonic stability and the need to have a hegemon, the United States,
rernain as the leader within the regime in order to sustain the regime.
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Introduction
THE EUROPEAN SECURIN AND DEFENCE IDENTITY DEBATE

The formation of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in 1949 Iinked
the security of North America and Western Europe. The impetus for the formation of
NATO was the perception of a Soviet threat from the East; a threat based on ideological
dissimilarity and expansionist tendencies. Europe became the focal point of this EastWest confrontation with the central front running along the inter-Gerrnan border.
Following WWII Western Europe was too weak to supply its own deterrent in the face of
ovenvhelming Soviet conventional forces. An alliance with the US would assure a
nuclear deterrent and supply econornic aid to rebuild. For its part, the US needed a
bastion of liberal democracy and a market for its econornic productivity. Hence, the
alliance was a signal to the Soviet Union of America's cornmitment to Western Europe
and the ultimate example of the interdependence of Iike-rninded states.
The end of the Cold War removed the political and strategic parameters for
NATO's rationale. In addition, the developing integration of the EU (EU), the relative
decline of American hegernony, and the transatlantic tensions over international trade
and security undermined NATO's related functions in political and economic circles. The
question is whether NATO has been able to adjust to the new strategic and political
environment in Europe or whether other organizations have becorne better suited to
these new exigencies.
The question is at the heart of the European Security and Defence Identity
(ESDI) debate. It is characterized by two cornpeting archetypes: Europeanisrn and
Atlanticism. Europeanisrn advocates that, in the long terrn, the EU must be in charge of
comrnon European security and defence poiicies and act independently on those
policies. Atlanticism accepts a more significant European role but asserts that NATO
must remain as the centre of security and defence policy and decision-making. The
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outcome of the debate will determine the future of Western security and the transatlantic
relationship.

Most European governments considered the end of the Cold War as the
beginning of a new phase in European political and economic integration. A significant
step towards integration was the Maastricht Treaty on EU signed in December 1991 and
in force since November 1, 1993. While the treaty was a step forward, it made little, if
no, attempt to establish a defence structure, prefernng to commit to a defence identityat

some future date.

...to implement a common foreign and security policy, including the eventual
fiaming of a comrnon defence policy, which might in time Iead to a common
defence, thereby reinforcing the European identity and its independence in order
to promote peace, security and progress in Europe and in the world,..'
Regardless, the Union's aspiration to include security and defence within its
development process is cfear. The Western EU'S (WEU) 1987 Plafform on European
Security Interests proclaimed "that the construction of an integrated Europe will remain
incomplete as long as it does not include security and defence."' The staternent is not
lost on the advocates of Europeanisrn who believe that the Union would be moribund if it
was nothing more than a single economic market backed by a few common policies in
foreign and security affairs.
Maastricht's significance is its cornmitment. Until Maastricht, agreements were
decidedly void of such commitments. For example, the Single European Act (SEA),
signed at the end of 2985 and in force since mid-1987, was vital in creating the optimism
for the 1992 process but had little impact on security and defence affairs. Europeans
were sensitive to security and defence matters infringing upon the development of the

I Treaty on

2

EU, Maasmcht, Febniary 1992

WEU, Plafom on Europetln Security I~tteresrs.(The Hague: October 27, 1987)
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'economic' European Comrnunity. The only related section was Article 30(6) which
promised to "consider ... closer CO-operationon questions of European security." As a
condition for such consideration, the article confirrried "nothing in this Title shall impede
closer CO-operation in the field of security between certain of the High Contracting
Parties within the framework of the Western EU or the Atlantic Allian~e."~
While making
a diplomatic gesture to consider such matters, the preference was to leave thern to
other organizations such as NATO.
Although Maastricht established a Common Foreign and Security Policy, the next
step is to establish a specific defence poficy, based on a cornmitment to corne to the aid
of any member state whose integrity is threatened, with the requisite rnechanisrns for
action. According to Jacques Delors, former President of the European Commission,
this defence policy could be b~i;lton the WEU framework14in particular, Article V of the
WEU Treaty:

If any of the High Contracting Parties shouId be the object of an arrned attack in
Europe, the other High Contracting parties will, in accordance with the
provisions of Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations, afford the party so
atracked a11 the military and other aid and assistance in their power.5
The WEU would act as the Union's defence arm charged with coordinating multinational
forces or intervention units, facilitated by a Union decision-making apparatus.
Yet, such views are not universal. France, for example, believes that defence
issues should rernain outside Union decision-making. The Union would still have a
common policy and an organization to carry out that policy but decisions would be
intergovernmental. Britain also does not believe in a single EU institutional framework
and does not want to see the WEU integrated within the EU at al]. Both the French and
3

Bulletin of the European Cornmunities, The Single European Act. Supplement îi86 (Luxembourg: Office
for Official Publications of the European Comrnunities, 1986), p 18f
4

Jacques Delors, "European integration and Security," Survival, (XXXIII, # 2, MarcWApril, 1991) p. 107

5
~ Western
~
EU:
~ Historv.
,
Structures. Permectives, (Bnissels: WEU Press and Information Service,
November 1993) p. 1 1
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British attitudes, with their insistence on the state retaining control over defence, and
reluctance for any institutional expression of that defence are fundamentalty opposite to
the integrationist thrust of Europeanism.
Europeanists are also unclear which issues a future defence policy should
address. In a proposed draft Union treaty, the scope of that policy included armaments
cooperation, control over technology transfers and arms exports, arms control and
confidence building measures; and humanitarian interventionm6Maastricht went no
further, laying out only general objectives to safeguard common values; strengthen
security; preserve peace; promote international cooperation; and consolidate democracy
and the rule of law. Such a tist is devoid of the more practicaf issues of command and
control, burden sharing, decision-making, and military action in times of intense conflictFinally, the objective of the WEU as the European defence organization poses
two problerns. First, there is a question of membership. Denmark, Ireland, Austria,
Sweden and Finland are al1 members of the EU but not the WEU, and attend only as
observers. Iceland, Norway and Turkey are associate WEU members, rnembers of
NATO but not rnembers of the EU. In addition, nine ex-cornmunist countries are ais0
WEU "associate partners".

Second, there is the question of the WEU's dual role: "to elaborate and
implement decisions and actions of the Union which have defence implications;" and "to
develop further the close working links between WEU and the A!liance and to strengthen
the role, responsibilities and contributions of WEU Member States in the Alliance."' The
chances of maintaining this split personality effectively is dubious especially in light of
the ESDI struggle.

7

Declararion on rhe w l e of Western EU am! its relations rvirlr rlze EU and ~virltthe Atlantic Alliance,
Maastricht Sumrnit (9- 10 December 199 1)
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ATLANT~CISM

Compared to Europeanism, Atlanticism is better articulated. It has three
principles: first, NATO is the only viable European defence organization and continues
to have a vital role to play in European security; second, NATO is the essential forum for
agreement on security and defence policies and is irreplaceable in providing leadership;
finally, only NATO guarantees the security link between North America and Europe.
Atlanticism does accept an assertive European defence identity within the alliance as
long as these three principles are respected. Atlanticists argue that an European
defence identity should not duplicate NATO's rnilitary organization, nor becorne a
cornpeting forum where an inner group of European states independently develop their
security and defence policies, thereby reducing the North American rnembers to the
status of mercenaries.
Atlanticists also accept the WEU's increasing foie as a legitimate bridge between
the Alliance and the EU, such that the WEU would be a European caucus within the
framework of NATO. In 1987, British Foreign Secretary, Sir Geoffrey Howe referred to
the WEU as "the arch between NATO's two pillars," that could "bring a clearer European
thinking in the Alliance," and be "a necessary vehicle if the Europeans are to contribute
more to their own defence."'
The Alliance has some advantages too. lnstead of the Soviet threat, the West
faces instability and regional conflict. NATO represents stability; it is the only instrument
through which member states can plan for their comrnon defence. Consider the role it
played in German unification. Not only did German membership in NATO reassure its
neighbours, it provided the institutionat base for German obligations on questions of
territory, and armed forces. Simply, NATO is "the only common defence organization
adequately equipped to guarantee Europe's military sec~rity."~
8

Sir Geofçey Howe, speech delivered at the Institute Royal des Relations Internationales, Brussels, 16
March 1987. Reproduced as "The AtIantic Alliance and the Security of Europe," NATO Review. (April, 1987)
9

Miche1 Fortmann, In Search of an Identitv: Euro~e.NATO. and the ESDI Debate, Extra Mural Paper #58,
(Operational Research and AnaIysis Establishment, Departrnent of National Defence, Canada, Nov. 1991) p. 4
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The rnost cornprehensive example of Atlanticisrn is the Rome Declaration on
Peace and Cooperation. signed in 1991. The Declaration accepts that "the world has
changed dramatically." but also asserts that the "alliance will continue to play a key role
in building a new. lasting order of peace." It challenges that Europe's security cannot be
"comprehensively addressed by one institution alone, but only in a framework of
interlocking institutions tying together the countries of Europe and North Ameri~a."'~
NATO's military predorninance is unquestioned, but European security is less a
military issue and more a regional and foreign policy issue. over which NATO has little
clairn. The Rome Declaration does recognise the change by pointing to the "broad
approach to stability and security encornpassing politicai, economic, social and
environmental aspects." Also, the inauguration of the North Atlantic Cooperation Councii
(NACC) as "a forum for dialogue and consultation on political and security related

issues."" in addition to joint rnilitary exercises with former Cold War adversaries as part

of the Partnership for Peace have been significant steps.
Finally, the Alliance continues to be plagued by two issues that date back to its
inception: extended nuclear deterrence and burden sharing. The first is European NATO
member's dependence on the US extending a nuclear deterrent guarantee to Western
Europe. Throughout its history, European rnembers have feared the US would contain

a nuclear conflict in Europe rather than putting its own population at risk. Despite the
end of the Cold War, the root of the issue remains the "unequal levels of influence on

nuclear decision-making and unequal levels of exposure to its consequences."''

'oArticle 2, R o m e Declararion on Peace and Cooperation. Issued by the Heads of Stare and Governmenr
participating in the meeting of the North Atlantic CounciI in Rome on 7th-8th November 1991. (Brussels:
NATO Office of Information and Press, 1991)
" T h e North Atlantic Cooperation Council," NATO Basic Fact Sheet, (Bnrssels: NATO Office of
Information and Press, May 1993)
12

Ian Gambles, Pros~ectsfor West European Securitv Cooaeration, Adelphi Papers #244, (London:
International Institute for Strategic Studies, Winter 1991/92) p. 8

The second problem is the defence burden. To improve the balance the US has
been promoting pillar building whereby North America and Western Europe would share
the burden on an equal basis. Pillar building is a significant component of Atlanticism.
Yet it has also been used by Europeanists to claim that the Americans are not
cornrnitted to European security and thus has to argue the need for an independent
European defence identity.

DEVELOPMENT
OF ESDl
ESDl's development has also been affected by the dominance of the
superpowers- In shaping the political order in Europe, the decisive role of the US in the
political and econornic recovery of Western Europe, and the overarching superpower
control of the instruments of global cornpetition and deterrence during the Cold War "left
a legacy of dependency in Europe."" The result has been the inability of Western
Europe to duplicate its success in economic integration in the defence arena despite
calls by both American and European officiais for a new transatlantic balance to alleviate
this dependency.
Thus, ESDl's development is rooted in the drive for EU and the politics of the
Atlantic Alliance. ES01 has developed along a continuum of three distinct phases:
dependence, interdependence, and independence. The first phase, from the end of
WWll until the beginnings of détente in the late sixties, was dependent on the
developrnent NATO. Attempts were made to develop an independent ESDl but none
were successful. West Europeans were more concerned at the tirne with economic
integration while still unsure of the future direction of European integration and the
national aspirations of their fellow Europeans.
German and ltalian Foreign Ministers Genscher and Columbo first used ESDI, as
a concept, in 1981. In a proposal to the EC they suggested that political cooperation
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among the members should include security matters. Even though the agreement was
watered down, it encouraged a more independent ESDI for two reasons: first, European
integration had developed enough on the econornic front to warrant considerations on
the political front; and second, beginning with détente, there was a change in the
relationship between the superpowers, and between the US and its allies. The vital
factor that changed the superpower relationship was nuclear parity. Parity led the US to
question extended deterrence. Thus, the period from détente until the end of the Cold

War was one of interdependence: NATO remained supreme but required more
negotiation to solve disagreements and relied on an increasing European role in
providing its own defence.
The current phase since the end of the Cold War has removed the need of the
Alliance as a guarantor, while defence has corne to represent the final pillar in the
development of the Union. Yet with instability still a factor, the EU hesitates to break

away; the Alliance represents a source of stability that played a significant role in
developing the Union in the first place. In turn, the debate is affected by numerous
factors, inciuding the attitudes and actions of Russia, the US, and Germany; the
relationship within the French-German core; and institutional questions such as greater
integration, decision-making and burden sharing.

THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK
ESDI is based on common security interests existing among the members of
North America and Western Europe- Relations between these states are characterized

by expectations of peaceful change where force, or the threat of force, has no part.
Furthermore, these states recognise that cooperation will result in a greater Ievel of
security than could be achieved individually. Such a convergence of expectations
conforms to international regime theory. Regimes are sets "of implicit or explicit
principles, noms, rules, and decision-making procedures around which actors'
expectations converge in a given area of international relations." Stephen Krasner

conceptualises regimes as "intervening variables standing between basic causal
factors," such as power or influence, "and outcornes and behaviour."''
Throughout the Cold War, NATO personified the transatlantic security regime.
The articulation of security interdependence. shared democratic values and an
expectation of cornmon security pursued through alliance participation and coordination
confirmed the regime archetype. Collaboration in the alliance was codified and
legitimised by formalised arrangements and mechanisms to monitor and control
potential crises and insure cornpliance.

The institutional character of the a1Iiance (decision-makiirg procedzrr-es), the
articulation of the ideology of secunty interdependence (priizciples), a high
degree of shared democratic vaIues amongst the membership (rrornzs),and shared
expectations that security will be pursued through alliance participation fides),
together conform to the forma1 notion of a secürity regime.l5
Each perspective of the ESDl debate corresponds to a particular approach to
regimes. Atlanticists believe the security of the North Atlantic is indivisible and can only
be assured as part of a transatlantic security regime with NATO at its core. In turn, the
regime needs a hegemon, a state with pre-eminent power, to exercise leadership and
provide the essential public good of security. Europeanism. on the other hand,
represents a devolved mode1 of the transatlantic regirne. The need for transatlantic
cooperation is accepted, but iiot through NATO and without a hegemon. The provision

of the public good would be shared arnong the mernbers and the EU would supply the
influential power of the regime. l6

I4stephen Krasner, "Smicniral Causes and Regime Consequences: Regirnes as Intervenùig Variables,"
International Or~anization,(36,2,Spring 1952), p. 185
15

Paul Buteux, Re~irnes.Incipient R e ~ h e sand the Future of NATO Stratew, Occasional Paper #6,
(Winnipeg: Programme in Strategic Studies, University of Manitoba, 1989) pp. 9-10. (1talic.s Mine)
16The application of regime theory to the debate between Atlanticists and Eumpeanists is introduced by
Paul Buteux, in The Role of Euro~eanInstitutions in the 'Euroueanization of European Defence: The Case of
Arrnarnents Collaboration Occasional Paper #IO, (Winnipeg: Programme in Strategic Studies, University of
Manitoba, 1990) pp. 2-7
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In the case of NATO, the US plays the role of hegemon by providing a security
guarantee to Western Europe. It is in the interest of the hegemon to provide the public
good, but also to get beneficiaries to share the burden. Thus, Iike any hegernon, the US
has always been concemed with the problem of burden-sharing."

According to

negemonic stability theory, the decline of the hegemon will lead to the disintegration of
the regirne; hence Atlanticists are adamant that NATO, and the US, remains as the
main interlocutor of European security.
Europeanisrn uses game-theory to dispute the need for a hegernon while taking
a functional approach to regime formation. Both approaches posit that a hegemon is not
necessary because the cost of defecting is greater than the cost of rnembership. The
very existence of the regime facilitates communication, enhances the importance of
reputation, and increases the opportunity costs of future interactions. The devolved
security regime encourages cooperation and an equai distribution of the burden
because there is a positive return on investment. In turn, cooperation in one issue area
rnay arise as an unintended consequence of cooperation in another issue area. This

notion of 'spitlover' is central to functionalism, and suggests that the integration of the

EU benefits from the close proximity of economic, social, and politicai cooperation.
However, Europeanism has a confiict between sovereignty and integration.
Those that advocate the pre-eminence of sovereignty point to the anarchic structure of
the international systern. This structure imposes a competitive condition on the
international system that forces states to preserve their security through sovereignty.
Whiie the European states may rely on one another in the economic sphere, the
essence sovereignty is the maintenance of its security through its own defence
structures.

17

Mancur Olson, Jr. and Richard Zeckhauser, "An Econornic Theory of Alliances," Review of Econornics
and Statistics, (XLVIII, 3, August 1966)
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Those that promote integration posit that the increasing role of institutions, and
not states, will supply security for Europe and negate the notion of anarchy in the
system. "The key to the process is the enlightened self-interest of governments and
their ability to transfer the fessons of cooperation from one sector to an~ther."'~
The
more interdependence there is in non-military issues, then the more integrated they will
become. The end result will be negation of independent state sovereignty for the
promotion of 'European sovereignty'.
In the end, ESDI cannot be removed from the overall process of change in
transatlantic relations and European security. The nurnerous variables affecting the
debate will dictate the level and degree of change in the transatlantic secunty regime.
According to regime theory, Atlanticism would lead only to a change in the original
regime while Europeanism would transform the regime into a completely new one.
Hence, depending upon which of the two, or combination of the two, is chosen, the
ultimate question is whether NATO will remain as the personification of the transatlantic
security regime or if there will be a new personification andfor a new regime.

18

Charles Pentlana "lntegration, Interdependence, and Institutions: Approaches to International Order," in
David Haglund and Michael ~ a w e seds.
, W&d Politics: Power. ~nterdeoendence.and Dependence. (Toronto:
Harcourt Brace lovanovich, 1990). p. 150

Chapter One
THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF ESDl

The international system is anarchic, by definition, because no centra! authority
enforces niles of behaviour. lnteracting within the system. states are assumed to acl in
their own self-interest, constrained only by their interaction with other states and the
distribution of capabilities between thern.' Relations among states are often marked by
recurring controversies, cornpetition and attempts to influence the system.'
Despite the absence of authority states do cooperate, binding together in rnutual
courses of action and restricting their options by accepting rules of the international
community. Stable relationships may be rxtrefully structured in one issue area, such as
trade relations or the law of the sea, while others are subject to dispute.' That is not to
Say that such cooperation represents harmony; but it is an adjustrnent of behaviour to
the preferences of others, as the history of ESDl demonstrates. Anarchy remains as a
constant with cooperation acting as a variable.
INTERNATIONAL
REGIMETHEORY

To explain and prescribe cooperation within the ESDl framework, the thesis
applies the concepts of international regime theory. Regimes represent coordinated
patterns of behaviour by which states seek to manage their co-existence. They reflect
actors' understanding of their situations, yet are also affected by factors beyond the

1

Kenneth Waltz, Theonr of International Politics, (New York: Random House, 1979) p. 118

2

Kenneth Oye, "Explaining Cooperation Under Anarchy: Hypotheses and Strategies," in Kenneth Oye,
(ed) Cooueration Under Anarchv, (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1985) p. I
3~~ ben Axelrod and Robert Keohane, "Achieving Cooperation Under Anarc hy : Strategies and
htitutions," in Oye, op. cir.. pp, 226-254
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knowledge or perception of those sarne actors. Hence, Krasner's definition has a
psychological and normative emphasis:
Principles are beIiefs of fact, causation, and rectitude. N o m s are standards of
behaviour defined in tems of rights and obligations. Rules are specific
prescriptions or proscriptions for action. Decision-making procedures are
prevailing practices for making and implementing coIIective choice."

elements act as 'intervening variables' between factors such as interests on one
hand and actions on the other. In essence, regimes are an agreement, based on
common principfes, to regulate an issue-area. Norms explain why states collaborate;
rules denote what the collaboration is ail about; and procedures explain how the
collaboration is to be administered.
Insofar as agreed procedures are in place, individual decision-making is both
constrained and predictable. It is constrained insofar as n o m s and rules are
reflected in the collective procedures, and it is predictable insofar as
governments are committed to known mIes and procedures ...'

Regirnes should be considered on a privileged Ievel: having the advantage of
being functional andfor sector specific while allowing for regional limitations. For
example, regimes are not limited to the security arena, but can be applied to Say
economic relations. They could be formalized and multifunctional, like the UN, or they
could have specific rules like the Berlin regime. Also, a regime might have both formal
and informal attributes, such as the CSCE6
Stephen Haggard and Beth Simmons make three distinctions of regime theory.'
First, regimes are examples of cooperative behaviour but cooperation can take place in
4

Stephen Knsner, " S t n i c m l Causes and Regime Consequences: Regirnes as Intervening Variables,"
International Oroanization, (36,2, Spring 1982). p. 185
5

Janice Gross Stein, "Detection and Defecuon: Security Regirnes and the management of international
Conflict," International Journal, (XLAutumn 1985) p. 604
6

Morten Kelstrup, "The Process of Europeanization: On the nieoretical Interpretation of Present Changes
in the European Regional Political Sltern," Coo~erationand Conflict, (XXV, 1990) p. 32
7

Stephan Haggard and Beth Simmons, "Theones of International Regimes," International Orcanization,

(41,3, Surnmer I987) pp. 495-496
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the absence of established regimes. Al1 cooperation in the international system does not
autornatically denote the existence of a regime. Second, regimes are distinct from
institutions. Robert Keahane defines institutions as "connected sets of rules that
prescribe behavioural roles, constrain activity, and shape expectation~,"~
governed by
external events such as societal traditions. Regirnes, on the other hand, outline implicit
injunctions that endorse state actions and contain rules that explain change. Regimes
do not shape but f o m around already established expectations. Yet. regirnes are not
actors. They simply establish the parameters of action; "regirnes are inert, the
embodiment of aspirations for cooperation.'" Thus, states do not interact with regimes,
as they do with institutions, rather they act within the context established by the regime.
finally, a distinction must be made between regirnes and order. Regirnes may
facilitate order but are n a t bound by it. In fact, regirnes may unintentionally contribute to
disorder. According to Kenneth Waltz, the international system is determined by three
factors: the ordering primciple, the number and characteristics of the units involved, and
the distribution of capalbilities arnong those units.I0 Regime theory, however, adds
values that influence stage actions." Cooperation need not be the only pattern; a regime

can exist if a mixture of confrontation and cooperation marks interactions. The benefits
of regimes are their abiliity to increase predictability and appiy guidelines to a variety of

' ~ o b e r t Keohane, "Neolfieral institutionalism A Perspective on World Politics," in Keohane,
International Institutions and State-Power: Essavs in International Relations Theorv, (Boulder: Wesmiew Press,
1989) pp. 2-4
9

James Rosenau, "Before Cooperation: Hegemons, Regimes, and Habit-Dnven Actors in World Politics,"
International Or~anization,(40, 4, Aununn 1986)p. 881
'Owaitz, op. cir., pp. 88-99
11

Oran Young, "Internationial Regimes: Probiems of Concept Formation," Worid Politics, (32:3, Apnl
1980) pp. 108-109. R e g h e s are sometunes placed under the category of modified structuralisrn. Structural
realism, as attributed ta Waltz, uefers to restrictions placed on policy options or actions caused by the srructure
of a particular international systiern deterrnined by the three basic factors of o r d e ~ gfunctions
,
and capabilities.
Contrary to structural realism, modified structuralisrn impiies that the international system rnay not reflect its
actual structure because of the rale of intersubjective values.
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relationships; reduce transaction costs; create conditions for negotiations; legitimise
state actions; facilitate issue linkage within and between regimes; irnprove the quality of
information; and reduce the incentives to cheat by enhancing the value of reputation."
There are five factors that postulate the existence of an international regirne.
First, regimes are issue-area oriented because they have analytical parameters.13
Second, regimes are consistent with the notion of an 'international society' where the
grouping of states is separate from the general ~ystem.~'
Third. regimes are formed only
when al1 states see their creation to be of assistance in the realisation of their individual

objective^.^^ Fourth, there must be interdependence among the states such that the
realisation of their own objectives is inextricably linked to the cooperative enterprise.
Finally, regimes facilitate cooperation through 'reciprocity' and "continuing satisfactory
results for the group of which one is a part."'6 Not al1 states receive equal returns on
their investment but regimes establish an experiences that offers relevant information.
SECURITYREGIMES

Security is about the ability of states to maintain the independence of their
identity. A state's security goals are based on history, culture. geography, and

I 2 ~ o b e r tK e o b e , After Heeemonv: Cooperation .and Discord in the WorId Political Econornv,
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984) pp. 24-45
Issue-areas are "sets of issues that are in fact dealt with in comrnon negotiations and by the same, or
closely coordinated, bureaucracies. as opposed to issues that are dealt with separately." ibid, p. 6 1
14

in other words, these states see themselves as exemplifjcing a cognitive homogeneity, usuftlly denved
fiom common ercpenences. HedIey Bull, The Anarchical Societv: A Studv of Order in WorId PoIitics, (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1977) pp. 8-16
15

This realization does not have to be based solely on rational choice but can also be explained by what
Robert Keohane calls "consmint choice" analysis. in this sense, a regirne is a type of international contract
designed to "establish stable, mutual expectations about others' patterns of behaviour and to deveIop working
relationships that wilf allow the parties to adapt their practices to new situations." Robert Keohane, "The
Demand for International Regimes," International Oreanization, (36,2, Sprïng 1982)
I 6 ~ o b e rKeohane,
t
"Reciprocity in International Relations," International Or~anization,(Winter 1986) p.
20
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perceptions of its role in international relations." One can distinguish two types of
threats to a state's security: external threats from other states; or interna1 threats vis a
vis a state's domestic political systern.

... any Iasting improvement in internationaI relations presupposes full respect for
the principles of the independence and territorial integrity of States, noninterference in their domestic affairs, the rights of each peopIe to shape its own
future, and the obligation to refrain fkom the threat or use of force."
The ESDI debate relates to the classic notion of the protection of sovereign
states through military and diplornatic means. Within the transatlantic security regime
these rneans require a consistent and unitary approach to strategy; a consideration for
al1 interests during negotiations; and the maintenance of communication in decisionmaking. While the North Atlantic Treaty rnakes reference to other aspects of security.
NATO's raison d'être has been to safeguard "the freedom, common heritage and
civilization of their peoples" by uniting "efforts for collective defen~e."'~
Robert Jervis defines security regirnes as "principles, rules, and noms that
permit states to be restrained in their behaviour in the befief that others will
reciprocate.""

Security regimes create an environment conducive to a long-term

appreciation of a states' interest in survival and is formed around the expectation that
the actions of other states will be brought into conformity with one another through a
process of policy coordination.
17
Barry Buzan, Morren Kelstrup, Pierre Lemait~e,Elsbieta Tromer, and Ole Waever, The Eurouean
Sectiritv Order Recast: Scenarios for the Post-Cold War Era, (New York: Pinter PubIishers, 1990) p. 3. This
hcludes military security; political security (the stability of States and systems of government); economïc
security (access to resources and finances); societal security (language, culture, religion, national identity and
custom); and environmental security (maintainhg the Iocal and planetary biosphere).
18paragraph4, Final Cornrntrttiqtte issued afier the Ministerial Meeting of the North Atlantic Council held
in Washington, D.C.,A p d 10, 1969., fiom Securitv and Co-oiieration in Europe. 1954-1977, General Affairs
Cornmittee, 23rd Ordinary Session, Western EU Assembly, Paris, 1978.
1 9 ~ o a Atlantic
h
Treaty Organization, Prearnbk to the Nortfz AtZnntic neary, August 24, 1949. In fact, of
the Treaty's fourteen articles, five deal specifically with coliective defence and ody one with other aspects of
security, (the remaining eight are administrative),
'O~obert Je-,

'Sec,ty

RegMes," International Orqanization, (36,2, Spling 1982) p. 357
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The principles of a security regime incorporate both common interests and
common aversions; members of a security regirne desire to preserve their values, as
well as see them furthered. In turn, the n o m s constitute order, stability, predictability
and reassurance to offset insecure relations. If states share common values they likely
will not pursue policies that challenge or undermine another state's values, for to do so
would threaten their own security." Instead, states attempt to have their interpretation of
those values adopted by the group.
According to Jervis, the obstacles to establish a security regime are especially
great due to the security dilemma." Measuring security and knowing what others are
doing is difficult and decision-makers tend to react unilaterally rather than seek
cooperative solutions. Because the stakes are greater, predictability and trust are harder
to establish; threats to a state's security are ofien imprecise making it difficult to gauge
regirne benefits. In addition, the distinction between offensive and defensive motives
can be blurred so that actions by one state will automatically impinge on the other actors
whether the threat is real or note3
While the argument above is compelling, sorne argue the analysis is overly
pe~sirnistic.'~
Janice Stein admits that there is greater competitiveness in security issues
but that the difference may be exaggerated. Short of war, Stein postulates that there are
ranges of scenarios in which actions by one state to improve its security may
sirnuitaneously improve the security of others. She argues that the potential of the
2i

Stephen WaIt, "Alliance Formation and the Balance of Power," Intemanonai Securiw, (Spring 1985) p.

20
22

in an anarchic international system, one state may sincerely increase its level of defence spending only
for defensive purposes and self-preservation, but it is rational for other states to assume aggressive intentions
on the part of that state. Therefore, these other states also increase their Ievel of amis spending, leading the
onginai state to feel insecure and contemplate a M e r increase in rnilitary spending. Hence, by inirially trying
to enhance its own security, the first state sets in motion a process that results in its feeling Iess secure.

241aniceStein, op. cir., p. 611
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regime concept has been underestirnated, failing "to capture the nuances and subtleties

of the benefits conferred by informal security regimes." Indeed, decision-rnakers look to
cooperative behaviour to better judge the actions of others and because the risks are
higher in security issues the incentives for cooperation may be that rnuch greater?
What, then, are the conditions necessary for the formation of a secunfy regime?
First, it must be in the interest of the current great powers to form a security regime;
more specifically, "they must prefer a more regulated environment to one in which al!
states behave individualistically? Second, the actors must believe that others share the
value of mutual security and cooperation; al1 states must believe that security is not
provided for by expansion. Finally, there must be an ability to disaggregate an issue.
such that, a complete security problem is divided into its cornponent parts and dealt with
separately in a cooperative manner.
Those factors which act as obstacles include the security dilemma; ideological
differences, such as Marxist-Leninism versus liberal-democracy; asymrnetries between
states, such as different geographical locations and historical experiences; the existence
of uncertainty, whether or not the adversary is violating an agreement; and dornestic
and alliance constraints, such as public opinion or responsibilities to uphold the trust of
alliance partners."
Security regimes are easier to construct when states are egoists rather than
competitors. Egoists try to maximize their utilities and "pay attention to the interests of
others only insofar as the behaviour of others affects their own ~tilities."'~
Cornpetitors,
"This assertion was substantiated by the incipient East-West security regime. The hot-lhe' between the
US and the Soviet Union after the Cuban missile crisis is a prime esample of two enernies setting up a
coilaborative mechanisrn to facilitate better communication and hence Iessen the chances of inadvertent
annifiilation.
26~anice
Stein, op. cir., p. 630
27

Alexander George, "Factors Infiuencing Security Cooperation," in George, Farley, and Dallin (eds.) U.S.

- Soviet Securiq Cooueration: Achievements. Failures. Lessons, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988)
28~anice
Stein, op. cit., p. 607
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on the other hand, seek to maxirnize their utilities relative to others. For cornpetitors, the
absolute size is unimportant in cornparison to the relative difference in wealth, status, or
security between a groups of states. When states compete, conflict becomes a zerosurn game, whereby the possibility of rnutual benefits evaporates and cooperation is
short terrn or non-existent?'
However, even when states are egoists, a key for sustaining the regirne is
reciprocity. Reciprocity requires states to support others without knowing when or from
whom they will be repaid. It is expected that the other members of the regime will not
take advantage of those with temporary problems, and vice-versa. In a purely
cornpetitive environment, reciprocity requires even, direct and irnrnediate paybacks,
Iimiting the chance for cooperation.
One might have the impression that a security regirne is synonymous with an
alliance. That impression, however, neglects a key difference between the two. To
explain:

An alliance is a formal agreement that pledges states to cooperate in using their
rnilitary resources against a specific state or states and usually obligates one or
more of the signatories to use force, or to consider ... the use of force in
specified circurn~tances.~~
Alliances only recognise cornmon aversions, notably external threats, whereas security
regimes, not only address common aversions, but also common interests. In essence,

2glhis is not to Say that the pursuit of egoistic self-interest is conducive to consmicbog security regirnes. It
is to Say that there are at least two situations in which procedures to manage security reIations will becorne
rational for egoists: if individual choice leads to rnutually undesirable outcomes or consequences less optimal
than those achieved through coordinatiori. As referred to above, these nvo situations can be classified as
cornmon aversions and cornmon interests. Egoists can resolve the outcomes scenario through informal
coordination but must actively coordinate to resolve the consequences scenario.
'O~obert Ossood, "The Nature of Alliances," in Roben Pfaltzgraff, (ed.) Politics and the International
Svstem, (New York: Lippincott, 1972) pp. 481-82. According to Osgood, an alliance is "a latent war
communiy, based on general cooperation that goes beyond formal provisions and that the signatories m u t
continually estimate in order to preserve mutual confidence in each other's fidelity to specified obligations."
Robert Osgood, Alliances and Arnerican Foreiq Policy, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1968). p. 19.
Although a sense of cornmuniry rnay reùiforce alliances, it rarely is a cause for their existence. A decision to
join an alliance is based upon rewards outweighing cost for a particular objective. George Liska, Nations in
Alliance: The Limits of Interdmendence, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1962). pp. 12,6 1 and 175.
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security regimes accept the simultaneous duality of external and internai threats, while
at the same tirne, promote interests that are common to al/ regime members.
To demonstrate, consider NATO. For al1 intents and purposes, the 'Alliance' is
just that: an alliance to confront the military threat of the Soviet Union. However, NATO
is closer to the concept of a security regime because it is also based on comrnon
interests.

Common cultural traditions, fiee institutions and democratic concepts, ... bring
the NATO nations closer together, ... There was, in short, a sense of Atlantic
Community, aIongside the reaIisation of an irnmediate cornmon danger?'
The articulation of security interdependence, shared democratic values and an
expectation that security will be pursued through alliance participation resembles a
security regime.
The key feature of the NATO regime is the reflection of a pluralistic security
community such that any defection by any one member does not increase the security
vulnerability to other rnernber~.~'
For a political comrnunity to assess its security needs it
must appraise its core values in relation to the identification of threats. These values
give rise to a frarnework for change without caliing into question the identity of the
politicaI community itself.

THEESDI SECURITYREGIME
Haggard and Simmons group regimes into four theoretical approaches:
structural, strategic, functional, and cognitive.33The significance of these approaches to

ESDI lies in their interpretations of regime continuity and proscriptions of change.
31

Paragraph 12, Chapter One of the "Report of the Cornmittee of Three on Non-Military Cooperation in

NATO,"Appendix 6, The North Atlantic Treatv Ortzanization, Facts and Fieues, (Brussels: NATO
Mormation Service, 1984) p. 27 1
32

Alliances facilitate poiicy goals by "htroducing into the situation a specific cornmitment to pursue then"
Robert Rothstein, Alliances and Small Powers, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1968). p. 55.

33~aggardand Sïmmons, op. cir.. pp. 498 - 5 13
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Change, according to regime theory, is related to changes in expectations,
principles,

noms,

rules, and

decision-making

procedures. When

changes

in

expectations occur, there will be associated changes in principles and norms, leading to
the transformation of one regime into another or the dissotution of the original regime
altogether. Changes in rules and decision-making procedures, on the other hand, only
lead to changes within the original regime.
Hegemonic stability represents the structuralist approach. It postulates that a
single powerful actor must estabiish and maintain a regime that, in turn, is based on the
structure of power that is detemined by the hegern~n.~'
Two characteristics are required
to be a hegemon: first, the willingness to lead and accept a disproportionate share of the
burden of providing the collective goods of the regime; and second, the willingness of
other states to follow. In order for a hegemon to preserve stability. its leadership must
be accepted as legitimate.
In the context of ESDI, NATO resembles a hegemonic security regime. FolIowing
WWII, it was recognised that the international balance had to be maintained by the US
outside UN auspices. The capabilities of the partners confirmed the alliance as an
extension of US protection and not a mutual security pact familiar with more traditional
alliances. Thus, the purpose of NATO was the delineation of a Pax Americana rather
than a mutual cornmitment for a specific contingency within the well-understood niles of
the balance of p o ~ e r . ~ ~
Thus, the transatlantic security regime became a reflection of US hegemony.
With its ovewhelming military strength and economic influence, it was both wiliing to
lead, and was accepted as legitimate to lead by the other partners, in providing the
34~eohane,
After Heeernonv, pp. 7 1-72
''~riedrich Kratochwil, "The Challenge of Security in a Changing Warld," Journal of International Affairs,
(Surnmer/Fail 1989), p. 124. In the sarne vein, Kratochwil wams that despite professions of an 'Atlantic
community', the US never guaranteed security for some of the most important European policy concem. "The
geographically narrow defrnition of NATO's casus belli contrasts sharply with the idea of a cornmunity that
sees eye to eye on al1 issues concerning the state of the world." p. 125-

collective good of a western security guarantee. If, as sorne authors have niminated, the
US has been a declining hegernon in the last decade. then the transatlantic security
regirne will be rnodified or abandoned ai; together. Fears that such changes will
perrnanently damage the operation of the regime drive Atlanticists to maintain NATO in
its present form. But it will be difficult for Atlanticists to rnaintain the US as its hegernon
since the US will not be able to presewe its existing position.
It simply has not been given to any one society to remain perrnanently ahead of
al1 the others, because that would imply a fieezing of the differentiated pattern of
growth rates, technologka1 advance, and military developments that has existed
since time immem~rial?~
According to hegemonic stability theory collective goods are supplied by the
wiflingness of the hegemon to assume a disproportionate share of the c ~ s t s . ~There
'
are

two views on the rnechanics of how the hegernon provides such goods. The rnalign view
posits a coercive leadership role by the hegemon, such that the rules of the regirne are
enforced through positive and negative sanctions. Because of its dominant status, the
hegemon persuades other states to provide a share of the collective good. The
hegernon "resolves the problem of provision by imposing itself as a centralised authority
able to extract the equivalent of taxes."3g
The benign view suggests the benefits to the hegemon of a well-ordered system
outweigh the costs of supplying the collective good. In this case, the hegernon is willing
to take on the full burden, while other states have an incentive to 'free-ride'. However,
3 6 ~ oan
r examination oEUS hegemonic decline nee Paul Kennedy, The Rise and Fa11 of the Great Powers:
Economic Change and Militarv Confiict From 1500 to 2000. (London: Fontana Press, 1988) p. 689.
37

Such a good "isone the coaswrrption of which by an individual, household, or finn does not reduce the
amount avaiiable for other potential consumers." Cbarles Kindleberger, "Dominance and Leadership in the
Intemational Economy: Exploitation, Public Goods, and Free Rides," International Studies Quarterlv, (25,
198 1) p. 243, A sideudk is an excelient example of a collective good. However, because an individual c m
'consume' the good without paying for it directly, collective goods tend to be under-provided unless some actor
assumes a dispropomonateshare of the costs or some agency can force consumers to pay.
38

Duncan Snidal, "The Limits of Hegemonic Stability Theory," International Oraanization, (39, 4,
Autumn, 1985); and Mancur OIson, "A Theory of the Incentives Facing Political Organizations," International
Political Science Review, (Apd 1986) pp. 587-88
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although each state is gaining frorn being a member there may be instances in which if
it cheated or defected its relative gain would increase.'' In this case, the hegemon can
use its political influence to persuade states not to defect and its dominance to punish
those that do.
Of the collective goods supplied by the US, the prirnary one is the security
guarantee. Alrnost as important, though, has been the secondary good of leadership
"expressed through the taking of initiatives with respect to alliance policy, the attempt to
build alliance consensus through the practice of consultation, and the factoring of allied
interests into Arnerican relations with the Soviet Union."4oIt has been in the US interest
to supply these goods even though its partners gained a free ride; yet, it has also been
in the US interest to get the beneficiaries to share the burden, hence the persistent
argument over burden sharÏng in the aliian~e.~'
According to the theory of collective action, a hegemon shouId be less willing to
bear a disproportionate share of the burden if its preponderant position erodes." The
relative econornic decline of the US did result in a shift of its defence burden to other
members of NATO; but the adjustment has been modest. The reason is NATO's
position as a uniquely privileged group where one rnember is still significantly larger than
the others." As long as the alliance is uniquely privileged, the US will continue to bear a
disproportionate burden.
39~ohnConybeare, "Public Goods, PNoner's Dilemmas and the Intemational Political Economy,"
InternationaI Studies Ouarterlv, (VOL28, No. 3) p. 10
M ~ a u Buteux,
l
Retzimes. Incipient Repimes and the Future of NATO Siratew, Occasional Paper #6,
(Winnipeg: Programme in Strategic Studies, University of Manitoba, 1989), p. 19
41

In an analysis of burden-sharing in NATO, and the subsequent role of the US hegemon, John Oneal
postdates that there has been an ïncrease in cooperation within the alliance and a modest decrease in the
'exploitation' of the US over the period 1950-84. John Oneal, "The Theory of Collective Action and BurdenSharing in NATO,"international Organization, (44,3, Sumrner 1990).
42

SnidaI, op. cir., pp. 165-89.

4 3 ~ a n c uOlson,
r
The Logic of Collective Action, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1971) pp. 28-30
and 49-50. In 1984, after decades of supposed economic decline, the GDF of the US was still4.5 times larger
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Hegemony is based on legitirnacy. Other states accept the rule of the hegemon
because of its status in the international çystern." A considerable degree of consensus
is required if the hegernon is to have the support of other powerful states. If these states
begin to regard the actions of the hegemon as contrary to their own interests then the
hegernonic system, and the regimes it has established, will be greatly ~eakened.'~
The hegernon cannot force other states to comply but must elicit their deference.
Some authors have related such deference to Gramsci's concept of ideological
hegernony: "a unity between objective material forces and ethico-political ideas in which
power based on dominance over production is rationalized through an ideology
inwrporating compromise or consensus between dominant and subordinate groups.'"
According to Gramsci, hegemony refers to order in which a common social, moral
language is spoken; and a single concept of reality is dominant. ln applying Gramsci's
framework, the coercive use of power becomes less necessary and less obvious as
consensus builds on the basis of shared values, ideas and material interests. These
ideas and institutions corne to be seen as legitimate. In this way a hegemonic structure
of thought and action emerges and helps us understand why the hegemon's partners

are willing to defer to its leadership.'17
than West Gerrnany, the second Iargest &y. It is not surprising that the US devoted an average of 8.6% of its
GDP to the military fiom 1950-84, while the defence burden of the other allies averaged 4.7%.

O
N
'
Frohlich, Joe Oppenheimer and Oran Young, Political Leadership and Collective Goods,
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1971)
45~obertGilpïn, The Political Economv of International Relations, (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1987) p. 73
46~obertCox, "Labour and Hegemony," International Orgrkation, (Vol. 31, # 3, Summer 1977) p. 387.
declining and minimai. Integral descnies a
Gramsci dïstinguishes among three levels of hegemony: i~te~eral,
regime characterized by a weli-defined sense of common purpose and lack of antagonism amongst the partners.
Declining hegemony refers to a regirne in which contradictions between the interests of the parmers have
become acute, such that disintegrative tendencies become pronounced. Findly, minimaI hegemony refers to a
in which the leaders do not wish to lead, but dominate. Joseph Fernia, Gramsci's Political Thought:
regHe~emonv.Consciousness. and the RevoIutionarv Process, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1981) p. 24 and 47.
47

Stephen Gill and David Law, B e Global Political Economv: Persuectives. Problems and Policies,
(Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1988) p.78.
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The main criticism of hegernonic stability theory is this necessity of a hegemon

for the maintenance of the regirne. Robert Keohane and Duncan Snidal criticise this
categorical approach to change and dispute the imminent danger to established
regimes. They point out that nothing in the theory of collective goods suggests that a
single hegemon is required? According to Keohane, once a regirne is in place, it may
remain stable if the hegemon accepts revisions to the niles. According to Snidal,
hegemonic stability contains the 'hidden' assumption that collective action is impossibie,
"for if collective action is possible then states rnight cooperate to provide public goods in
the absence of hegernonic power." Because collective action does take place, especiaily
in nonsecurity issue areas, Snidal contends, "we need to amend the assumption that
collective action is impossible and incorporate it into a fuller specification of the
circumstances under which international cooperation can be preserved even as a
hegemonic power decline~,"~~
lt naturally follows that the decline in the hegemon's relative capabilities will lead
to a waning of the regime. The costs of defending the system rise while the hegemon
grows frustrated with its partners gaining more from the system than it is. In turn,
cornpetitive powers challenge the hegernon's leadership in the regime. As the regime
grows, the burdens to maintain its stability disproportionately drain the resources frorn
the hegemon. The larger the gap between the hegemon and the other mernbers, and
the faster the hegemon will dec~ine.~'

48

Snidal op. cit., and Keohane, After Heeemony. The notion of coIIective goods has two characteristics
significant to regimes and hegemons: joinmess o f supply and nonexcludabiiity. Jointuess of suppiy is the
simultaneous provision of a collective good to aii mernbers. if a collective good is produced aii actors can
consume it whether they have contriiuted or not. In mm, nonexclusion is the inabiiity to prevent other states
Eîom benefiting fiom the good.
AAer Heeernony, pp. 593 and 595
49~eohane,
50

Jacek Kugler and A. F. K. Organski, "The End of Hegemony?," IntemationaI Interactions, (Vol. 15, No.
2,1989)p, 115
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However, hegemonic stability theory is not deterrninistic but cautionary; it does
not Say the system will break down just that the "tendency toward breakdown or
fragmentation of the system greatly increases with the relative decline of the
hegemon."" Obviously, continued cooperation is not precluded following the period of
hegemony, provided that the interests of the current great powers are congruent.j2
According to Kindleberger, states might "take on the task of providing leadership
together, thus adding to legitimacy, sharing the burdens, and reducing the danger that
leadership is regarded cynically as a cloak for domination and exploitation."j3 What the
theory does Say is that this scenario is unlikely and that the preservation of the regime
will be much more difficuft,
The possibility of a new cooperative agreement within the current regime is
based on two pressures of contention inherent in the Alliance. The most intractable of
these was the problern of extended deterrence that depends ultimately on US
willingness to put its own population at risk. The crux of the problem is the level of
influence in nuclear decision-making versus exposure to its conseq~ences.~~
While the
end of the Cold War hâs reduced the immediacy of the problem, it has increased the
number of players and the potential for smaller, regional conflicts to spread to larger,
international conflicts.

A second permanent condition is the US concern with burden sharing. According
to Jan Gambles, there are two US intentions. The obvious one is to alieviate the 'freeriding' problem by getting the Europeans to pay for more of their own defence. This is
51

Robert GiIpin, US Power and the Multinational Cornoration: The Political Economv of Foreim Direct
Investrnent, (New York: Basic Books, 1975)p. 73
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John Ruggie, "International Regimes, Transactions, and Change: Ernbedded Lïberalisrn in the Posnvar
Econornic order," International ~ ~ a & t i o n ,(36, Spruig 1982)p. 3 54
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Kùldleberger, op. cir., p. 252

"1an Gambles, Proswcts for West Euroriean Securitv Coooeration, Adelphi Papen #244, (London:
International Institute for Strategic Studies, Winter 1991/1992 pp. 7-8
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reinforced by US budgetary difficulties, trade disputes with the EU, and European
opposition to US security policy. The less obvious intention, fed by the US defence
establishment, is to threaten troop withdrawals in order to strengthen the hand of
NATO's Supreme Allied Commander (an American) and to raise the nuclear t h r e s h ~ l d . ~ ~
The Europeans have responded by making discreet preparations for the withdrawal of
US troops demonstrated by the revival of the WEU and Franco-German defence
cooperation, notably the establishment of the Eurocorps. These organizations could
form the nucleus of a European pillar or an independent defence identity.
So what are the chances of other cooperative agreements in light of the changes
in European security and the development of the EU? According to Lipson:
They are possible, at least, if adversaries are confident about their monitoring
and their ability to withstand a surprise defection. Similarly, agreements are
more likely if both sides have a significant margin of security, a "surplus"
allowing each to proffer cooperation wïth some protection in case the agreement
fails. Finally, if defensive forces are considered pre-eminent, the rïsks of any
breakdovm are surely Iessened and the opportunities for agreement significantIy
br~adened.~~
In keeping with the criticism of hegemonic stability, the strategic approach to
regimes, exemplified by garne theory, explains how CO-operation can evolve without a
hegemon. This expianation is vital to the arguments of Europeanists to show that
hegemonic stability is not the only approrich to providing European security and
defence. Game theory analyses the interaction between actors by exploring the realm of
power, bargaining, CO-operationand trust. Garne theory tries to understand existing
arrangements and what the alternatives might be.
According to game theory, the costs of a bad reputation, rather than the
overarching influence of a hegernon, is a more viable reason for states to honour their
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regime comrnitments." A violator may find it harder to enter into any new agreements
while its mernbership in other regimes is under scrutiny. Therefore, it may be in the
interest of the state not to violate the principles, norms or rules of a regime to protect its
interests in other regimes.
The most appropriate game theory model for regimes is that of the Prisoner's
Dilemma in which states bargain to achieve objectives. In situations resembling a
Prisoner's Dilemma an inhospitable political environment, and the absence of certain
institutions. restrict communication and encourage self-interest." Given the greater risks
involved in security issues, and the greater competition between states, the application
of the Prisoner's Dilemma is more apparent. But even in international security the
dilemma can produce CO-operativebehaviour. Advocates of Prisoner's Dilemma refute
the assurnption that the typical actor will violate the provisions of a regime as long as the
probability of being caught

is low; an assumption that implies the need for effective

enforcement procedures to achieve compliance. According to Young, there are
circurnstances in which self-interest will lead to compliance, "especially in conjunction
with long-run perspectives on iterative behavi~ur."'~
International relations is more like a multiple-play Prisoner's Dilemma. If play is
repeated, "the costs of defecting on any single move must be calculated not only with
reference to the immediate payoff, but with reference to the opportunity costs

58~ilpin,Political Economv of International Relations, p. 87. The Prisoner's Dilemma involves hvo
players. Each is assumed to be a self rnavimizer, Each c m move only once pet garne, and each faces a simple
choice: to cooperate or to defect. Under these conditions, each player can maxunize his own reward by
defecting, regardess of what the other does. However, if both defect, they receive a srnaller retmrd than if they
had cooperated. The inevitable resuIt is that both attempt to rnaxunize and no player has any incennve to
cooperate.
59~oung,op-cir... p. 339. Acton will ofkn develop p n e n l compliance policies in conjunction with the
expectation of a long term sociaIization. From the point of view of regime members, the actual development of
compliance mechanisms requires signrficant investment tvhile the return on that investment tvilI almost always
decline before perfect cornpliance is reached, Accordingly, it is safe to assume that the rnembers of a regime
will rarely attempt to develop compliance mechanisms capable of eliminating violations altogether.
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associated with future interaction^."^^ Such repetition suggests that stable CO-operation
can occur, even in the area of international security. The requirements include
perceptions of interdependence; time to monitor and react to each other's decisions; a
strong interest in long term reiationships; and rnoderate differences between the payoffs
for CO-operationand defe~tion.~'
However, as far as insuring cornpliance, this measure
of action-reaction is weak, because states decide whether or not to break the rules
based on the benefits to thernselves and not the total costs to others,
Objections to Prisoner's Dilemma question the oversimplification of actors' goals;
the elements of strategic interactions; the failure to capture more interactions such as

bargaining; and the inability to recognise several analytically distinct games being
played sirnuitaneously. Yet, as Charles Lipson suggests, despite the objections, gaming
models can stilf be used to explore the pattern of structural constraints on players'
choices; the inducements and punishments those choices represent; the role of
variables in modifying the interactions of players; and the relationship between individual
choices and the outcome for the whole gr~up.~'
While Europeanism uses game theory to dispute the necessity for hegemonic
stability it uses functional theories to demonstrate how regimes are constructed in the
is based on the belief that national loyalties can
absence of a h e g e r n ~ n Functionalisrn
.~~
be diifused and redirected into a CO-operative framework because of the growing
complexity of governmental systems that has increased the importance of non-political,
technical tasks? According to functionalisrn, rnoving from a technical to a political
60

Haggard and Simmons, op- cil-,p. 505
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Lipson, op. cir., p. 7

6 3 ~fact,
n Keohane ~ m the
s relationship of hegemony and regllnes on its head. "If hegemony can substitute
for the operation of international regimes, it follows that a declùie in hegemony may increase the dernand for
international regùnes." Keohane, Afier Hecemonx pp. 180-18 1
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framework limits the potential for c o n f l i ~ tThus,
. ~ ~ functionalism emphasises a restrictive
role for political actors such that various pressures, especially interest groups and
bureaucratic actors, infiuence decision-makers.
Central to functionalisrn is the notion of 'spillover', where collaboration in one
technical field leads to collaboration in other technical fields. For spillover to occur the
existing and proposed regimes must have a degree of interdependence. Functionahsm
questions "the assurnption that the state is irreducible and that the interests of
governments prevail, and proceeds to the active consideration of schemes for co~peration."~~

The functionalist mode1 for such schemes of CO-operation is integration.
Functionalists equate integration with the CO-ordinationof agencies to which states
transfer selected powers. As this network of institutions develops, the overbearing
shadow of anarchy is eroded, revealing an "interest-based form of international
g~vernance."~'According to Ernst Haas, these agencies "dernand jurisdiction over the
~~
to the establishment of legitimate political
pre-existing national s t a t e ~ , " leading
structures through shared values and the emergence of new structures that may
overlay, but not necessarily replace, existing structures. To take it to its ultimate
conclusion, integration is identified with the "abolition of the sovereign power of modern
nation-~tates,"~~
such that nations:
65

Dougherty and Pfaltzgnf'f, Contendïne Theories of International ReIations, 2nd. ed., (New York: Harper
a n d R o y 1980) pp. 418-419
66AJRGroom and Paul Taylor, "Functionalisrn and International Relations." in Groom and Taylor, (eds)
Theorv and Practice in International Relations, (New York: Crane Russak. 1975) p. 2
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Charles Pentland, "hteption, Interdependence and Institutions: Approaches to International Order," in
David Haglund and Michael Hawes, WorId Politics: Power. Interdependence. and Dependence, (Toronto:
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1990) p. 180
6 8 ~ m s~t a a sThe
,
Unitine of Europe, (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1958) p. 16
69
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Charles Pentland, International Theorv and European intemtion, (London: Faber and Faber, 1973) p.

forego the desire and abilis. to conduct foreign and key domestic policies
independently of each other, seeking instead to make joint decisions or to
delegate the decision-making process to new central organs: and the process
whereby political actors in several distinct settings are persuaded to shift their
expectations and political activities to a new entre.^

Exarnining European integration in the 1960s, Ernst Haas concluded that
'functional spillover' did occur in the Common Market's progress in achieving a extemal
tariffs, uniform rules of cornpetition, a free market for foreign labour. and a common
agriculture policy and have "corne close to voiding the power of the national state in ail
realrns other than defence, education and foreign p~licy."~'
However, Haas concluded
that integration based upon such pragmatism, is ternporary because it is not reinforced
by an ideological cornmitment.

The functional Iogic which Ieads from national fnistration to economic unity,
and eventually to poIiticaI unification, presupposes that national consciousness is
weak ... but in Europe it (unity) had not gone far enough before the national
situation improved once more, before self-confidence rose, thus making the
political healing power of unions once more questionable."

The pattern of political spillover, on the other hand, is not as clear. Stanley
Hoffrnan argued that there has been a failure of 'spill-over' in Europe because of the
diversity of the member states and the overarching bipolar international system." While
the Benelux countries were willing to secede their defence leadership to the US. France
atternpted to push a multipolar international system allowing European integration to
build an entity that would emancipate Europe frorn the US. Thus, no clear functional line
can be drawn between the success of the EU and the creation of an independent
European defence identity.
7 0 ~ e o nLindberg,

The Political

Dvnarnics of Eumoean

Econornic Inteeration, (Stanford: S a o r d

University Press, 1963)p. 6
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Ernst Haas, "The Uniting of Europe and the Uniting of Latin Arnerica," Journal of Common Market
Studies, (V,June 1967) p. 324

Stanley Hoffman, Gulliver's TroubIes. or the Settine of American Foreim Polics (New York: McGraw
Hill, 1968) pp. 400-401
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Sorne distinctions should also be made between forrnal and informal integration
and between political and socio-econornic integration." Forrnal integration ernbodies
endeavours Gy policy-makers to institutionalise common policies, whereas, informal
integration flows frorn the intense association of component parts without interference
from policy-makers. F o n a l is a proactive, deliberate process of integration with specific
airns; whereas informal is more responsive to changes in the economic and social
environment.
Political integration denotes a community of shared values that fosters an identity
among the members. Socio-econornic integration, on the other hand, is the interaction
between different groups that retain their own sense of identity. This interaction is based

on transactions flowing from an interdependent economy. Political integration depends
on socio-economic integration but "there is no simple or inexorable transition from
contact through trade to the emergence of a political cornm~nity."~~
Joseph Nye has refined a 'neo-functionalist' theory of integration, which
combines a federalist purpose with a functional strategy. Neo-functionalism is based
upon several 'process mechanisms' including the Iinkage and capacity to handle tasks;
coalition formation based on political or ideological projections; the socialisation of elites
towards the notion of integration; the formation of regional groups with the involvement
of external actors; and the growth of an ideological-incentive appeal in support of

''~illiam Wallace, The Transformation of Western Europe, (New York: Council on Foreign Relations
Press for the Royal Ins5tute of International Affak, 1990) p. 54
75

-

ibzd, p. 55. Applying the notion of 'spillover' to integration, Haas and Philippe Schmitter establish three
variables which intemene benveen economic union and the possibility of a political union: background
variabIes include mernber's s ~ e sthe
. extent of social pluraiism, complementarity of elites, and transaction rates
among members; variables at the rime of econornic union such as delegated powers and the level of shared
governmental purposes; and process variables, including decision-making style, transaction rates afier
integration, and the ability of governments to adapt to cnsis, According to Haas and Schrniner the higher the
scores of each variable, the more likely it is that economic union will spillover into political union. Ernst Haas
and Philippe Schmitter, "Economics and Differential Patterns of Political Integration: Projections about Unity
in Latin Americqtt International Orcanization, (IYVTIf,Autumn 1964).
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integration? Nye has also delineated a number of conditions that influence the evolution
of an integrative procesç. These include: the equality of the units; the complementarity

of values; the existence of pluralisrn; and the capacity to adapt.
As the core of neofunctionafist theory, spillover is differentiated between
functional and politicai. Functionai spillover relates to technical pressures for further
integration, whereas political spiilover involves political pressures.''

Neofunctionalism

differs from its parent by embracing the political as part of its strategy. In this sense,
spillover "is not taken to be automatic and technically driven, but is contrived and
negotiated by political actors seeking to maximise ad~antage."~~
As integration develops
it increasingly impinges on sectors at the core of national sovereignty, hence becoming
more politicised.

Yet, neofunctionalim has little regard for the underlying power structure on which
regirnes are based. Keohane does admit that "relationships of power and dependence
wiil

... be important determinants of international regimes," and that "actors choices will

be constrained in such a way that the preference of the most powerful actors will be
accorded the greatest ~ e i g h t . " 'Such
~
a çtaternent. however. does not address the issue
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Joseph Nye, Peace in Parts: Intemation and Conflict in Regional Oreanizarion, (Boston: Little, Brown,
1971) pp. 56-93. Although iinkages may promote integration, they rnay have a negative effect if, for example,
the political fortunes of a group supporting integration declines. The extent to which integration can be
broadened is a h c t i o n of the level of public support the coalition enjoys.
77

The idea nins that "once one area of the economy was integrated, the interest groups operating in that
sector would have to exert pressure at the regional Ievel on the organization charged uith nuuiing their sector."
Because the main barrier to the benefits of integrauon in one sector would be the lack of integration in other
sectors. these groups would ndvocate rurrher int&ation. Stephen George, Politics and Policv the Euro~ean
Communitv, 2nd. E d (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991) p. 23
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Pentland, "integration, interdependence, and Institutions," p. 152
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Keohane, AAer Heoemonv, pp. 71-72. Keohane implies that regirnes can become self-sustainïng after
the decline of the hegemon because of the convergence of interests among States, but he fails to explore the
dynamics which foster this convergence. As the hegemon tires of supporting the system it increasingly detaches
itself fiom its duties, becomlng less benign and more predatoïy. Out of this discord cooperation anses in an
attempt to maintain the system because, as Gramsci postulated, an ideological hegemony had been established.
Even though this coopention continues it is based on a less secure system
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that functional regirnes "are only too easily upset when either the balance of bargaining
power or the perception of national interest (or both) change among those states which
negotiate them."80
Research on integration has also been criticised for its lack of an appropriate
theoretical framework and reliance on factor analysis in the development of inductive
theory. In the absence of such a framework, empirical examinations Iack the predictive
abifity to take into account the affect of intenrening variables. In other words, there is
little agreement about what catalysts initiate and sustain integration and, therefore, there
is no model in which rules of transformation are established.
The central problem for functionalism is the underlying strength of the state.
Functionalists are unable to demonstrate how governments will be persuaded to
capitulate to international institutions. Integration is conceived as a process that
progressively erodes the authority of the state, but to initiate the process central
institutions are required to represent the interests of the member states. Hence, "there
is a degree of circularity here, in which the consent of national governments is required
to establish institutions which wili then operate ... to undermine the authority of those
same go~ernments."~'
Functional theories are not causal; they are better at speciwing
when a regime will be in dernand and not how it will be created.
In the end, tensions have been a permanent feature of the alliance and NATO's
ability to adjust has been a disincentive for the developrnent of an independent
European identity. To define a European value system different from the US would
require promotion of minute differences at the expense of similarities in the fundamental
philosophical beliefs of dernocracy, individual liberty and a market economy.
The pressures for change also do not address the undertying logic of cornmon
security interests. NATO has been associated with a predominant and manifest threat
8 0 ~ m g eop-cit.,
,
p. 487

allace ce, op. cit., p. 62

affecting the unity of NATO and any other existing or potential security pact. The decline
of that threat has encouraged a re-nationalisation of al1 member states' security policy.
Over the past twenty years the American ideological hegemony has given way to
a more European orientation. Western Europe has developed multiple loyalties with

This affiliation has
affiliation to the nation-state supplemented by 'European' val~es.~'
not, however, Ied to an exclusive association with the EU, yet the claim of a community
of shared values, culture and expectations has become an important factor in European

politics since the beginning of the eighties. However, it is by no means clear that
European sentiment has grown to the necessary extent to define an open-ended
common European security interest against any external threat, or to subordinate
nationat security interests to cornmon European ones.
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The pressures for European intepration have been genented ivithin European society as a result of
indisenous politicai, economic and social factors and external factors. For exarnple, ali members have
recognized that they are unable to individualiy deal with many of the problem they now face. In addition,
powerfÙI pressures, such as the need for a large and secure European economic market, have impelIed thern to
coopente. ïhose sarne interests have generated pressures for the developrnent of cornmon European policies to
defend and promote European interests in an increasingly interdependent international comunity. Roy Pryce
and Wolfgang Wessels, "The Search for an Ever Closer Union: A Framework for Analysis," in Roy Pryce,
(ed.), The Dvnarnics of EU, (New York: Croom Helm, 1987) p. 5.

Chapter Two
DEFENCE DEPENDENCE: THE FlRST COLD WAR

The ESDl debate is not a product of recent changes in European security.
Although the end of the Cold War and the disintegration of the Soviet Union gave
increased emphasis to the debate its origins date back to the Brussels Treaty of 1948.
The main purpose of the treaty was to secure a major role for the US in the defence of
Western Europe. Once this goal was achieved with the signing of the North Atlantic
Treaty a year iater, the Brussels Treaty became moribund, and the initial character of
ESDl was given an Atlanticist signature.
The establishment of NATO, however, was not viewed by the US, or its
European allies, as the ultimate solution to Western Europe's security and defence
problems. At the time, the crux of those problems was how to involve West Germany

and ltaly in the provision of West European defence. In 1950, an attempt was made to
bring the former adversaries into an independent European defence identity, through the
creation of a European Defence Community (EDC).The so-calied Pleven Pian would

have created a European Army and can be viewed as the beginnings of Europeanist
sentiments for an independent ESDI. The EDC, however, was doomed to fail because
of its supranational nature. Instead, the Europeans revamped the Brussels Treaty to
allow West Germany and ltaly to join NATO. The result was the creation of the WEU in
1955 and the consolidation of the Atlanticist character of ESDI.
Despite later attempts to initiate an Europeanist program, ESDl maintained its
Atlanticism through the fifties and sixties. The rejection of the 1961 Fouchet Plans for a
joint defence policy and the failure of the A963 Elysee Treaty for defence CO-operation
between France and West Gerrnany confirmed that ESDI would remain within the
Atlantic framework. Thus, from the end of WWll until the beginnings of détente in the
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late sixties, every atternpt to develop ESDl independent of NATO failed primarily
because of the need for US nuclear deterrence and leadership in the face of the Soviet
threat.

ESTABLISHING
THE f RANS-ATLANTIC SECURITY
REGIME
Beginning in 1947, a number of West European countries began to address the
need for defence CO-operation-In March of that year, the Treaty of Dunkirk joined the
British and French together to resist the military resurgence of Germany. A year later,
the Brussels Treaty was signed by five nations, promising mutual assistance against
arrned aggression and CO-ordinatedefforts for econornic recovery.' But the rnilitary body

of Brussels, known as the Western Union Defence Organisation, would prove
inadequate in the face of the Soviet threat. Yet this inadequacy was not a concern since
both treaties were not meant to create a distinct European defence framework. Instead,
they were a "signal to the United States that the Europeans were ready to do their
share,... to insure the defence of Western Europe?
From the beginning Arnen'can involvernent in West European economic recovery
was indispensable.' Yet the Marshall Plan for econornic aid would prove useless in an
environment threatened by politicat chaos.' WWI! had given proof that uninhibited
1

Treay Benveen Belgittrtt. France. Lr~renr60urg, rh e Nerhedantis, and the United Kingdom of Grear
Bn-faNi nnd Nort/zern Ireland. Signed at Bmsels, on 17 March 1948. United Nations, Treaties and
International Agreements Registered, Filed and Recorded with the Secretariat of the United Nations, (VOL 19,
1945) pp. 53-63. in addition to mutual security (Articles 4 and 5) and the promo~onof economic recovery
(Article 1) the treaty also established specialised cornmittees in the social (Article 2), and cultural (Article 3)
fields. A Council of the five foreign ministers, which could be convened at the request of any signatory, was
provided for consultation and advice (Article 7). Within this provision, special reference \vas made to the threat
"of a renewal by G e r m y of an aggressive poIicy." To assist the Council, a permanent cornmittee met in
London every month tvhile a standing military committee \vas established to work out defence plans and
coordinate rnilitary machïnery.
i

'Michel Formmm, In Search of an Identitv: Europe. NATO.and the ESDI Debate, Extra Mural Paper $58,
(OpentionaI Research and Analysis Establishmerit, Department of National Defence, Canada, Nov. 1991) p. 8
3

The US had been lefi relatively undisturbed by the war. By 1948 the US accounted for over one third of
World GNP,half of the tvorld's grain exports, and over half of the world's crude oiI. William Wallace,
Transformation(Council on Foreign Relations Press, 1990). p. 38
J

The nvo key European foreign ministers at the time, Emest Bevin of the UK and Georges Bidault of
France, were fearfül of the growing political power of domestic communist parties in the West and the

nationalism would lead to war. It had also fundamentally shifted the political map of
Europe. Military security was now only possible with an American commitrnent to the
defence of Europe.
European federalists had hoped to use Brussels as an argument that Western
Europe, "threatened with attack from without. exhausted by its cycle of interna1 wars of
'all against all' (or France and Germany), its econorny in ruins, must subrnit itself to a
higher power that embodies its own collective will to survive."' These early Europeanists
advocated some form of federaf union; but their drearns would fade with the signing of
the North Atlantic Treaty. Henceforth, European security would be dependent on the
security relations between the two superpowers. Europe remained the central focus of
international security but now as an object and not the centre of world power. In the
words of Barry Buzan, the superpower relationship "overlay" previous relations within
Europee6For countries such as Britain and France there could be no political confidence
without an Arnerican security guarantee.
The problem that the European leaders had to deal with was the trend of
isolationisrn in American history and the particular aversion to being involved in
European affairs. For its part, the US was more interested in some form of
institutionalised European CO-operationwithin the confines of the United Nations. Such a
keatening gestures of the Soviet Union in the East. The Soviet Union had aiready refused to participate in the
~MarshllPlan recovery prognm and had intirnidated its neighbours to do liketvise. The foreign ministers
doubted that the Soviet Union would wvatch tvtiile the US restored Wesrern Europe and demonstrated
capitalismlssupenorily over communism
5

Charles Pentland, "Integntion, Interdependence, and Institutions: Approaches to International Order," in
David Haglund and M i c h e l Hawes, eds. World PoIitics: Power. Interdependence. and Dependence, (Toronto:
Harcourt Brace lovanovich, 1990) p. 179
6 1,

Overlay meant the replacement, or sornetimes the reinforcement, of the previous local patterns of
antagonism and aii_gnment by those stemming from the superpower rivahy. This realignment was alwvays done
with the support of local elites ... and was not therefore an imposed event wholly against local views. What it
did mean, however, was a surrender of the autonomy of local security relations and a willingness to subordinate
securïty p o k y to the imperatives of the superpower confrontation." Bany Buzan, Morten Kelstnip, Pierre
Lemaitre, Elsbieta Tromer, and Ole Waever, The Eurouean Securitv Order Recast: Scenarios for the Post-Cold
War Ers, (New York Pinter Publishers, 1990) p. 37
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united Europe would release the US frorn maintaining a permanent European
protectorate.' This united Europe could then be the second pillar of a liberal democratic
world order allowing the US to participate more selectively in global affairss However,
crises such as the Berlin blockade in W48, the coup d'etat in Czechoslovakia, and the
rise of the communist party in Italy, convinced the Americans that Europe could not
stand-alone. With the advent of the policy of containment and the goals of the Truman
doctrine "to support free peoples who are resisting attempted subjugation by armed
minorities or by outside pres~ure."~
the Americans were comrnitted to protecting the
liberal democracies of Western Europe through an Atlantic security cornrn~nity.'~
On April 4, 1949, the foreign ministers of Belgium, Denmark, France, Great
Britain. Iceland, Italy, Canada, Luxembourg, the Netherlands. Norway. Portugal and the
US. signed the North Atlantic Treaty in Washington. Of the fourteen articles the key was
Article Five:

The parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of thern in Europe or
North h e r i c a shall be considered an attack against them all, and consequently
7

'For example, the Vandenburg ResoIution encouraçed rhe "progressive development of regional and other
collective arrangements for individual or collective self-defence." It placed a nurnber of conditions on
Arnerkan involvement in Europe, the rnost panmount of which was the requirement of any arrangement to be
compatible ~viththe Charter of the United Nations. Senate Resolzrtioti 739. 80th Congress, 2nd Session, l l
June. 1938
' ~ a v i d Calleo. Bevond Amencan Hegemonv: The Future of the Western Alliance, (New York: Basic
Books, 1987) p. 30
9

Presiderzt Han7 S. Tmman, ahiress befot-e a joinr Session of Congreee." March 12, 1947, reproduced in
CL. ~Mee,The Marshall Plan, (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1984. Appendix 1, p. 268
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Despite the unity of perspective there \vas a difference of opinion about what kind of c o m u n i t y this
alliance would create. European federationists still hoped that it would be a European cornrnunity "with
suffkient constitutiond authority, material power, and popuiar legitimacy to meet its constituents shared needs
for both security and tvelfare," strengthened by an Arnerican association. Pentland, "htegration,
Interdependence, and Institutions," op. cit. p. 178. A compromise was reached with the creation of the Council
of Europe, signed as the Treaty of Westmhister 5 May 2949. Its aim \vas to achieve "a greater unity benveen
its Members for the purpose of safeguarding and realising the ideals and principles which are their common
heritage and facilitating their economic and social progress," working towards "an economic and political
union." in the end, however, the Council was restricted fiom deliberating on controversial topics such as
defence. Derek Unvin, The Communitv of Europe: A Historv of European Inteeration since 1945, (New York:
Longman. 199 1) pp. 34-3 5
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agree that, if such an arrned attack occurs, each of them. ... \vil1 assist the party or
parties so attacked by taking forthwith, individualIy and in concert with the other
parties, such action as it deerns necessary, including the use of armed force, to
restore and maintain the security of the North Atlantic area."

In spite of the unprecedented commitment, the US clearly intended to retain
complete freedom of manoeuvre within the NATO frarnework, as dernonstrated by
Article Five. This article allowed each nation to determine its course of action in a crisis,
including the decision to use force. Yet the Europeans would accept these terms
because NATO represented a breakthrough. The British were not keen to succumb to a
European construction and did not want their influence with the Americans supplanted

by a continental coalition. The French needed an American guarantee to contain the
Soviets and the Germans, so that French forces could bolster their colonial empire. For
West Germany, NATO's need for a German army, could be the lever needed to regain
sovereignty and bolster its democratic and economic recovery."
NATO remained a
Despite references to an "integrated military f ~ r c e , " however,
'~

collection of national forces. Actual integration was arnbiguous, being "understood and
used to indicate a build-up into one whole of separate national contribution^."'^ Indeed,
NATO member states have consistently sought to maintain control over their arrned
forces. They have equipped them, organised thern, and paid for them, such that "each
country maintains ultimate political and military control over its national forces." The
11

fie Nonh Arlanric Treay, in Henry W. Degenhardt, Treaties and AIliances of the WorId, 3rd. Ed.
(London: Longman, 1981) pp. 166-67.
' 2 ~ a ~ ~op.
e ocic.,
, pp. 34-35
I 3 ~ o r t hAtlantic Coumil Final Corn,nmriqses. Seprember 18th and 26th. 1950 in Texts o f Final
Cornmuniaues: 1949-1974, (Bmsels: NATO Information Service). NATO's f i t order of business \vas to
design a fkamework in which policy, r n i l i t q doctrine, strategy and force structure fonned a coherent whole,
without creating a supranationa1 organization. The US favoured European inregration in defence to reduce the
need for an Amencan cornmitment. The Europeans resisted US pressures and instead "sought a maximum US
commitment for a minimum loss of sovereignty." Jan Willem Honig, NATO: An Institution Under Threat?,
(Boulder: Westview Press for the Instirute for East-West Security Studies, 199 1) p. 20. The solution \vas to
enlarge NATO's institutional hmework, by creating numerous agencies and organizations, and develop both a
civilian and a military structure to reflect its tsvo main functions.
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structure NATO provided for was not the integration of forces; "rather, in the event of
war. it enables them to 'link up' and operate under a unified command according to a
common plan."'*

The maintenance of national defence forces is the essence of state sovereignty.
The formation of NATO was based on the desire to maintain that sovereignty hence any
integration of armed forces would have defeated the purpose. While the European
states accepted their own weaknesses they were not about to relinquish the very
attributes that signified them as sovereign states. For its part, the US made sure it
retained ultirnate control txer its own forces. NATO was able to guarantee European
security without undermining state sovereignty. At the tirne, an independent ESDI, in
whatever form. would not have been able to accomplish such a task; there simply was
no European state capable of underwriting a European deterrent.

THEEDC AND WEU
The firçt challenge to Atlantic solidarity did not corne from the Soviet Union but
from Asia. The outbreak of the Korean War in 1950 would question Arnerica's
cornmitment to Europe. In order for the US

!O

combat cornmunism in Korea the

European allies feared the US would have to reduce its military aid to Europe. Instead.
the war strengthened the resolve of NATO and the American cornmitment. To the
Americans. the invasion of South Korea demonstrated Soviet willingness to risk military
confrontation; hence the threat to Western Europe was real. The US irnrnediately
responded with a rearmament programme which included a considerable increase in
defence expenditure in the US and 6ritain.I6 President Truman announced substantial
increases in American forces stationed in Europe while the North Atlantic Council

1x'
1950 alone, WaslGngton authoi-ised an additional $4 billion in defence huids. This established the base
line of a standing US rnilitary capability, including a mobilizational base and active forces, which set a
peacetime precedent. It was also used to accelerate the buiiding of European military forces.

announced a 'forward strategy' such that "any aggression should be resisted as far to
the East as possible.""
But Korea was also a signal to NATO that their cornbined forces were
inadequate without a German military contribution; indeed the US was insisting that its
own contribution was conditional upon German participation.'' The Gerrnans could
provide the needed manpower, space for manoeuvres, and military bases. Because
German soi1 constituted the front line, it was illogical and unfair to omit them; if NATO
was going to defend a Western Europe that included Germany, then Germany should
participate. But while the Americans were able to persuade the British, the French found
the idea to be cornpletely unacceptable. The French made it clear that it would only
accept German rearmament within the framework of an integrated European army.
There was a compromise. At the North Atlantic Council meeting in September
1950, the French Foreign Minister Robert Schuman seemed agreeable to the

The
establishment of a European army, which would include a German c~ntribution.'~
Pleven Plan, as it became known, called for a European Defence Community (EDC)
consisting of European members of NATO acting collectively within the larger alliance."'
The pian also assumed that not all-participating states wouid integrate all their forces;
" ~ o r d Isrnay, NATO: The Finr Five Years. 1949-1954, (Brussels: NATO, 1955) p. 32
18

Rita Cardozo, "The Project for a Political Comrnunity (1952-54)" in Roy Pryce, Ed. The Dvnamics of
Croom Helm, 1987) p. 5 1. German soi1 wvould undoubtedly constitute the front line in any
conflict, therefore it \vas illogical and unfair to omit the Gerrnans fiom NATO. In turn, the Gerrnans could
provide the needed manpower, space for manoeuvres, and bases.

EU. (New York:
19

Lawrence Kaplan, NATO and the United States: The Endurine Alliance, (Boston: Twayne Publishers,
1988), p. 46. Schuman, for one, realised that the French objection was jeopardising NATO defence
preparations and the American comrnitment to Europe.
"~revor Taylor, Euro~eanDefence Coo~eration,(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1984) pp. 15-16.
The Plevan Plan was named after the French Prime Minister who carne up with the idea. Political leadership
would be provided by a European Assernbly and a European Defence Council, operating on a majority voting
basis. The EDC \vas not only a defence organization but also a political institution "to give an impetus to the
achievement of a closer association behveen the member countries on a federal or codederal basis." US
Department of State, Foreim Relations of the United States, 1952-54, voI. 3, Western Eltropean Secctï-ity, p.
246.
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France, for exarnple, would retain control over its forces deployed overseas, West
Germany would also contribute but would neither control a national army nor become a
full member of NATO."
By May 1952, France, West Germany, ltaly, Belgium, the Netherlands and
Luxembourg signed the EDC treaty creating a union that some analysts have claimed to

be "the most ambitious as regards European integration."" The EDC represented an
important diplomatic compromise between the US and France. The US gained French
adherence to the idea of German rearmament while the French gained an immediate
American military commitment and a delay in the rearming of Germany?
But diplomat compromise would not last. Over the next two years EDC stalled.
While the Benelux countries and Germany ratified the treaty and ltaly was expected to, it
was in France where it ran aground. Ironically, while it had been a war in Asia that had
highlighted the need for such an organisation, it was also a war in Asia that helped bring
about its demise. By 1953, the war in lndochina had tied down 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 French troops
and cost twice as much as France had received in Marshall aid. Although American
support grew, the French complained they could not simultaneously fight the West's war
in lndochina and meet their European defence resp~nsibilities.?~
By 1954, the situation
Il

Chrïstoph Bluth, "British-Gemn Defence Relations, 1950-80: A Swey," in Karl Kaiser and John
Roper, Eds., Bntish-German De fence Cooperanon: Partners CVithin the Alliance, (London: lane's for the Royal
Institute of intemationa1 Affairs, 1988) pp. 4-5
2 2 ~ ~ f ? eCahen,
d
The Western EU and NATO: Buildine n Euro~ennDefence Identiw Withïn the Conrext of
Atlanric Solidarirv, Brassey's Atlantic Cornmentary #2, (Toronto: Brassey's, 1989). p. 2
23

Additionai protocols reinforced the French desire for guarantees açainst West Gemiany. France
persuaded the US and Britain to j o b with it in a joint declaration that a threat to the EDC wouId be treated as a
challenge to their otvn securiry, symbolised by the nvo countries agreeing to station troops on the continent. A
final protocol sought a commitment fiom Britain to provide military aid to any EDC state under attack. Tâese
protocols reinforced the impression that for France the EDC \vas designed as a guarantee for itself against
possibIe German aggression as much as it \vas to be an anti-Soviet organizatïon.
France. Germanv and the New Europe: 1945-1967, (New York: Oxford Universiy Press,
2 4 ~ o Willis,
y
1968) p. 167. By 1954, the US was devoting one-third of its foreign aid budget to fmancing 78% of the French
war effort in Indochina, yet it received no cornmensurate authority over its use. While France repeatedly
requested assistance it refiised to let the conflict be intemationaIised. See Elizabeth Shenvood, Allies in Crisis:
Meetin9 Global Chalienges to Western Securiw, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990) pp. 45-47
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in lndochina worsened with the defeat at Dien Bien Phu. Yet the denouement of the war
not only gave the French serious doubts about EDC, it also set in motion the
progressive alienation of France from the US and NATO.
Following the humiliation in lndochina a new French government, feeling its allies
had not supported it, atternpted to adjust the EDC to soften its supranational approach
but were unable to get the other treaty parties to agree? Thus, the treaty was submitted
to the French Assembly in its original 1952 form and defeated in a show of defiance on
August 30, 1954.
It is commonly held that the

EDC failed for three reasons. First, the Korean war

had ended, Stalin had died, and the danger of a Soviet attack seemed to have receded.
In turn, NATO had substantially increased its nuclear deterrence and the French felt a
credible non-nuclear defence was no longer an imperative."

Second. Britain had

refused to join because of the implied supranational authority. British participation would
have counterbalanced Germany and reduced French fears of a renewed and resurgent
German military.

Finally, the

Gaullists and

Communists had increased their

representation in the French Assembly and were hostile to the supranational idea of the

EDC. General de Gaulle's vision of the Union Francais, in which France was still
deemed a world power, was in sharp contrast to the subordination of the French A m y
under the rubric of some supranational authority.
Had the EDC survived, the transatlantic security regime might have evolved into

a bilateral alliance built on two pillars: an Arnerican nuclear pillar and an integrated
European conventional pillar. The failure of the EDC rneant the regime would develop as
a rnultilateral alliance cornpletely under US leadership. The failure signalled the
'*~he two month agony and defeat at Dien Bien Phu in 1954 brou& d o m the Laniel govemment and
ushered in Pierre Mendes.
26
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continued predominance of state sovereignty in Europe. The death of the EDC held
back the process of European integration and guaranteed that defence CO-operation,
especiaily between France and Germany, would be within the Atlantic Alliance
framework, at least for the foreseeable future.
Rejection of the

EDC

still left the problem of German participation unresolved.

This time it was Britain's turn to find the compromise. The central elernent of the
proposal was to expand the Brussels Treaty Organisation to incorporate the Federal

Republic of Gerrnany and ltaly in a new Western EU. The Brussels Treaty would be
revamped to become a mutual security pact; to restore German sovereignty; and to
rearm Gerrnany within the WEU framework leading to rnembership in NATO.''
Once again, the French were the least receptive. This time, the US and UK used
a carrot and stick approach by threatening to withdraw their defence comrnitments,
while offering to station four British divisions and a tactical air force permanently in
Germany if they did. The offer placated the French." The Treaty was expanded to
include Germany and ltaly while the article of faith remained defensive.

If any of the High Contracting Parties shouId be the object of an armed attack in
Europe, the other High Contracting Parties will, in accordance with the
provisions of Article 5 1 of the Charter of the United Nations, afford the Party so
attacked al1 the military and other aid and assistance in their p ~ w e r . ' ~
77

Foreign Relations of rhe Unireci Stares, op. cir., p. 1221
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With the main potvers in agreement a conference was held with the ECSC members plus the UK, US and
Canada in October 1954. By May 6 1955, the Agreements were ratified by the nuie pius Portugal, Denmark,
Nonvay, Iceland, Greece and Turkey. Nine days later the Soviet Union formed the Warsaw Pact with Albania,
Buigaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, and Rornania.
2 9 ~ c l5,e Peary of Econoniic. Social ami Culrural Collaborarion and Collecrive seIf-nefence Signed at
Brussels on March 17, 1948, As Amended by the ProrocoZ h.!oci$j.ing alrd Cotnplefingrhe Bnmels Trean
Signed at Paris on October 23, 1954. The agreement changed the purpose of the organization fkom defence
against "renetva1by Germany of a policy of aggression" to "promote the unity and to encourage the progressive
integration of Europe." It ended the occupation regime, abrogated the Occupation Statute, and abolished the
Allied Hi& Commission. It cornmitted the parties "to work in close CO-operationwith the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization," and asserted that duplication of rnilitary staffs and authonties would not occur (Article
IU, Protocol 1). It undenook to restrict the production of certain types of weapons. In doing so, it set up an
Agency for the Control of Amiaments (ACA - Protocols 3 and 4)- Fimlly, each of the member States pIaced
specific forces under the command of the Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (Article 1, Protoco12) while
special reference \vas made to the British forces in Germany, (Article VI, Protocol2).
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The WEU was a series of compromises. The US gained their desire for the rearmament
of Germany and its participation in NATO. The FRG regained sovereign control over its
affairs and prestige through its membership in NATO. France acceded to German
rearmament, but had gained the British troop cornmitment. Finally, Britain had avoided
the supranationalism of the EDC while faciiitating German rearmament through the
transatlantic security regirne."
However, the establishment of the WEU also set some disturbing precedents.
First, American hopes for a European defence organisation would not be realised.
Second, Soviet conventional force levels would not be matched by the allies, despite
American insistence and German rearmament. As a result, the military strategy of the
Alliance would increasingly rest on the use of American nuclear forces and concurrently
lead to questions of burden sharing and decision-making. Finally, the WEU would
clearly not achieve any significant results beyond its initial purpose. Simply put,
it was to ensure the closest possible CO-operationwithin NATO, and although it
did play a Iirnited role in the Saar settlement, it remained essentially a paper
organisation. With the handing over to the Council of Europe in 2960 of the
social and cultural responsibilities ii had inherited from the Treaty of Brussels, it
seemed that to al1 intents and purposes WEU had become m o r i b ~ n d . ~ '

Despite the optirnisrn, the WEU rernain in obsolescence. Because it's main
function had been to facilitate the participation of Germany and ltaly in West European
defence. Once this had been achieved, NATO was to receive the full attention of the
defence establishment.
E c o ~ o ~COMMUNITIES
ic
AND

FRENCH
AMBITIONS

One would be hard-pressed to find in the rest of the 1950s and the A960s any
expression of European political will to create an independent ESDI. That is not to say
there were no attempts; but these attempts would either fait or remain dormant.
3 0 ~ a r oEdler
l
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Throughout this period not even the concept of a European security and defence identity
was clearly defined by Europeans. IronicalIy, it was President Kennedy in 1962 that
coined the phrase "European Pillar" and cailed upon Europe to do its share in
"defending a community of free nations."" In doing so the President was not lending his
support to a European defence entity but was raising the perennial question of burdensharing, scolding the European members for not taking on more of the responsibility and
cost of rnaintaining the transatlantic security regime.
There was to be success in the drive for European integration in the economic
field. With NATO and the backing of Marshall Plan, Western Europe made its most
venturesome step toward functional integration by estabfishing the European CoaI and
Steel Community in 1951 under the auspices of the Schuman Plan.'j This plan was
designed to contain the resurgent heavy industries of the Ruhr valley, Germany's
traditional econornic base for military p o ~ e r . ~ 'In A957, the Treaties of Rome were
signed establishing the European Economic Community (EEC) and Euratom (European
Atomic Energy Community). The institutional arrangements were adopted from the
ECSC with a few changes in character and responsibilities. The oniy reference to
defence was the disclosure of security information and the treatment of military
equipment (Article 223); and the significance of defence in the maintenance of market
operations (Article 224).35
3 2 ~ l f Î e Cahen,
d
Western Defence: The European Role in NATO. (Bmsels: NATO, 1988) p. 4
')The ECSC included France, W. Gerrnany, M y , Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg and was
named afier Robert Schuman, the French Foreign Minister.
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J. Pinder, European Cornrnunitv: The Buildui~of a Union, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991)
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"The supranational executive h o w n as the High Authority in the ECSC was now to be called the
Commission. The bureaucratic Commission would prepare Iegislation to be presented to a Council of
Ministers; a body of national representatives. There \vas also an elected European ParIiamentary Assembly, to
give democratic legitirnacy to the new Community. It mainly existed as a consultative body to both the
Cornmission and the Council. FinalIy, a European Court of Justice was established to be an arbitrator on the
interpretation of the treaties. See George, op. cit., pp. 3-5; Pinder, op. cit.. pp. 20-27; and NeiI Nugent, The
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( 2 2 3 ) : h y Member State rnay take the measures which it considers necessary for
the protection of al1 the essential interests of its security, and which are
connected with the production of or trade in arms, ammunition and war material;
(224):Member States shall consult one another for the purpose of enacting in
common the necessary provisions to prevent the fimctioning of the Comrnon
Market from being affected by measures which a Mernber State may be called
upon to take in case of serious intemal disturbances affecting public -order, in
case of war or serious international tension constituting a threat of war or in
order to c a r y out undertakings into which it has entered for the purpose of
maintaining peace and international ~ecurity.3~

Thus, whife there is no forma1 exclusion of defence from the agenda, the
purpose was the functioning of the Cornmon Market. The result was that the common
market would not infringe upon the sensitive issue of national security, whether it be
interna1 or external. While a wide interpretation of the treaty can be found in the
Preamble, denoting members' determination to "strengthen the safeguards of peace
and liberty," and while Article 235 provides for Cornrnunity activity in areas not
anticipated when the treaty was signed, the priority was to safeguard the principles of
the common market and not to address security and defence issues.
Following the Rome Treaties, General Charles de Gaulle ascended to the
Presidency in France in 1958, lt was de Gaulle's intention to build Western Europe into
a political, econornic, and cultural unit organised for action and self-defence. This unit
would be based on CO-operationbetween states with the possibility of a confederation,
rather than a federation. De Gaulle believed in the strength of the nation-state as the
key element of the international system: states were "the only realities upon which one
can build, the only entities invested with the right to order matters and the authority to
act."17 He hoped to fead the members away from the supranational hopes of the Rome
Treaties "toward a Europe des patries, a European unity based on the sovereignty of
nation-states and independent of the Superpower relationship.

36~reatiesof Rome fimblirliing the European Econornic Commimi~pand the European Atomic Energy
Community,Signed March 1957. (Luxembourg: Office for Officiai Publications of the European Cornrnunity)
"pierre Gerbet, "In Search of Political Union: The Fouchet Plan Negotiations," in Pryce, op. cit. p. 113
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The Suez crisis had strengthened French resolve for independent status and
fuelled their pursuit of an autonomous foreign and defence p o l i ~ y .Following
~~
the
French debacle in Indochina, Suez becarne another example of lack of American
support for allied (read French) interests. De Gaulle would capitalise on these feelings of
mistrust to pursue "a strategy of manoeuvre on the margins of the alliance."39
ln the sarne year that de Gaulle assumed the presidency, Khrushchev
consolidated his power in the Soviet Union. Khrushchev would prove to be a steward of
brinkmanship in East-West relations, by putting the solidarity of the Alliance continually
to the test. Following the building of the Berlin Wall in 1961, Khrushchev threatened to
terrninate the Four Power agreement on Germany, sign a separate peace treaty with
East Germany, and cut West Berlin links to Western Europe unless the western powers
agreed to a new status for West BerlidoWhile maintaining the western desire to assure
freedorn of access, President Kennedy was willing to negotiate. The British supported
Kennedy. The Federai Republic was opposed to any concessions, but had to take the
Anglo-American pressure into account. De Gaulle, however, refused to negotiate under
duress and was unwiliing to show weakness in the face of Soviet pressure. The crisis
''~loan, op. cir., p. 36. The Suez crisis of 1956 dernonstrated that the US would not alloiv European
national interests to undermine East-West relations. The Anglo-French-IsraeIi attack on the Suez Canal in
response to provocation fiom Egyptian leader Abdul Nasser violated the principles of the United Nations and
"was characterised by deliberate deceit toward their American ally." Gordon Craig and AIexander George,
Force and Statecraft: Di~iomaticProblems of Our Times, 2nd Edition, (New York: Oxford University Press,
1990) p. 123. The US took the iinprecedented step of collaborating with the Soviet Union in condemning its
own allies.
39
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Grosser The Western Alliance: Euro~ean-AmericanRelations Since 1945, (London: Macmillan Press, 1980).
pp- 187-88.
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Khnischev wanted the incorporation of W. Berlin into the DDR, but was willing to concede it as an
independent political entity. However, the western powers were adamant that the Federal Republic \vas the
only legitirnate voice of the Gerrnan state, of which Berlin was a part- See Grosser, op. ci& 1980) pp, 190-198.
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strengthening Franco-German

relations. It also increased the Federal Republic's will to achieve a political union arnong

EEC rnernbers.'"
De Gaulle's first attempt to create a Europe independent from the superpowers
would be the Fouchet Plan. Deliberations would depict the conflict between the belief in
an Atlantic Europe, in which NATO members would seek to influence the US from within
the alliance, and those who envisaged a European Europe ernancipated from American
predorninance with the ability of independent manoeuvre-"' "The uncivil war between de
Gaulle and the Anglo-saxons was about to enter its most bitter phase, the Battle of the
Grand design^."^^
There were actually two plans: the first (1961) proposed a loose union of the six
with a cornmon defence policy; the second (1962) proposed a unity of action in several
policy areas, such as foreign policy, econornics, culture. and defence? The first plan
was accepted by the Germans, Italians. and Luxembourgs as a basis for negotiation.
These negotiations related to the link between the proposed union and NATO; the
autonorny of the EEC; and inclusion of EEC elernents, such as a Secretary General, a
larger role for the proposed assernbly, and more precise provisions on the future of a
single union. The French delegation accepted these amendments as appropriate.
Unfortunately, the French cornmittee neglected to confer with de Gaulle. He
scrutinised the amendments and duly canceiled them. All reference to NATO was
excluded. There was to be no secretariat, rather a cornmittee of national diplornats, and

' ' ~ e r b e ~"In Search of Political Union," pp. 118-1 19
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the Assembly was to remain consultative- Extra-national bodies would have sorne
technical value but could not have political authority. Decisions would be strictly
intergovernmental based on unanimity, removing any semblance of supranationality,
and guaranteeing veto power for every member. De Gaulle now proposed that the
scope of the union be extended to the econornic field without any guarantee of respect
for community treaties. Finally, any provision for future developrnent was elirninated,
replaced with a clause stating only the possibility of a Community sy~tern.'~As can be
expected, this second plan was unacceptable to the other European partners.

The stated reasons for its rejection were the exclusion of the United Kingdom
and the contravention of supranationality, an ideal to which the Benelux
counties and the Federai Republic adhered at the time. De Gaulle's vision \vas
very coherent: a Europe of States, void of supranationality. The other rnernbers
feared "a restored European Concert in which one country, France, would be
more equal than the ~thers."'~
From the ashes of the Fouchet Plans grew the 1963 EIysee Treaty between
France and the FRG. West Germany had been the most receptive towards the Fouchet
proposals and de Gaulle had formed a strong relationship with Adenauer following the
Berlin crisis in 1961. De Gaulle sought out Adenauer as a privileged partner in a
Fouchet Plan built for two intending to consolidate the relationship in a number of areâs.
In the area of defence, the respective Ministers would meet every three months to
address the following objectives:
1.a) As regards strategy and tactics, the competent authorities of the two
countries shall endeavour to align their theories tvith a view to achieving
common approaches ...
1.b) As regards armarnents, the ttvo Governments sha11 endeavour to organise
joint teamwork as fkom the stage of formulation of appropriate armament
projects and of preparation of the financing plans ...
2. The Govemments shall study the conditions in which Franco-German
collaboration may be established in the field of civil defense?'

%agiund, op. cir., p. 86
47
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The signing of the treaty was resented by the other comrnunity partners as it
confirmed their fears of a Franco-Gerrnan bloc. However, when the Bundestag
approved the Treaty it attached a preamble to reverse the anti-Atlanticist thrust intended
by de Gaulle. In fact. the Bundestag interpreted the treaty as reinforcing not only NATO,

but also the Comrnon Market.

TO WIT the preservation and consolidation of ... colIective defense within the
fiarnework of the North Atlantic Alliance and the integration of the armed forces
of the States bound together in that Alliance, the unification of Europe by
following the course adopted by the establishment of the European
Communities, with the inclusion of Great Britain and other states wishing to
accede, and the fùrther strengthening of those Comm~nities.'~
As a result, the Treaty would fail to harmonise Franco-Gerrnan defence CO-operationthe
way it was intended. While it existed in theory, France could not swallow the implications
of the Bundestag's interpretation. The treaty remained in limbo until the European
security agenda could mature to aliow a re-interpretation. Once again, French interests,
this tirne manifested through de Gaulle, had been subsurned under the auspices of the
Anglo-saxon alliance.

THEEUROPEAN
PILLAR:ADJUSTING
THE DEFENCE-BURDEN
At the same time de Gaulle was promoting his Europeanism, President Kennedy

launched his vision of

Atlanticism. That vision viewed European integration as an

essential element of the trans-Atlantic partnership, creating two pillars on either side of
the Atlantic.

We do not regard a strong and united Europe as a rival but as a partner-.. We
believe that a united Europe \vil1 be capable of pIaying a greater role in the
common defense... and developing CO-ordinatedpolicies in al1 other economic,
diplomatic and political areas. We see in such a Europe a partner wïth whom we
of every two years. Foreign ministers wodd rneet every three months to implement the programme as a whole.
in addition, an intemiinisterial commission would be appointed to monitor but would have no power.

48~reamblefo d e Act of the FederaZ Gennan Governrnent RanfLng rlie Franco-Gennan Treaty of
Cooperan'on. Approved b y the Bundestag 16 M a y 1963, Federal RepubIic of Gerrnany, The Builetin, May 2 1,
1963 (Bonn: Press and Information Office, 1963)
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c o d d deal on a basis of full equality in a11 the great and burdensome tasks of
building and defending a community of free nations.">

In calling upon the West Europeans to becorne a partner Kennedy used the pillar
concept as a way of alleviating the defence burden. With the launch of Sputnik in 1957
and the arriva1 of Soviet ballistic missiles in the 1960s,mutual vulnerability became a
reality. The piilar concept was a political tool to embrace the principle of a multilateral
force (MLF), which would spread responsibility for nuclear deterrence to the Europeans
and raise the nuclear threshold.jOThe principle of the MLF was "multiiaterally manned,
owned, and controlied" ships with nuclear missiles cornbined "into a NATO deterrent
force under NATO c~mmand."~'
In connection with the MLF, Kennedy and his Secretary of Defence Robert
McNamara, were exploring the proposed NATO strategy of flexible response. The
strategy reflected a desire to be able to respond to a limited attack by conventional
means, thereby raising the threshold at which nuclear weapons would be used. Even
after crossing that threshold ernphasis was on 'escalation control,' and the need for
options beginning with lirnited counter-force strikes.
The Europeans quickly realised the implications of such a strategy. By raising
the nuclear threshold, the price the Soviets would have to pay for aggression would be
decreased, while the price the Europeans paid would increase. The intent was to limit
not only the intensity of the war, but also its geographical scope. For Europe, a limited
war was indistinguishable from a general war. Of course, the French took the greatest
49

John F. Kennedy, "The Doctrine of National Independence," 4 July 1962, in The Burden and the Glory,
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Pnor US rnilitary strategy was based on Amencan technological çuperiority in nuclear weapons. It
aiiowed the US hegernony to provide the public good of extended nuclear deterrence 'on the cheap. "Once
large numbers of Soviet rockets could reach the US, a NATO strategy to defend Europe h o u g h Amencan
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exception to the new strategy. They saw an implicit recognition of the weakness of the
Arnerican strategic guarantee and a detemination on the part of the US to prevent any
conflict in Europe frorn threatening the Arnerican homeland. Furthemore, by abdicating
the nuclear initiative to the enemy, NATO would be demonstrating a lack of resolve,
damaging the regime's deterrent.''
Despite European reservations, the basis for the MLF and flexible response were
straighffonvard: there had been a shift in the strategic environment between the US and
the Soviet Union; and a shift in the political environrnent within NATO. It was no longer
possible for the US to maintain the status quo. The MLF was a way of solving the
dilemrna of the nuclear status of the FRG; offering an instrument for greater cohesion
within the Alliance; of granting rneaningful participation in nuclear defence matters to the
Europeans without proliferation; and fostering the twin goals of European unity and the
Atlantic partnership?
Ironically, it was the French desire for an independent nuclear deterrent of their
own which was a major incentive for the MLF." White Kennedy was promoting the
'Grand Design of European unity as one of two pillars in the transatlantic partnership,
the MLF was a rnethod to counteract de Gaulle's vision of European unity. De Gaulle's
aspiration for a EU of states led by France was in opposition to Kennedy's view of a
Europe "speaking with a commun voice, (and) acting with a common ~ i l l . " ~ ~
52~ierre
Gallois,"US Strategy and the Defence of Europe," Orbis, vol. 8 (Summer, 1963) pp. 232-247.
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Yet the MLF would prove to be a misnomer. "There was no way the MLF could
square the circle of retaining and sharing centralised ~ontrol."'~If the MLF was not a
deterrent of its own, it would still rely on the Americân nuclear deterrent. This would
defeat the purpose as the US would now have a veto over both. In addition, the MLF
was incapable of calming the anxieties over extended nuclear deterrence and the
doctrinal shift towards flexible response. Indeed, the MLF only exacerbated the
problems between nuclear and non-nuclear powers.
Throughout, only the Gerrnans showed interest? But the Germans were caught
between Paris and Washington. France refused to participate and de Gaulle continued
to ernphasise the lack of credibility in the American nuclear guarantee. In turn, the US
was openly using the MLF to pry the FRG from de Gaulle's grasp.''

In order to lure

German interest away from the MLF, France emphasised the role its incipient nuclear
force would play in the defence of West Germany. French leaders stressed that, given
geographical proximity, French nuclear forces were automatically a substantial deterrent
for the FRG.''
Yet the French grandstanding would not prove to be the deathblow. In October
1963, Adenauer was replaced by Ludwig Erhard, who was in favour of the MLF but

S6~osephloffe, The Limited Pamienhip: Europe. the United States. and the Burdens of Alliance,
(Cambridge: Balinger Publisbg, 1987). p, 58. The control problem also raised significant rniLitary issues.
How credible would the MLF be as a deterrent, if any phcipant could veto the use of force? In fact, the
responsiveness of a force dependent on a voting mechanism of ally kind could not be counted on for the Pace
necessary for efficient execution of rnilitary plans. Schwartz, op. cit., pp. 130-13 1.
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Sg~obertGrant, ''French Security Policy and the Franco-GeRelationship," in Robbin Laird, (ed).,
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more concerned about public desire for close CO-operationwith France." The following
November, President Kennedy was assassinated, to be replaced by Lyndon Johnson
who wanted to give the Europeans a chance to formulate a common position rather than
force decisions on individual governrnents. FinaIty, by the fall of 1964, the British Labour
Party came to power. Prime Minister Wilson had been critical of both Britain's
independent nuclear deterrent and the MLF, preferring to put al1 his faith in the Amencan
nuclear deterrent. These developments had the effect of pushing the MLF to the
sidelines, forcing Washington to begin working on a new fcrum for consultation on
strategic planning within NATO.
Perhaps the most condemning anaiysis of why the MLF failed was put fonvard

by AIistair Buchan. He argued that what was needed was not some new arrangement to
give greater control to the Europeans but assurance that the American nuclear umbrella
had some sort of guarantee, and that the US was willing to consider their interests as an
essential part of the operational planning and disposition of American strategic forces?

A preliminary reading might suggest that de Gauiie had won a partial victory in
the 'battle of the Grand Designs.' However, an in depth analysis reveals that neither side
won, but that de Gaulle definitety lost. De Gaulle's aspirations for a 'Europe des patries,'
was rejected by the other West European states. 60th de Gaulle and his European
partners shared the goal of greater European unity and participation in international
security; but they did not share the sarne methods for achieving that goal. WhiIe de
Gaulle wished to pull his European partners away from the supranationality of the EC
and the reliance on NATO; those partners wished to maintain the institutionalised cooperation of the EC and the Iink with the US through NATO.

60~atherineKelleher and Gale Manox, (eds.), Evolvine European Defence Policies, (Toronto: Lexington
Books, 1987). pp. 248-250.
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The events, which culminated in the death of the MLF, solidified the French
disaffection. In 1966, de Gaulle announced France was leaving NATO's integrated
military command and asked NATO to rernove its forces and facilities from French
territory by 1 April 1967.
France is aware to what extent the defensive soIidarity thus established between
15 free Western nations contributes to ensure their security... France therefore
plans, as of now, to remain, when the tirne cornes, a p a q to the Treaty signed on
ApriI 4, 1949. in Washington. This means that, ... she would, ..-be detennined,
as today, to fight on the side of her AlIies in the event that one of them shouId be
the object of an unprovoked aggression.6'
Despite the decision, de Gaulle made it clear France would continue to
participate in the political aspects of NATO and rnaintain its treaty obligations. De Gaulle
could afford to consider nuclear politics as secondary because he could be confident
that NATO's nuclear arrangements would deter the Soviet Union thus still enjoying the
Alliance's pr~tection.~'
However, while de Gaulle was gaining independence he was giving up a great
deal of influence. The French withdrawal impressed upon the Germans that the
American nuclear deterrent was absolutely vital to their security? As long as France
was a full member of NATO, it could block the adoption of flexible response; once it
withdrew, the way was cleared for its adoption and. ironically, the credibility of the
American nuclear deterrent was increased.

62~ettersent by de Gaulle to President Johnson on March 7, 1966. Quoted in Grosser, op. cir.. pp. 213214. For nvo different views regarding the impact of the French withdrawaI on NATO rnilitary capabiiities see
David Calleo, The Atlantic Fantasv: The U.S., NATO and Europe, (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press,
1970), pp. 33-35 and 154-155; and Kenneth Hunt,NATO Without France: The Military implications, Adelphi
Papers, No. 32 (London: International Institute for Strategic Studies, 1966).
6 3 ~ i c h a eM
l a n d e l b a q The Nuclear Revolution: IntemationaI Politics Before and AAer Hiroshima, (New
York: Cambridge University Press, 1981) p. 173.
@ ~ i t the
h French withdrawal conventional defence of West Germany becarne problematic. weakeniog
NATO's lines of supply and communications. Some o f these negative effects were rnitigated by French
concessions such as permission for overflights of NATO planes flying from Britain to southern Europe. There
{vas also a ternporary agreement on the stationing of French troops in the Federal Republic based on the
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Politically, the French withdrawal altered the balance of power within the alliance,
placing greater dependency on Arnerican leadership. It also enhanced the importance of
in the end, not only did the Soviets have to contend with the new

the German

NATO strategy, but also an alternative nuclear decision-making centre in Paris. On
balance, the withdrawal did not undermine NATO, instead it reiterated its importance
and modus vivendi.

There is no doubt the French rebellion was a detriment to NATO. The defection

made it more difficult for the alliance to translate increased European strength into a
more significant European role. Whether de Gaulle knew he would weaken the role of
his European counterparts is one of contention. The MLF discussions had rnarked the
highpoint of direct Europear; CO-operation in nuclear weapons strategy; the lack of
support, however, did not lessen the need to devise a systern in which the Europeans
could acquire greater control over their own destiny in return for a greater contribution to
the strength of the Alliance.
In 1965, before the French rebellion, McNarnara had suggested from a 'select
committee' of defence ministers who would discuss ways to improve consultation within
the alliance about the use of nuclear weapons and the nuclear planning pro ces^.^^ This
proposal proved to be the genesis of the Nuclear Planning Group, which led to a greater
European role in Alliance strategy and addressed pressures for increased European
participation.
-

-

-
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Defence Muiisters Meeting, Paris, 31 May - 1 Iune 1965 in Paul Buteux, The Politics of
Nuclear Consultation in NATO: 1965-1980, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983) p. 39. At first
McNarnara1sproposal recebed a mUted reception, Britain \vas enthusiastic but Gemiany was not sure it wanted
to give up the MLF. France \vas uninterested, viewing the proposal as another method of alienation, while the
smaller powers feared the larger powers would dominate the decision-making. However, by the time
McNarnara had made his proposal, it had becorne apparent that France was already isolated. With British
support, McNamara conceded to the smaller allies concem and allowed broad representation. This was
followed by new German ChanceIlor Erhard's decision to renounce interest in the MLF,leaving the way clear
for him to support the proposal.

Based on the recommendations of the Comrnittee, the North Atlantic Council
decided in December 1966 (after the French withdrawal) to establish a two-tier system
for nuclear planning and policy making. The first tier, the Nuclear Defence Affairs
Cornmittee (NDAC), was open to al1 mernbers. Its mandate was to discuss any matter
concerning the nuclear affairs of the Alliance and to propose general policies by
involving al1 mernbers in consultations on an informed basis. The second tier, the
Nuclear Planning Group, was composed of four permanent and three rotational
members, charged with the mandate to formulate policy proposais in the area of nuclear
~eapons.~'
In the past, nuclear issues had been mixed up with other disagreements
within the aliiance; hence, the significance of the NPG was its ability to provide a rneans
through which issues of nuclear policy could be isolated from other issues.
This tendency for nuclear doctrine to symbolise the broader politics of
inter-allied relations did not disappear, of course, with the fknctioning of the
Nuclear Planning Group, but it did heIp the United States and its European
critics to confront directly their differences over nuclear stratea without,,..
taiking at cross-pur pose^.^^
Compared to the MLF, the NPG succeeded because of a different approach.
Whereas the MLF was a military force answer to the pressures for European
participation, the NPG was a political, consultative, and information-sharing answer. The

NPG represented a redefinition of the relationship between the superpower and its
non-nuclear allies. lnstead of searching for a formula by which control could be shared
between the allies, the NPG mitigated the impact of the American veto by involving the
European allies in the process of decision-making. Through this improved consultation
non-nuclear members would be able to secure a better share in nuclear defence
planning than they could through participation in a smali joint nuclear force, subject to
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US veto. In turn, these members would participate in the development of weapons
programmes, the detemination of force structure, the strategy of that force structure,
and the tactical and operational plans needed to facilitate that strategy effectively.
In addition to isolating issues of nuclear planning and sharing, the NPG fostered
greater allied cohesion. By encouraging co-operation in nuclear policy, the NPG
developed a spillover effect for co-operation on other issues. Furthermore, the NPG
developed a standard method of dealing with issues, whether nuclear or not, leading to
greater success in resolving those issues. The result was that the US successfully used
the NPG to explain its nuclear policies and gain allied support. For more than a decade
following the NPG's impiementation the American nuclear guarantee was rarely
questioned openly.
The NPG ended an important period in the origins of ESDI. For the first time, the
role of NATO had been seriously questioned. In response, the US reiterated its
commitment by redefining NATO strategy and revamping NATO's decision-making
procedures. Its leadership was disputed by one regime member, but, in true form, that
member's withdrawal did not undermine US leadership or the alliance. Thus, the
transatlantic security regime was never in danger of dissolution, simply because there

was never any political will to create an alternative. The most salient point of this period
was that the concept of a European Security and Defence Identity, as opposed to the
security and defence of Europe, lacked substance, purpose, and politicai acceptance.
Any notion of an independent European identity would first have to cross this hurdle
before any role could be determined.

Chapter Three
DEFENCE INTERDEPENDENCE: DETENTE AND THE SECOND COLD WAR

The first signs of econornic problems for the hegemon came in 1960 when
speculation against the dollar was fuelled by the American balance of payments deficit.
By the end of the 1960s, the monetary system was collapsing, and the trading system
was in jeopardy, The US was still the most dominant power, but the pressure against its
economic strength was changing its political position. As the 1970s progressed
European unwillingness to shoulder more of the defence burden and to follow American
leadership in the international econorny encouraged the US to be even more unilateral
in its approach to transatlantic relations.
By the late 1960s, the immediacy of the Soviet threat had diminished in the eyes
of the NATO allies. There was a growing consensus that the Soviet Union had achieved
a state of norrnality in its relations with other states. Indeed, there appeared to be a
modus vivendi between the Americans and Soviets, such that détente became the
driving principle; a principle which accepted the Cold War as the defining elernent of
their mutual understanding. Such a mutual understanding allowed both sides to
recognise the debilitating affect of an unfettered arms race and the chance to increase
the security of both camps through arms control talks and eventual disarmament
treaties.
The Soviet troop movements into Afghanistan in 1979 brought détente to an end
and initiated the so-called Second Cold War. US statements about the USSR became
more bellicose; disarmament tatks ended; and the US demanded that its allies fall in Iine
behind a more confrontational NATO. However. Western

Europe had grown

accustomed to the growing trade with Eastern Europe, and had quietly developed a
more independent foreign policy line during the relaxed era of détente.
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US belligerence became pronounced with the election of Ronald Reagan in
1980. who drastically increased defence spending and attempted to enforce a high-

technology embargo against the Soviet Union. The embargo was particularly
troublesome and exacerbated the difference of foreign policies between the Americans
and their European allies. Reagan's high-handedness came to a head at the Reykjavik
summit in October 1986. Even though no agreements were signed it was the approach
Reagan used that caused the problem. The European allies were furious that they were
not consulted before commitments were offered on behalf of the alliance. This
apprehension had also been exacerbated with the 1985 Strategic Defence Initiative that
was seen as technological development cloaked in defence spending.
The belief in the need to manage relations with an ally no longer certain of its
hegemonic position, pushed Western Europe into closer security CO-operationbeginning
in the 1980s, demonstrated by the renewal of the Franco-German defence dialogue in

1982, and the revival of the WEU in 1984. By the late eighties. a clear path had been
established leading the West Europeans away from their US ally. Despite these
divergences, European identity in security and defence continued to be defined by the
transatlantic security regime. For exampie, the establishment of the Eurogroup within
the framework of NATO. and the Independent European Programme Group (IEPG) of
NATO's European countries were designed to foster greater CO-operationon security
issues and armaments procurement. The significance of these two groups, however,
was to respond to American pressures of burden sharing. The result was little more than
institutional proliferation and a reaffirmation of US hegernony. The justification remained
that the US nuclear guarantee still represented the public good of a security regime that
the West Europeans were unable to replace.

CHANGINGEXPECTATIONS:
DETENTEAND OSTPOLITIK

The process of détente began with the approval of the Harmel Report at the
same December 1967 North Atlantic Council meeting that accepted flexible response as
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official NATO strategy. The report suggested that NATO should proceed on a double
track. While protecting the military balance, its members should seek better relations
with the Soviet Union.

The Atlantic AIliance has two main functions. Its first function is to rnaintain
adequate miIitary strength and political solidarity to deter aggression and ... to
assure the balance of forces, thereby creating a climate of stability, secuity and
confidence. In this climate the Alliance can carry out its second function, to
pursue the search for progress towards a more stable relationship in which the
underlying political issues can be solved,'
The most important contribution of the report was its insistence that "military security
and a policy of détente are not contradictory but complementary;" reiterating the Alliance
ability to pursue both its functions simultaneously. Détente recognised the need to
reduce tensions while accepting the reality of cornpetition. It provided room for political
manoeuvring, promoting "negotiation rather than confrontation" on critically important
issues.' Détente also indicated to the rest of the worid that the two superpowers'
relationship was the fulcrum of global power.
By adopting the Harmel Report, the allies fundamentalIy altered the objectives

and the image of the Alliance. The result was that the Alliance could baiance the
divergent perspectives of the East-West politico-military situation rather than acting as a
focus for polarisation. Acceptance of the Harmel Report also provided reassurance to
the European allies that their interests would be protected in the increasing bilateral
arms control discussions between the US. and the Soviet Union. In turn, the Report
reassured the US that its allies would not become overly excited about détente and
vulnerable to Soviet peace overtures.j

i%rfh Atlnnric Couiicil Com~nwriqiie.Deceniber 14, 1967: A n n a tu Comtntmique (Harmel Report),
"Future Tasks of the Alliance, United States Arms Control and Disamament Agency, Documents on
Disarmament," 1967, (Washington: US,Governrnent Printing Offrce, 1967) pp. 679-681

'~ichardNixon, "US.Foreign PoIicy for the 1970s: A New Strategy for Peace," A report to Congms,
2/18/70, US. Department o f State Bulletin 62, # 1602 (Pvlarch 9, 1970) p. 323
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For the superpowers, arms control was a way of codifying the new military
understanding and the cornmon will to avert annihilation. By far the most impressive
achievements during this period were the two Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT 1
and II) signed in 1972 and 1979. Unfortunately, the U.S. failed to ratify the SALT II
following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in the same year. While SALT II would
remain in obscurity during the resumption of Cold War politics in the 1980s, arms control
had becorne a regular characteristic of East-West relations. '
60th sides in the arms control talks gained recognition of significant principles
each upheld as vital to its strategic point of view. On the one hand, the Soviets, by
agreeing to the mutual limitation of ABM deployments to two sites, were in effect
endorsing the long held US belief in mutual assured destruction. On the other hand, the
freeze on the existing numbers of land-based and submarine launched missiles
constituted not only an acknowledgement of Soviet parity but actually a substantial
superiority in ICBMs and a smaller one in SLBMS.'
Indeed, détente followed naturally from the premise of parity and recast an
ancient dilemma of al1 alliances. Given that the weaker members of ail alliances can
never be cornpletely assured of their patron's promises, they have an incentive to

4
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balance insurance with risk by making propositions to the comrnon adversarye6ln other
words, to augment the public good of common security provided by the US in the
hegemonic security, the West Europeans were keen to gain reinsurance through
conciliation and CO-operationwith the Soviets. In this way, if the supply of security began
to decline, the European members of NATO wouId have a choice of rnaking up the
security shorffall or reduce the demand for security through a policy of appeasement.
The essence of détente opened a window of opportunity for these European mernbers
to pursue such reinsurance.
ln addition to amis control, significant other negotiations took place during the
period of détente that dramatically changed the European security environment forever.
With the election of Willy Brandt and the Social Democrats in West Germany in 1969,
three separate series of negotiôtions got underway with the Soviets: first, discussions
between West Germany, Poland and the Soviet Union confirming existing boundaries in
Eastern Europe; second, negotiations among the four powers occupying Berlin aimed at
norrnalising the position of the city; and third, discussions between NATO and the
Warsaw Pact which would eventually lead to talks on mutual and balanced force
reductions (MBFR).'
The U.S. and the Soviet Union based their relationship on the territorial and
political status quo in Europe, whereas intra-European détente, to a large degree, was
trying to change it.' The Europeans' sense of security was changing such that the
preservation of territorial integrity was diminishing relative to political and econornic
issues. Détente in Europe rneant, in actual policy terms, Ostpolitik

- the West German
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policy of patient accommodation that refuses to challenge the status quo in Eastern
Europe precisely so it can change it.
Détente was particularly attractive to West Gerrnany. It allowed the Federal
Republic the same liberty within the American protectorate that Britain and France had
always enjoyed. Détente would allow the FRG to adopt a new policy towards Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union that would forever alter East-West relations. Ostpolitik, or
eastern policy, sought to mute Soviet hostility by granting Moscow recognition of the
territorial status quo in Europe. By satisfying Moscow the FRG sirnultaneously
diminished its dependence on the West, and increased its manoeuvrability in the
international system. In essence, the policy of Ostpolitik sought to restore West
Germany's full sovereignty and to reuniq on its own terrns9
At the heart of Ostpolitik was the question of inner-German relations, or
Deutschlandpolitik; and central to Deutschlandpolitik was the maintenance of unity of
the Gerrnan state. The two most important achievements for both policies occurred in
1970 and 1972. The first was the treaty between the Federal Repubfic and the Soviet
Union in August of 1970, which "recognised the current realities of life" in Eastern
Europe, provided for the pacific resolution of al1 disputes between the signatories, and
set the stage for a modus vivendi between the two Germanys. Then in December 1972,
the two Germanys signed the Basic Treaty, mutually recognising each other's
sovereignty. 'O
9

Chancellor K o m d Adenauer, for exampIe, decIined Josef Stalin's 1952 offer to reunite Gerrnany
provided it became neutral.
' ' ~ 0 t h aeaties were accompanied by a 'letfer conceming G e m n uni@ in which the Federal Republic
insisted on its right "to wvork for a state of peace in Europe in which the German nation wvill regain its unity
through free self-detemination." Michael S m e r , "DeutschiandpoIitik, Ostpolitik and the Western Alliance:
Gerrnan Perspectives on Détente," in Kenneth Dyson, (Ed.), European Détente: Case Studies of the Politics of
East-West Relations, (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1986) pp. 134-135. in this way, Bonn wvas able to
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Ostpolitik became a complementary part of West Gemany's security policies,
not by restricting or lessening the linkage with NATO and the US, but by accepting the
territorial status quo. "The new German Ostpolitik ... filled the policy of détente with
German substance in a pan-European perspective."" By Iinking the territorial and
political realities, the FRG was able to link its security policy with its Eastern poiicy and
therefore develop a more constructive attitude toward arms control and adjust its foreign
policy to fit with the dynamics of détente." Quite simply, détente alIowed the FRG to
reconcile its relationship with the US, its membership of NATO and integration into
Western Europe with improved relations with the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.
This linkage was an important development to the stability of NATO because
there was less of an incentive for the Germans to question the US cornmitment to
Europe. It demonstrated that the extended deterrent aspect of US national security
policy could be sustained "precisely because that reassurance depended more and

more on political rather than purely military-strategic assessrnents by the Germans of
Soviet intentions and US diplomacy."" Given the Germans realistic assessrnent of the
risks imposed on Western security policy by the nuclear stalemate they ceased pressing
the US for reassurance. As a consequence, the Gerrnans supported the SALT 1
agreement; they became active participants in the mutual and balanced force reductions

(MBFR);and they weicomed the checking of offensive strategic capabilities at the core
of SALT II.

The announcement of the NATO dual-track decision on 12 December 1979
foreshadowed the failure of détente. This finally occurred with the invasion of
II

Quoted from Angelika Volle, "The Political Debate on Security Policy in the Federal Republic," in
Karl Kaiser and John Roper, (eds.) British-German Defence Cooperation: Parmers Within the Alliance,
(London: Jane's for the Royal Inçtitute of lntemtional Affairs, 1988). p. 4 1
12

Wolfram Hanrieder, "Transatlantic Security," in Robert Jackson (ed.), Continuitv of Discord: Crises and
Res~onsesin the Atlantic Communitv, (Toronto: Praeger Publishers, 1985). p.34
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Afghanistan by the Soviet Army fifteen days later. The Federal Republic in particular did
not want to accept the end of détente and had the most to lose frorn its abandonment:
namely the modus vivendi of Ostpolitik and Deutschlandpolitik-"
For the United States the decade of détente and Ostpolitik accomplished Iittle.
For the Europeans it accomplished a great deal. The key benefit gained by the
Europeans was the Soviet's shift of focus away from the European theatre to the
strategic arms arena and the Third ~ o r l d . Having
'~
little to lose the US reacted to the
breakdown of détente with sanctions and rearmament. On the other hand, the West
Europeans stressed the validity of détente and stressed the need for more of it in tirnes
of tension. As the US began to question arms control as a process to stabilise east-west
tension, the Europeans continued to view the process as an imperative goal in its own
right. If the US was concerned about the deterioration of the giobal rnilitary balance, the
Europeans were concerned about the threat to regional peace.
According to Josef Joffe, "the very process of détente was destined to drive the
Allies apart because it would offer rewards to the West Europeans that the United
States could not possibly share."16 For the US, Détente and the Cold War were merely
variations on the enduring rivalry with the Soviet Union. For the Europeans, the regional
conflict in Europe was more Iirnited and therefore less resistant to a partial resolution.
For the Europeans there was a trade-off based on the issues of access and acceptance.
The Soviets wanted legitimacy for their territorial gains in Europe and for the partition of
Europe, The West Europeans wanted access, whether it be social, economic, or
diplomatic, to Eastern Europe.
14

Some Federal politicians attempted to portray Afghanistan as an East-Southproblem, in order to Save
European détente. However, the FRG \vas unable to slow the gradua1 fieezing of East-West relations. The
final straw was the imposition of martial iaw in Poland in 1981, announced while Chancellor Schmidt \vas
meeting Ench Honecker in the GDR.
l 5 Josef Joffe, The Limited par men hi^: Europe. the United States. and the Burdens of the Alliance,
(Cambridge: Bailinger Publishing, 1987) p. 7
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By shifting the gIobal East-West cornpetition from Europe, its ancient locus, to
the Third World, the Soviet Union lified the threat and thus the discipline frorn
the European members o f the AlIiance. By offering them diplornatic access to
Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union gained peaceful access to Western Europe's
prolific resource base - credits, subsidies, technology transfers - which \vas afier
al1 one of the great stakes of the Cold War contest. And by extending cooperative coexistence to the Europeans while denying similar self-restraint to the
United States in other areas, the Soviets achieved a separate truce in the world's
foremost strategic arena.''
Despite the return to Cold War rhetoric and the end to reconciliation between the
superpowers, the environment within which the ESDl debate was taking place had now
changed demonstrably. The crucial difference as compared to the forties, fifties and
sixties was that Europe was now the stable and sheltered zone of peace between and
amidst the violence beyond its shores. With conflicts over Berlin and Germany safely put
to rest through the formal agreements of the 1970s. the West Europeans no longer
viewed the Soviet Union as a looming threat but an indispensable partner in détente,
balanced against the military dependence on the United States.
THE GENESIS
OF THE EUROPEAN
PILLAR

While tensions were easing within the European theatre during the period of
détente, the US was increasing its rhetoric over burden sharing which led, in part, to the
creation of two organisations, the Eurogroup in 1968 and the lndependent European
Programme Group in 1976. 60th these organisations were dedicated to increasing the
role of the European allies in providing their own security, particularly within the
framework of the Atlantic Alliance security regime. At the same time, outside the
Alliance framework, the EC members were forging stronger political ties through the
process of European Political Co-operation, a process that began in 1970 and increased
in importance throughout the 1970s with the development of the Conference on Secunty

"lbid. p. 15. A sub-set of the resulting difference in rewards offered the allies war; the different
expectations of the outcome of the process of détente. Aware that détente would not change the underlying
cause of superpower rivalry, the US essentially pursued a policy of containment 1 balance of power. For the
US détente rneant hegemony could be maintained at much less cost-
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and Co-operation in Europe. The goal of EPC was to forge a more unified voice on the
world stage and to CO-ordinatethe foreign policies of EC members, independent of the
US.

Given the reduced tensions during the period of détente there was less public
support in the US to maintain the level of defence forces in Europe. The question of
burden sharing had becorne a key catalyst in the ESDI debate. The Eurogroup was a
grouping of ten European governrnent~'~
within the framework of NATO. Its aim was to
help strengthen the whoie Alliance by seeking "to ensure that the Europuan contribution

It provided
to the common defence was as strong, cohesive and effective as po~sible.'~
a forum in which European Defence Ministers could exchange views on major political
and security issues and foster practical CO-operationthrough the work of specialist subgro~ps.'~
lt âlso provided a mechanism through which its members could CO-ordinate
their defence efforts and rationalise their defence resources, while articulating with one
voice their support for the continuing presence of US and Canadian troops in EuropeThat voice was also used to advertise Europe's contribution to European defence as a
direct response to questions of burden sharing.
The Eurogroup initially formed the European Defence lmprovement Program
(EDIP) in December '1970 to demonstrate Europe's intention to do more in its own
defence. Despite the fact that the EDlP "amounted to Iittle more than the packaging and
presentation of nationally plannea defence expenditures as part of an increased

'

'Initial rnernbers were Belgium, Denmark Ge-y,
Greece. Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Nonvay, Turkey and the UK; Portugal and Spain were Iater members.
'9~urogroup,Western Defense: The Eurooean Ro le in NATO, (Eurogoup Secretariar, British Delegation
to NATO), p. 1
20~ubgroupsincluded tactical communications (ELJROCOM), logistics (EUROLOG), long-term concepts
of operation (EUROLONGTERM), diitary medicine (EUROLMED),defence procurement cooperation by
national armament. directors (EURONAD), and joint training (EUROTRAINING). These subgroups provide
reports to the Eurogroup defence ministers who meet twice a year, prior to the NATO Defence Planning
Committee.

collective European contribution to the alliance's defence effort,""

it proved to be a

successful collective challenge by the Europeans to the charges of American politicians
bent on wresting US forces out of Europe.
The Eurogroup also provided for a more cost-effective use of defence resources
through standardisation. in 1972. the Eurogroup adopted "Principies of Equipment
Collaboration," in design and production to harmonise tactical doctrines and develop
joint procurement plans. Despite a lack of progress, subgroups continued to work on
such matters as operational concepts, training, communications, logistics and rnilitary
medicine."
Some European leaders at the tirne the Eurogroup was formed tied it to the
growing European consciousness in ESDl and the beginning of a "defence
establishment of a politically united Western Europe."" Yet most members avoided any
mention of a distinct group and permanent institutional arrangements. In fact, the
Eurogroup's activities confirmed that it was a refiection of Atlanticism. Its success in
fostering armaments collaboration has been marginal.
Quite simply, "the Eurogroup suffered from the political handicap of the nonparticipation of France, which found the Atlanticist premises on which it had been based
unacceptable."" In order to bring France into the fold, the Europeans created another
group, the independent European Programme Group, outside the alliance framework.
The IEPG, formed in 1976, was the forum through which al1 European mernbers of
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Buteux, The Role of Eurouean Institutions, p. 8

22

ibid., p. 8. Ti can be argued t h t the lack of success on joint procurement \vas the desire by Europeans ro
reject that an attempt \vas being made to create a distinct European procurernent propram at the expense of
suppliers tiom the US because, for al1 its complaining about burden-sharing the economic benefits to the US
armaments industry under the existing pattern of trade helped strengthen the Amencan cornmitment and
reflected the US hegemonic position.
23
24

Helmut Schmidt, "Gemiany in the Era of Negotiations," Foreim Affairs. October 1970, p. 42.
Buteux, The Role of Eurouean Institutions, p. 11
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NATO (except Iceland) coufd discuss and formulate policies designed to achieve greater
CO-operationin armaments procurement. It was designed to associate France with the
Eurogroup but to be independent of both the Eurogroup and NATO. The IEPG reflected
a Europeanist approach to burden sharing and was concerned with supported an
independent European armarnents industry.ls
The objectives of the IEPG were to permit efficiency in research, development
and procurement; to increase standardisation and interoperability; to support a
European defence industrial and technological base; and to encourage a balanced twoway street in armaments CO-operationacross the Atlantic. Under French insistence the
l E f G emphasised inter-operability over standardisation, and favoured procedural
rnethods rather than structural ones. This insistence, coupled with the Carter
administration's cal1 for a 'two-way street' in defence trade, marginalized the IEPG?

NATO remained the primary forum for dialogue on armaments and the mechanism to
record the flow of defence trade. The IEPG became simply a reflection of the
Eurogroup, while the Carter initiative demonstrated "the continuing strength of the
Atlanticist framework and provided an example of the way in which the United States

was still able to exercise hegemonic influence.""
The failure of the IEPG to advance very far in its early years is partly attributable
to the reluctance of the bigger countries to enter into co-operative ventures, fearing the
export of jobs. It was also due to a fear on the part of the Europeans that European cooperation in defence would encourage the US to abandon NATO. As an exarnple, in

"The Group meets at the Defence Ministerial and National Armarnents Directors level and works through
three paneIs: harmonization of opentional requirements and identification of opportunities for collaboration;
research and technology cooperation; and defence equipment market maners including the liberalisation of
defence trade. It aIso has a staff group of national officiais based at NATO.
26

Carter called for NATO to incorporate a Long Term Defence Pro_g-ramme (LTDP) in the development,
production and procurement of defence equipment tvhich created 'families of weapons' tvhich would be coproduced and co-procured on both sides of the Atlantic.
*'~utew<. The Role of European Institutions,p. 15
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June 1984, Senator Sam Nunn introduced a resolution calling for US troop withdrawals
if the allies continued to delay the goals of the Long Terrn Defence Programme. In
response, the Europeans cornmissioned a report to examine how to improve the
competitiveness of the European Defence industry. The result was the document
Towards a Stronqer Europe, published in December 1986 that called for Europeans to
CO-ordinateresearch and development and encourage joint ventures. To facilitate this
CO-operation, the study called for the revival of the idea of a European Arms
Procurement Agency in the long run, and an IEPG Secretariat in the short run.
At the Luxembourg meeting of the iEPG in November 1988, Ministers agreed to

establish a permanent secretariat in Lisbon and approved an "Action Pfan" intended to
create an open European amaments market? The Plan had few new ideas but the
Luxembourg meeting did rejuvenate the l E f G and increasingly tied it to the political
agenda of the EC. 60th the Eurogroup and IEPG continued the pursuit of a European
Pillar as part of the Atlantic partnership model. The appeal of the rnodel was its
attraction to both Europeanists and Atlanticists alike. But the rnodel had inherent
problems, most notably that European security depended ultirnately on the US nuclear
deterrent, effectively creating a partnership of unequals.
lncreased European CO-operationwas viewed as contributing to the European's
capacity to influence the US, reassure their own publics about defence and to ease
economic difficulties. Such CO-operationwas seen as a way to strengthen and adapt
NATO to the political and economic environrnent of the 1980s, rather than as a means
of rendering Europe independent of the need for a US alliance? The only security COoperation occurring among the members of the European Community was in name only.
2s

Ministerial Communique, Independent European Proaarnrne Group, Luernbourg, Novernber 9, 1988.
The first stage was completed tvith the establishment o f national 'focal points' whereby counaies register as
potential suppliers. The second stage was cornpleted by a French led pane1 which developed a proposal for a
jointly fiuided European Technology Programme leading to the establishment of the European Cooperative
Long Term Initiative in Defence (EUCLID) in June 1989.

29~aylor,Euro~ean
Defence Coooeration, p. 13
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In response to calls by Heads of State and Government for possible ways of
rnoving forward on consultation arnong the Member States on foreign policy issues, the
"Davignon report" was presented in 1970 at the Luxembourg Summit. This report was
the starting point for European Political Cooperation (EPC), informally launched in 1970
before being enshrined in the Single European Act (SEA) in 1987. The establishment of
the European Council in 1974 contributed to the coordination of EPC because it gave
Heads of State and Government a role in defining the generaI orientation of Cornmunity
policy. By 1981, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the lslamic revolution in Iran
brought home to the Member States the growing impotence of the European Community
on the international scene. Determined to strengthen EPC, that same year they adopted
the London Report that required prior consultation by Member States of each other and
the European Commission on al1 foreign policy matters affecting al1 Member States.

EPC was a result of two problems of concern to Europe: East-West relations, in
particular the process begun by the CSCE, and the increasing tension in the Middle
East. These concerns were shared by the UK and used as grounds for its mernbership
in 1973. The British application for membership also demonstrated a linkage between
enlargement and political union; political CO-operationwas seen as a logical step toward
political unification. "lt appeared to the Ministers that it was in the field of concertation of
foreign policies that the first concrete efforts should be made to show the world that
For the British and other members, this insistence on
Europe has a political vo~ation."'~
an international role would give them a new leadership role in the world and allow them
to rise above the failures the Fouchet Plans of the early sixties.
W C was not a supranational structure but an intergovernmental one, without
centralised bodies or coercive irnplementation. its aim was not to merge national

30"~eportof the Ministen of Foreign Affain of the Mernben States on the Problems of Politid
Unification," Davignon Reporl, 27 October, 1970, Part 1, point 10. EC BulIetin, 11/1970. Besides foreign
policy cooperation, Political Coopention kvas extended to the fight against terrorisrn (1975) and a European
Judicial area ( 1977).
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priorities but to CO-ordinatethem, as well as to develop common positions and joint
action. Thus, policies were impiemented in CO-existencewith national policies. Further,
the consensus rule, made the process long and cornplex, and involved a great deal of
compromise, which lirnited the ability of the twelve to act promptly.
Processes o f harmonisation were slow and essentially reactive, decision-making
remained in the control of national governments, and there was no consensus on
any overall strategy for European foreign policy. I t was a case o f reaching
common positions when it appeared 'possible or desirable.'"
The fact remained that the Europeans still lacked any collective political will to
seriously explore security and defence options outside the alliance. The EPC was set up
as a forum for consultation on foreign policy and while it did have some modest success
in achieving a consensus on a wide range of issues, including security in Europe,
'European Identity' in security and defence only acquired a measure of political visibility
without gaining any substance. Comrnon positions did emerge on topics such as
southern Africa, Cyprus, the Middle East and the CSCE. However, defence matters
were excluded and the military aspects of the CSCE Helsinki Final Act were organised
through NATO.
Despite these resewations, the process of EPC did puçh fotward the concept of

EU as it related to political CO-operation. The London Report of December 1981
acknowledged that EPC was entitled to address the "political aspects of security". The
report also addressed the EPC's ability to act by agreeing that national staff serving one
president would continue to serve his successor so that expertise could be retained.
The EPC also continued to derive significance by operating in areas that had
previously been the subject of muItiIateral European consultation within NATO. One
area which the EPC had immediate success was in CO-ordinatingthe EC member's
approach to the

CS CE.^' The CSCE introduced a number of qualitative

changes in the

31

Taylor, Euro~eanDefence Co-oueranon, pp. 22-23
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Structurally, the CSCE is a product of the Cold War. It was a mechanism for European states to
conduct relations with each other and with their respective superpowers that would be insulated from the
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security situation in Europe. First, the CSCE rnultiIateralized East-West relationsSecond, it transcended the bloc-to-bloc rnentality of the superpower relationship
enabling neutral and non-aligned countries to become full participants in international
security. Third, it expanded the pan-European dialogue from the sphere of economics to
political, rnilitary, environmental and human rights issues. Fourth, it established a
continuous dialogue without institutionalised structures. Fifth, it removed some of the
drama of East-West relations allowing settlement of more practical issues of human
rights. Finally, it allowed two ideological worlds to formulate some common objectives,
such as transparency of military activities, and to give a more human dimension to the
superpower relationship.j3
In the 1980s the CSCE was a symbol "of the cornmitment of al1 participating
states to the goal of lowering tension and promoting CO-operationacross ideological and
political barrier~."~'During that time it not only survived a renewed confrontation
between the superpowers, but also was an instrument for both East and West European
states to insuiate their relations from that confrontation and to impress upon the
superpowers the need for r e ~ t r a i n t . ~ ~
superpower confiict. A key factor in its formation is that it wvas fomed outside of the purview of either
superpower; in other words, neither superpower wvere required or necessarily desired it to be formed. Yet, at
the same time, the CSCE is reliant on both superpowers for its maintenance; in other words, it requires the
cooperation of both.
" ~ i c t o r - ~ v e sGhebali. "The CSCE in the Post Cold-War Europe," NATO ReMew, (Apnl, 1991) p. 8.
There are four 'baskets' associated with the CSCE reiated to security; economics, science and technology, and
the environment; humanitarian issues; and the follo~v-upprocess. In the preamble to Basket one, al1
participating states express their will to improve relations arnong each other and to overcome "the
confrontation sternming from the character of their past relations." They refer to the history of the European
states, to their cornmon traditions and values, but aIso note "the individuality and diversity of their positions
and views." Lastly, they cal1 for joint efforts to increase confidence to solve problerns and to improve
cooperation.

'karl Bimbaum and Ingo Peters, "The CSCE: A Reassessment of its Role in the 1980s," Review of
International Studies, 1990, p. 3 11
"The general nile of procedure was that al1 partiticiparuig states would take part in the Conference as
sovereign, states under condition of fiil1 equality. Specific d e s regarding security, developed in the 1984
Stockholm Document, were based on Confidence and Securiy Building Measures (CSBMs). The provisions
required the notification of certain military activities at least 42 days in advance; that there be invitations of
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The advantages of the CSCE. now referred to as the OSCE (Organisation), as
compared to other European institutions, was that it was multilateral, that both
superpowers were members, and that the European non-aligned countries participated.
No other European forum could boast that it simultaneously encompasses al1 the
member countries of NATO, the EU, the Council of Europe, and the ex-Warsaw Pact
countries. This composition reflected the notion of Greater Europe as well as the
continent's transatlantic dimension.
The OSCE was also unique in terms of its comprehensive mandate, which

embraced the political, rnilitary, econornic, scientific, technological, ecological, social,
humanitarian, cultural, and educational fields. It was a process that converged around
the common code of human rights, fundarnental freedoms, democracy, rule of law,
security and econornic liberty.
Motivated by the political will, in the interest of peoptes, to improve and
intensify their relations and to contribute in Europe to peace, security, justice
and CO-operationas well as to rapprochement among themsetves and with the
other States of the ~ o r I d . 'For
~ rnost of its life, the CSCE has owned no property,
occupied no headquarters, employed no staff, or even possessed a mailing
address. As the name implies, it was intended to be a rolling series of meetings
bringing senior levels of govemments together to discuss and, it was hoped,
agree on principles for increasing the security and well being of its member
states.j7

As a result of the Paris Summit, the OSCE programme in the security field now
comprises three elements: confidence and security building measures (CSBMs), the
peaceful settlement of disputes, and disarmament. Yet the OSCE's security programme

observes to certain rnilitary activities involving 17,000 troops or more; annual calendm of rnilitary activities
were to be exchanged; and provisions for verification were introduced whereby each state had the nght to carry
out inspections on the temtory of any other state but no state could be forced to allow more than three
inspections per year, and not more than one by any single other state.
' 6 ~ o n f e r n con
e Securiy and Cooperation in Europe: Final Act, Helsinki, 1975, p. 7
37

Michael Bryans, "The CSCE and the Future Security in Europe," Working Paper #40,(Ottawa: Canadian
htitute for International Peace and Securïty, March 1992), p. 2

is still at a rudimentary stage. 38 CSBMs continue to provide a tool to partake in security
deliberations but they can only be auxiliary to a disannament programme that is
presently beyond the puwiew of the OSCE. The mechanism for peaceful settlernent of
disputes is an incredible achievement, but it is lirnited in its field of application and its
non-mandatory status.
It was never the aim of the Helsinki process to ensure, let alone guarantee,
security in Europe, and the Charter of Paris has done nothing to alter this
fundamental fact. Its concern is not collective secunty, but global security, that is
to Say, security considered in terms of the interdependence of its economic,
ecologicai and humanitarian, as well as its political and rnilitary dimensions... it
is by no means qualified to supersede the Atlantic ~ I l i a n c e . ~ ~
Recently, the OSCE procedures were revamped to allow it to respond to
emergencies. It provides a mechanism in which force levels, and even military doctrines,
might be discussed. But its decision-making depends largely on unanimity and therefore

it cannot impose its will on one recalcitrant member. It may provide a forum in which
agreements cobbled together elsewhere can be endorsed, as well as facilities for private
conciliation, but it is unlikely to have much impact on the management of crises.

EXTENDED
DETERRENCE
AND NUCLEAR
WEAPONS
Due to its history and strategic culture particular US views of the world

can be critized in spite of its relative success after the end of the Cold ~ a r . American
~'
society is deeply convinced that the world should be governed by the ideals of American
liberal democracy. Victory in 1945 and the Soviet collapse in 1989-1991 has given
further impetus to this sense of ~ u ~ e r i o r i t yHowever,
.~'
it is impossible for the US to
3 8 ~ r o mthe outset, decision-~llitkingin the CSCE has been by consensus. Detractors of the CSCE process
have claimed that this consensus or unitary vote paralyses the CSCE in times of cnsis and that even if a
consensus is reached the CSCE possesses no resources to cany it through.

I9chebali, op. cit., p. 10
JO

Colin S Gray,. Straregy in the Nuclem- ..[ge: The United Stares. 1945-1991., in Murray, W.,
MacGregor, K., and Berstein, A. The Making of Strateey, (Cambridge University Press. Cambridge. 1994.)
4I

Franciç Fukuyama, "The End of the History'?" (The National Interest, S u m e r 1989). p. 3-18.
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undertake a conflict without the support of the Arnerican society as Vietnam War
showed. This support has typically demanded short, no-casualties and victorious
operations, and has urged the US to use massive force, with a tendency to air ~ o w e r . ~ '
Without the clear and present threat of the Soviet Union these tendencies were brought
to the forefront,
Through the years, the tendencies exhibited the three central pillars of
deterrence, limited war and arms control. However, the elaborations of these pillars
have been apolitical due to the trend toward administration rather than to politics." The

US defense cummunity entered the last decade of the 20th century with the belief in the
declining utility of nuclear weapons and the creation of a regionalism strategy with the
aim of containing regional disputes as a first priority. But regional containment is not
easy to translate into identifiable requirernents for strategic utility. Moreover, US
policymakers have the notion that conventional deterrence lacks full strategic integrity in

an age of nuclear pr~liferation.~
The debate over the political utility of force in the nuclear age has raged in
strategic theory ever since the advent of nuclear weapons. Coutd a nuclear war be
fought and won? Since the US and its allies were unwilling to match Soviet strength in
conventional weapons in Europe, the security of Western Europe had to be preserved
through nuclear deterrence.

47

This conception tvould have his outcome in the World Wars, the SAC conceptions in the 1950s and the
air campaing against Iraq. See Bradley Klein, Strateeic Studies and World Order. The GIobal Politics of
Detemence. (Cambridge University Press. Cambridge. 1994). p. 106-112.
43

44

Gray, op cit. p. 596-598.

Davis, 2. and Reiss, M. US. Counterproliferation Docmne: Issues for the Congress. Congressional
Research Service Report 94-734 ENR, September 21, 1994. The tendency to strategic limitation in the role
of the US exists in some political, military and social sectors which defend a selective engagement focused
on US vital strategic areas, apparent in US miiitary planning such as JSCP (Joint Straregy Contingences
Plarzning 1992- 95). DPGSS (Defense Planning Guidance Scenario Set 1992-1999),selecting MRCs
(Major Regional Conflicts) in Europe, Middle East and Korea, and LRCs (Lower Regional Conflicts) in
Panama and Phillipines-as modek, and counterinsurgency and counternarcotrafic operation. Barry Buzan,
Charies Jones., and Richard Little. The Logic of Anarchv, (Columbia University Press- N.Y. 1993.) p. 13.

The political reality at the root of the strategïc posture of NATO is that basically,
as far as military means are concerned, the European allies have sought to
provide for their security through deterrence rather than their abiliw to
successfully fight a war on their temtory. CredibIe deterrence, rather than
credible defence, has aIways been the major strategic objective of the European
mernbers of the alliance?'
The American cornmitment to extend deterrence, however, had been made when the
military superiority of the US was obvious. The probiern was how to maintain this
cornmitment once nuclear parity had been established by 1970."
The fact the US no longer had strategic nuclear superiority undermined its
capability to support extended deterrence. Nuclear parity had been officially consecrated

by the 1972 SALT 1 agreement. The Soviet Union gained the capability to offer a
counter-force first strike against American ICBMs, leaving the American President with a
choice between surrender or suicida1 retaliation. This led the US to think about
deterrence by threat of war fighting and firnited nuclear war strategies.
The strategy of flexible response remained the cornerstone of NATO strategy, a
conventional-minded doctrine that sought to postpone nuclear options as long as
possible. Flexible response was desirable to the US because it allowed it to continue its
hegernonic position within the alliance. Of course, the European were quick to grasp the
implications of this new strategy, with the most pessimistic of them suspecting the intent
of the US to Iimit the geographical scope of the conflict. For the Europeans, however,
this was acceptable as long as they received US nuclear protection, guaranteed by the
presence of US ground forces. The question remained whether the US would actually
JS~aulB u t e q Stratem. Doctrine. and the Politics ofAlliance, (Denver. Westview Press, 1983) pp. 51-52.
Deterrence is much more diff~cultto achieve once it seeks to cover a third country as opposed to concentrating
on prevention of attack on one's own soil. Distance \vil1 also exacerbate the dificulty of extended detenence,
such that if the country to which deterrence is being extended is adjacent to the country being deterred but is
remote fiom the country providing the deterrence, then the credïbility of that detemence c m be questioned.
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Barry Buzan, An Introduction to StratePic Studies: Military Technolow and International Relations,
(New York: St. Martin's Press, 1987) pp. 15 1-52, When the US had nucIear weapons dominance in the fifties
and the sixties the Soviets applied a warfighting doctrine in order to have a credible deterrent. The US believed
in assured destruction because they felt they could control the strategic environment îhrough fez. When parity

arrived it was unclear whether rhc Soviets &opped warfighting, mekwhile the US had the problem of soviet
predominance in conventional forces. Thus, the US adopted a warfightinç doctrine to add to their credibiIity.
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carry out a nuclear retaliation due to fear of escalation. For the Europeans, however, the
stationing of US troops in Europe ensured that the US would use nuclear weapons to
defend them and provided much needed credibility. These ground forces were
such, the allies were reluctant
described as a 'trip wirer to trigger US nuclear f~rces."~As
to increase drastically their own conventional strength for fear of giving the US the
option of pulling out its ground forces. Yet. it was very clear that American strategic
doctrine from the mid 1970s onwards would search for ways to break out of the
debilitating effects of nuclear parity and gain control of the escalation process towards
the nuclear option.
The development of US strategic doctrine during the Reagan Administration was
accused of "radical departures from the traditional objectives of US. nuciear strategy.""
in fact, the US had been gradually shifting away from deterrence since the 1960s.
moving towards an emphasis on response options equivalent to the level of Soviet
aggression. Hence, the doctrine during this transition phase emphasised Iimited
strategic options, counter-military and counter-political control targeting, post-attack
continuity of govemment, and the potential for waging a prolonged nuclear c~nflict."~
Indeed, the Reagan administration was demonstrating continued adherence to the
Countervailing Strategy of Presidential Directive 59 established in 1980.'O
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Lawrence Freedrnan, The Evolution of Nuclear Stratecv, (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1983) p. 290
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Leon Sloss and Marc Millot, "US.Nuclear Strategy in Evolution," Strateoic Review, (Wuiter, 1984) p.
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Keith Payne, "Does the United States Need a Nuclear Warfighting Doctrine and Sû-ategy," in Keith Dunn
and William Staudenmaier, Militarv Strategy in Transition: Defense and Deterrence in the 1980s, (Boulder:
Weswiew Press, 1984) pp. 166-67
'The Countervailing Strategy encompassed three specifïc changes designed to relliforce to the Soviets that
victory kvas not possible. The first \vas to increase the emphasis on counter-leadership targeting. The second
change \vas in counter-military targeting. By the end of the 1970s the total nuciear warhead count still favoured
the US.but the number of Soviet Iaunchers far surpassed the U.S. The third change was the reduced ernphasis
and new objectives in indusrrial targering. ~nsteadof targeting to impede iecovery, economic tariethg
concentrated on destroying logistics and indusmes providing immediate suppon to the enemy war effort. For
firrther information see Scott Sagan, Movine Tareets: Nuclear Stratew and National Securitv, (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1989) pp. 50-53

By the end of the 1970s, NATO chose to hnk deployrnent of new weapons
systems with arms control, in order to overcorne its security difemmas. The SU had
deployed intermediate range, land-based missiles (SS-20s).Within the context of the
strategic review that culminated in PD 59, NATO decided in 1979 to respond by
deploying land-based cruise missiles and Pershing Ils in Europe unless an agreement
could be reached.

The Ministers have decided to pursue these two parallel ând complernentary
approaches in order to avert an arrns race in Europe caused by the Soviet TNF
(theatre nuclear forces) build-up, yet presewe the viability of NATO's strategy of
deterrence and defence and thus maintain the securïty of if member states.''
This became known as the dual-track approach that caused an uproar in media and
public circles in Europe, leading to a serious examination of the American guarantee.
The US viewed this as ironic given that the decision to deploy Pershing II and cruise
missiles was a way of reassuring the Europeans of the strength of extended deterrence.
In addition, the amis control approach, if successful, promised to alleviate key problems
of credibility with flexible response by ensuring strategic parity.
Intermediate nuclear forces were seen as an important Iink between the defence
of Europe and the US strategic forces. The Europeans were afraid that a conventional

war couid escalate to the tactical nuclear level without escalating to the strategic level,
thus not affecting the territories of the two superpowers. Yet, INF levels had a great deal
to do with Soviet perceptions of deterrence and the unity of the alliance. The
deployment figures had to be high enough to create doubts for Soviet planners about
the possible success of a pre-emptive strike while being low enough that they would not
decouple the US strategic guarantee?
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NATO, Comnzttnique of the Special Meeting of Foreiw and Defince MinrSiers, December 12, 1979). In
order not to provoke an escalatory response fiom the Warsaw Pact, NATO paraileled the modernisation
decision with a willingness to establish a mutually acceptable balance of theatre nuclear forces through amis
control taiks.
52~trobe
Talbott, Deadlv Garnbits: The Reagan Administration and the Stalemte in Nuclear Arms Control,
(New York: Alfied A, Knopf, 1984). p. 35
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The silent nuclear battle in the Alliance is about influence and insulation. The
deadly logic of nuclear weapons bids the United States to tacirly distinguish
between its own territory and that of its allies. If deterrence does fail, war must
be limited in time, intensity, and space. If there has to be war, it must corne to an
end before it crosses the nuclear threshold. If war does become nuclear, it must
be terminated before it crosses the Atlantic Ocean. The same logic, however,
bids the Europeans to deny their patron such freedorn of choice. To buttress
deterrence, the gulf of geography and sovereignty must be closed. To avoid
victirnisation in a limited war, there must be no exit for the United States. If
Arnerican strategy has relentlessly searched for additional options, the
Europeans have just as obsessively looked for additional chains to keep their
protector's fate tied to their own.j3
In the end, public opinion did not prove to be a decisive barrier to NATO
modernisation, as the vocal opposition remained a minority. The Soviet Union also
rniscalculated when it thought that it could prevent the modernisation by exploiting
Western nuclear anxieties. Soviet intransigence at the bargaining table only served to
strengthen NATO's hand because the Western European leadership believed that the
Soviet Union was atternpting to stop the modernisation by suspending arms control. The
result was a test of alliance solidarity in which Soviet intimidation united rather than
divided NATO.''
The proponents of war-fighting options contended that to maintain a credible
deterrent it was beneficial to possess the capability to meet military threats with a range

of overlapping nuclear and non-nuclear responses. This flexible strategy would serve to
increase uncertainty in the minds of Soviet planners while reassuring the Europeans of
"~osef ~offe,op-cir.. p. 50. There were three nuidamental reasons why NATO needed to pursue amis
control as part of its modernisation approach. First, parliamentary, hence public, acceptance of
modernisation would have been difficult without a wilhgness to pursue arms control. Second, many
Alliance members felt it was in their interest to preserve the 'fivin-pillar intent of the Harrnel report: defence
and détente. Thïrd, many NATO planners were aware that modernisation wouId prove ineffective if it
generated Soviet force structure improvernen~.13~espite
professions to the conuary, many commentators at
the time suspected NATO of having adopted the dual-track approach o d y to ensure that domestic
opposition wodd not undermine the modernisation program. While formally expressing a desire for
negotiated limitations with the Soviet Union, the US was increasingly seen as wanting to use the process
only as a means of achieving the new deployments in the face of European wavering. For the US, the
necessity was to ensure that the deployments went ahead; if negotiations were to have any chance of
promoting security, they would only be successfiil afier the deployments had begun in 1983.
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the American commitment, But European detractors argued that the US rnight sacrifice
Europe by containing the conflict there through the use of Iirnited nuclear options to
prevent hostilities involving North America. 5S
One can see the evolution of war fighting as a natural progression on the part of
the US. and not one of radical departures. With the deveioprnent of technology to the
point where nuclear war could be waged and won; the perceived Soviet beiief in war
fighting; and the advent of parity, the

US. had no choice but to adopt a war-fighting

strategy. Whether war fighting solved the problern of extended deterrence is beside the
point. The US. needed a credible strategy to use nuclear weapons with success
othewise they would prove ineffective.
Whatever the response, one thing was always in the back of Western European
minds:

If Western Europe provided its own nuclear deterrence, then the intractable
credibility problems of extended deterrence would be replaced by the
considerably less demanding problerns of adjacency. In any system, the need for
extended deterrence wilI decline as more centres of power provide their own
deterren~e.~~
Thus. the problems caused by extended deterrence were a result of bipolarity; an end to
bipoiarity would logically lead to an end of the problems. While there was no evidence
that the US would cease to use nuclear threats to deter nuclear attacks, there was
reason to believe that the commitment to deter conventional attacks with nuciear threats
was on the decline." In addition to the INF and dual-track approach. other events in the
1980s raised more doubts about the US cornmitment to Western Europe. On 23 March
''~ichard Burt, "New Weapons Technolo~ies:Debate and Directions" in Adephi Paper 126, (London:
international htitute for Strategic Studies, 1976) p. 23
56~iizan,
Introduction to

Strateeic Studies, p. 190

57~n1982, four former US. senior policy-makers advocated a policy of no-first-use regarding nuclear
weapons. See McGeorge Bundy, George Kennan, Robert McNamara and Gerald Smith, "Nuclear Weapons
and the Atlantic Alliance," Foreim Affairs, (Spring, 1982). Two years previous to that, a senior member of the
Administration had written an article sympathetic to no-fmt-use just prior to Reagan taking office. See Fred
Ikle, ''NATO's First Nuclear Use: a Deepening Trap?" S t r a t e ~ Review,
c
(Winter 1980).
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1983 Reagan announced the Strategic Defence Initiative (SDI) that was inherently
contrary to European security interests. The principle of shared risk and extended
nuclear deterrence were inirnical to the SDI's rhetorical objective of "rendering nuclear
weapons impotent and obsolete" through strategic defences? The announcernent
signailed the apparent intention of the US to switch frorn a rniiitary posture based on
offence to one based on defence. lnstead of relying only on its strategic nucIear forces
to deter war, the US wanted to adopt a defensive posture whereby the cities and
especialfy the strategic forces on the continental US would be effectively defended. The
US Secretary of Oefence argued, "strategic defence represents a change of strategy,
for a more secure deterrent. It offers a far safer way to keep the p e a ~ e . " ~ ~
The emphasis placed on the defence of the continental US implied the security
of Western Europe was becoming less important. In the words of Louis Deschamps,

"SDI has, for the first time, made the European question peripheral to the Americans'
perception of their territorial security inter est^."^" The presence of US troops in Europe
was still an obvious incentive to remain comrnitted but growing dornestic pressure for
US troop withdrawal, in addition to cornplaints about burden-sharing, suggested the

potential of drastic reductions in the number of troops stationed in Europe. Even if US
troops did remain, there was no guarantee of escalation; the US could simply decide to
fight a conventional war in Europe. ln short, SDI threatened to alter the basis on which
the security of Western Europe had been ensured since the end of WWII.
The Reykjavik sumrnit of 1986 added to the impetus for European CO-operation.

The attempted deaf between Reagan and Gorbachev, without consultation with the
European allies, to abolish ballistic nuclear weapons, would have suspended the
5 8 ~ p e e by
~ h Ronald Reagan, 23 March 1983, in Louis Deschamps. The SDI and European Seniriiv
Interests, (London: Croom Helm for the Atlantic Institute for International AfTairs, 1987), pp. 3 1ff.
5g~aspar
Weùiberger, "USDefense Smtegy," Foreien Affairs, Vol. 64, No. 4, (Spring 1986). p. 679
6 0 ~ o u i Deschamps,
s
The SDI and Eumpean Security Interests. Atlantic Paper No. 62, (London: Cmom
Helm, 1987). p. 50
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operation of extended nuclear deterrence. With SDI, European leaders could draw
comfort from the fact that US nuclear weapons would continue to ensure their security.
They were, therefore, flabbergaçted that President Reagan almost agreed to eliminate
nuclear weapons cornpletely.
The following year arms control negotiations reached their fruition with the
signing of the INF Treaty.
The INF Treaty chalienges the 'seamless tveb' of deterrence that is supposed to
operate through the Iinks in the NATO triad between conventional forces, theatre
forces and strategic nuclear weapons- The perception that there has been a
weakening of the link behveen US strategic weapons and the alliance's forces in
Europe is widespread. Finally, not onIy has the military credibility of flexible
response been weakened, but so has its political credibility as well. The INF
Treaty was a watershed in a process of strategic change that has altered the
balance of security nsks and political commitrnents within the aIlian~e.~'
The problem of extended deterrence refated to a serious examination of the
viability of the transatlantic security regime. Expectations about the use of nuclear
weapons had changed and with it the principle of shared risks and responsibilities. The
volume of US defence spending, greatly increased under Reagan. induced European
suspicions that Washington was not interested in arrns control but preferred to defeat
Moscow through an unbearable arms race. Reagan's lack of interest in SALT II,
reluctance to initiate START and INF negotiations, and his enthusiasm for military
programmes in space, al1 supported these suspicions.
The crisis of the 1980s was over the terms of the alliance. The US wanted to
recentralize the alliance in the service of neo-containment while insisting that the
Europeans rernain, at a minimum, benevolently neutral; in other words, to abstain "from
policies that would act as an impediment to the restoration of Arnerica's power and
position. whether in Europe or in the world bey~nd."~'
The West Europeans wanted to
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be Ieft out of America's battles and preferred to recentralize the Americans under the
service of East-West CO-operation;in other words, a return to détente.

GENSCHER-COLUMBO,
THE WEU, AND THE SEA

AI1 these deveiopments regarding extended deterrence, the resumption of Cold
War politics, and burden sharing impressed upon the European allies the need for their
own security CO-operation.The 1981 Genscher-Columbo initiative expressed the desire
to take steps, within the framework of EPC, to CO-ordinatethe positions of the member
states on the political and econornic aspects of security. Genscher and Colurnbo (the
German and ltalian Foreign Ministers) suggested extending the present pattern of
political CO-operationamong the then ten members of the Community into the security
sphere, with the direct involvement of defence r n i n i ~ t e r s . ~ ~

The assumption behind these arguments was that the USSR was an enemy to be
destroyed by econornic means if possible, wherezs the West Europeans, with the
exception o f Margaret Thatcher, worked o n the assumption that the best way of
dealing with the USSR was to enmesh it in a web of interdependence.#
Discussions were difficult and often acrimonious. When they concluded with the
adoption of a Solemn

Declarafion on EU in Stuttgart on 18 June 1983, Political Co-

operation had been relegated to discussing only the political and economic aspects of
security with defence policy questions remaining a NATO presewe. The reason for the
failure was that three of the then ten members, Ireland, Denmark and Greece, could not

agree to move forward on the issue.
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John Roper, "European Defence Cooperation," in Catherine Kelleher and Gale hlattox, (eds.), Evolving
Euro~eanDefence Policies, (Toronto: Lexington Books, 1987) p.40
64

George, op. ciz., p. 56. in particular, Reagan t a s unhappy about the proposed Siberian gas pipeline to
Western Europe, which was a joint effort bebveen the USSR and a nurnber West European govemments. It
produced a senous conflict when Poland decIared m - a l law in 1981. The US amounced economic sanctions
including a ban on natural gas technology. When US companies clairned they were in an unfair position,
Reagan exîended the ban to al1 US subsidiaries and foreign cornpanies producing US products under licenceBecause most of ùie technology for the pipeline \vas US in ongin, it essentially blocked its construction, and
lead to a united outcry fkom the EC. The US eventually backed down with the agreement frorn the West
Europeans that they would not enter into any new agreements.

Yet Genscher-Cotumbo was not the only aspect of European CO-operationin the
early eighties, In 1984, the French led the effort to reactivate the WEU with the intent
that what the members of the EC could not do, the seven members of the WEU ~ o u l d - ~ '
Yet, the reactivation was also a recognition by al1 seven WEU members that there could
be no credible defence of the West without the Atlantic Alliance. The reactivation was
ais0 in response to French concerns of an increasingly pacifist German policy following
the INF debate and desire for a forum in which they could consuk with their European
allies outside the alliance. France had sustained its interest in the WEU throughout the
years from de Gaulle to the Socialist governments. In turn, the Germans required a
demonstration of 'European will' to deflect US criticism and to prompt France to modiv
its special role in the Alliance and Europe?

A dual aspect emerged frorn the start of the process to relaunch the WEU. In the
WEU's Rome Declaration of October 27 1984 the foreign and defence ministers reaffirmed their cornmitment to the progressive integration of Europe and to the
"continuing necessity to strengthen Western Security." Referring to the later, they
pointed to the Atlantic Alliance as the foundation of Western security that had:
permitted the construction of Europe; [thus], a better utilisation of 'CWU would
not only contribute to the security of Western Europe but also to an irnprovement
in the cornmon defence of al1 the countries of the Atlantic Alliance and to the
greater solidarity among its rnembersb7
This statement made cfear that the leaders did not want to relaunch the organisation
outside the framework of NATO. In particular, the foreign and defence ministers
highlighted the irreplaceable role of US conventional and nuclear forces in the defence
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Belgium, France, FRG,Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and the UK. The WEU \vas organised in the
form of a council which \vould meet regularly at the ministerial and ambassadonal level; a staff and working
groups would assist the council; and a parliamentary assembly wouid gather four times a year.
66Arsenio, The Western EU, p. 19
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Western EU, Rome Declaration. October 27, 1954

of Europe. while the Europeans had a major responsibility in the conventional and
nuclear defence of the Alliance.
The Declaration also gave the Council the right to consider the implications for
Europe of crises in other parts of the world; and pointed out that the WEU was the only
'parliamentary' body mandated to discuss defence matters. The WEU was successful in
CU-ordinatingits members' naval activities in response to events in the Gulf region from
1987-88. This success dernonstrated that the WEU could act as effective European
forum for CO-operation in crisis situations where members' security interests were
affe~ted.~'
However, individual countries would still carry out any operation.
Since France was not a full member of the Atlantic Alliance it felt a growing need
to concert with her European partners within a different forum. The six other members
were seeking a rapprochement with France at a time when important decisions
regarding Europe's security had to be taken. Since the consultation process could not
take place either within the Alliance or the Community, the only viable alternative at the
time was the WEU.69 Sir Geoffrey Howe, the UK Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

put the WEU role into perspective.
We don? want WEU unnecessarily to dupficate work that is done just as well or
better elsewhere. We don't want it to upset our other partners in the Alliance. We
don? want it to becorne obsessed with institutional problems at the expense of
the pnctical contribution, which is the vital one. The NATO Alliance itself must
remain the decision-making forum for defence matters. A more effective WEU
must bnng more, not less, strength to the ~ l l i a n c e . ' ~

6 8 ~ ~Cahen.
e d The Western EU and NATO: Buildine a Euro~eanDefence ldentitv Within the Contexr of
Atlantic Solidarirv, (London: Brassey's, 1989),p. 6
69Jacques Poos, "Prospects for the WEU," NATO Review, ( A u y t 1987)p. 16. One of the key issues at
the tirne of reactivation \vas collocation of al1 agencies and personnel. Most govemments proposed that the
collocation be in Brussels, so that it couid associate with the Ailiance. But this proposa1 was rejected by the
French for the very reason that they did not want the WEU to be sren as being too closely identified with
NATO.
7 0 ~ o w e"The
,
Atlantic Alliance," p. 9
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In 1987, the members decided to create a single agency under the WEU's
Secretary General to study problems of arms control, security, and armaments

CO-

operation. This objective was detailed in "The Platfom on European Security Interests,"
and, once again, was largely the result of French insistence."

It was also a

consequence of the recent diplornatic developrnents between the two superpowers,
specifically the Reykjavik summit.
The most significant statement in the 'Platform' was that European integration
would remain incomplete as long as it did not include defence. Such a statement
addressed the Europeanist agenda and courd be seen as a way of broadcasting a
Europeanist programme. However, sorne have viewed the revitalised WEU as an
expression of a rnuch stronger and more independent European pillar within the Atlantic
security regime. Differences between the members over the balance between the pillar

and the Alliance, coupied with disagreement over the future political agenda of the
Union, lirnited the WEU's ability to express European security and defence in a unified
manner. As was the case with the Eurogroup and the IEPG and all previous expressions
of a distinctly independent ESDI, the majority of its members' resistance to undermine
the transatfantic security regirne hampered the effectiveness of the WEU.
Despite these intentions the WEU has had difficulty in staking certain claims.
Those European NATO members not part of the WEU have difficulty with the WEU's
stated claim to be the European pillar; fearing a WEU decision might be taken that wiil
affect them as well. Within the WEU itself, some members viewed reactivation to be

'l western EU, PZarfonn on Eiiropenn Sec~rriryfnteres~s.(The Hague: October 27, 1987). The Platfom
described the intention of the member States to assume fiil1 responsibilities in Western defence by
strengthening the European pillar of the Alliance; in arms control and disarmament, in accordance with the
Alliance's declaration of 12 June 1987 on the eIimination of INF missiIes; and in East-West relations by
exploithg the possibilities for dialogue and cooperation as contained in the Helsinki Final Act. To assist in
Organizing and pursuing the Platform's objectives, the Bmsels' meeting of November 1989 set up a "WEU
Institute for Security Studies". Its tasks inciuded research on European security; promoting an awareness of
European security issues through courses and serninars; organizing meetings with institutes in couutries outside
of Western Europe; establishing a database on defence effots of WEU members; and to contribute to acadernic
work on European security.
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desirabte only if it was closely Iinked to NATO. while others viewed it as acceptable only
if it remained independent of NATO. Another issue was the overlapping responsibilities
between the WEU and other organisations. Since al1 rnembers of WEU were also
members of the EC, the risk of duplication was high. The arnended Brussels Treaty
made special reference to avoiding such duplication:

In the execution of the Treaty, the High Contracting Parties and any organs by
them under the Treaty shall work in close CO-operationwith NATO. Recognising
the undesirability of duplicating the military staffs of NATO. the Council and its
Agency will refy on the appropriate rnilitary authonties of NATO for
information and advice."
During this same period of time, on the more general political front, the Single
European Act (SEA) was taking shape in the confines of the EC. The SEA was of
particular importance to political CO-operationbecause it gave the EPC a full legal basis
and a status comparable to that of the European Cornmunity. Indeed, for the first time in

the history of European integration, CO-operationin foreign policy was given the same
emphasis as economic integration. Although the two aspects were kept distinct, "they
are both considered as foundations on which to build the EU that the twelve rnernber
countries set out as their objective in the prearnble to the Act.""
Article 30(1) of the SEA describes the objective of the EPC as being to jointly
formulate and irnplement European foreign policy. This cornmitment was important
because it was the first tirne that the notion of a 'European foreign policy' was
recognised. Article 30(6a) states that "closer CO-operationon questions of European
security would contribute in an essential way to the developrnent of a European identity

in external policy matters." In qualifying this staternent article 30(6c) confirmed that this
-
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Article IV of the amended Brussels Treaty. The Rome Declaration artempted to provide for a division of
labour: the WEU would primarily @art "political impulses" to cooperation in the arrnaments sector while the
Eurogroup and IEPG would be in charge of implementation of projects. However, this division proved
artificial as the work by the E P G was rnoved to a high level because of the participation of defence rninisters.
Therefore, the IEPG retained similar opportunities for "political impulses".
73
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closer CO-operationshall not impede closer CO-operationin the field of security between
certain of the High Contracting Parties within the framework of the Western EU or of the
Atlantic Alliance.
Article 30 intensified bilateral collaboration, demonstrated by the French-German
Joint Defence Council, as well as broader discussions through the EPC and WEU. The
SEA struck a blow for federalism with a force that many of its signatories did not

foresee. In place of the parliament's previous right to be at best "consulted" by the
Council of Ministers, the Single European Act gave Euro-MPs the right to a second
reading of some important categories of draft legislation. It gave them a particularly
strong hand when they could muster an absolute majority, and the commission's
support, behind an amendment. Then, the Council of Ministers could overrule the
parliament only by a unanimous vote of al1 12 member-countries.

The SEA also gave the Commission the right to be represented at meetings of
the EPC that Jacques Delors, used to enter into the defence debate.
It is noteworthy that Title iII of the Single European Act, which deals with
European Political Co-operation, contains specific reference to the CO-ordination
of political and economic aspects of security and a conmitment to the
maintenance of the technological and industrial conditions necessary for it.
When this is coupled with references in the Preamble to international peace and
security, and when Title II can be read as expanding the basis for Comrnunitywide arrns procurement programmes within the framework of Community
industria1 policy, then it can be seen that a legal and, indeed, political base for an
expanded Comrnunity role in defence collaboration has been e~tablished.'~
However, the fact remained that al1 members would continue to resist Community
constraints on policies which were seen as vital to national interests or which limited
defence interests outside of Europe. As long as NATO existed there was no need to
extend powers to the Comrnunity that would compromise the alliance.
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Chapter Four
DEFENCE INDEPENDENCE: EUROPEAN SECURlrY AFTER THE COLD WAR

Posturing began after the democratic revolutions in 1989 when al1 parties could
see the inevitable end of the Cold War. The re-emergence of historical frames of
reference from beneath the Cold War overlay has been the most significant European
political development of the 1980s, causing awkward issues of definition for policymakers in the 1990s. Western Europe had been defined by institutional structures
provided by an American hegernon with the division of Europe defined by Soviet
intransigence. This stable framework allowed for the graduai institutionalisation of
economic and social interaction within Western Europe. By the 1980s, however, these
institutional adjustments became the impetus for further integration, rather than the
security objectives that had started the process.
At Maastricht

- and

repeated in NATO's 1991 New Strategic Concept

-

it was

agreed that the WEU would act as both the defence arm of the EU and the tool through
which the European Pillar of NATO would be strengthened. This dual role, however,
papered over the question of whether ESDl was going to be built inside or outside the
framework of the Alliance. Underlying the discussions over institutional relationships was

a more fundamental discussion about whether the US could be counted on to support
European interests if they were threatened, or whether Europe needed to be able to act
on its own.
Since the end of the Cold War in 1989, and throughout the last decade of the
2oth century. a number of key developments and agreements occurred that responded
to the 'new world order' envisioned followed the fall of the Berlin Wall. These
developments and agreements have formed the cornerstone of what is today, the new

ESDI, as opposed to the old ESDI that existed during the Cold War. At the beginning of
the decade were two seminal agreements: the Rome Declaration (NATO) and the
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Maastricht Treaty on EU, which set the agenda for the new European security
environrnent. Next, toward the end of the decade were three key agreements: the
Amsterdam

Treaty, the Madrid Declaration, and the Washington Declaration.

Throughout the entire period, the developrnent of three potential European defence
organizations: the WEU and the EuroCorps, representing a more Europeanist approach;
and the Combined Joint Task Forces, representing a more Atlanticist approach were al1
affected by the five major agreements. The following section examines these five
agreements and three organizations to bring to date the current status of ESDI.

THENEWEUROPEAN
SECURIN

ENVIRONMENT

The end of the Cold War saw a fundamental rethinking of the nature of security,
with less emphasis being placed on military aspects of security, and more being given to
non-military or 'soft' aspects of security. This marked a logical progression from the
collapse of the bloc system marked by its vying nuclear-arrned alliances to a more
complex rnultipolar, and perhaps less secure, international system. Not unnaturally, the
irnrnediate post-Cold War years were also accornpanied by speculation about the role of
the US. which had survived the Cold War with its superpower status largely intact. The
ushering in however of a more general definition of security appeared to diminish the
cornpelling need for expensive

US. military commitments to Europe and elsewhere and

gave rise to concerns of a latter day Wilsonian-type neo-isolationisrn.
It is now clear that the conditions for the new security environment began with
the ascendancy to power of Mikhail Gorbachev as General Secretary of the Communist

Party of the Soviet Union in 1985. With his subsequent position as President of the

USSR in 1990 he was able to push foward with his policies of Perestroika and glasnost
that introduced "new thinking" in both domestic and foreign policies.' In foreign affairs
this new thinking included superpower military equality; collective security and a shared
' ~ i k h a i Gorbachev,
l
Perestroika: New Thinkinp: for Our Counûy and the World, (New York: Harper and
Row, 1988)
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destiny in the future of the worid; arms control and the reduction of weapons to
reasonable sufficiency; a strengthened role for the UN in settling Third World conflicts;
and the need to dispel fears of Soviet aggression.'
By the end of 1990, as this new thinking spread, democratic ctiange swept
communists from power throughout Eastern Europe. The fall of the Berlin Wall and
unification of Germany symbolised the end of the Cold War. By March 1991, the
Warsaw Treaty Organization was abolished and its former members no longer classified
as adversaries.' By December 1991 the demise and break-up of the Soviet Union was
unalterable as the Soviet Flag was replaced with the Russian Flag atop the Kremlin.
After Bill Clinton took office in 1993 there was a change in attitude in the
American psyche. The new President embraced the idea of a stronger ESDI, seeing it
as a rneans of addressing concerns about burdensharing on the part of the European
members of the Alliance. For ESDI to work, Clinton argued it would need to be based on
the concept of "separable but not separate" European capabilities in order to avoid a
wasteful duplication of defense structures. ImpIicit in Clinton's approach was a
reaffirrnation that U.S. and European security interests remained Iinked, even in the
more benign post-Cold War environment. Therefore, it was essential ta both dispute the
impression that the US would not "be there" when major threats emerged and the belief
that NATO was a barrier to the assumption of greater responsibility by its European
members.
The most fundamental challenge facing European security was the colfapse of
the Soviet Union. It created a void into which dangerous forces such as nationalistic
tendencies have crept. The situation in the former Yugoslavia is a prime example of
nationalistic tendencies in the emerging European states system and the need for the
2

Vadim Medish, The Soviet Union, 4th Ed., (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1991) p- 336

' m e London DecIararion on a Tt-ansfomed North Adantic Alliance. " issued b y the Heads of State and
Governrnent Participating in the Meeting of the North Atlantic Council, 6 July 1990.
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present security institutions to adjust their mandates-

Some writers have argued

that the end of the Cold War will lead to more 'hot' wars in Europe. John Meirsheimer
argues that the absence of war in Europe since 1945 has been a consequence of three
factors: bipolarity; military equality between the superpowers; and the fact that each of
those superpowers was arrned with large nuclear arsenals. Bipolarity meant only one
point of friction had to be rnanaged, that between the superpowers, leaving Iess room
for miscalculatior~.~
In a multipolar world, on the other hand, shifting coalitions would
repeatedly force adversaries to re-learn how their opponents define their interests, renegotiate new accords, and re-establish new rules of competitive conduct. A multi-power
world is always more liable to go wrong than a two-power one, because it means that
any big foreign-policy decision has to take into account the possible reaction not just of
the other power but of several, and the risk that alf these reactions may collide with each
other.
Yugoslavia represented the realization that the EU was unable even to articuiate
a common policy. To advocates of EU this failure underlined the urgency to set about
building a single foreign and defence policy. More realistically, it underlined the difficulty
of achieving one. The big EU states did not think their interests were synonymous with a
pan-European interest. Thus, two fundamental tenets of the EU, the ability to act as a
coherent force in world affairs and its desirability, were stopped in their tracks.'
Yugoslavia also highlighted a structural problem for the EU: the difficult of managing a
foreign policy that has to be discharged through a bevy of foreign ministers, the
composition of which changes each six r n o n t h ~The
. ~ hard fact for the EU to accept was
that its role diminished as the war continued. Its mechanisms for political cooperation
kept the twelve aligned but did not persuade proactive joint policies.
4

John Meirsheirner, "Back to the Future: InstabiIity in Europe After the Cold War," International Security,
Summer, 1990 (VOL15, No. 1) pp. 6-7
5

John Parker, "Reinventing Europe," The World in 1994, pp. 16-17

6't~osnia:
A Texr Book Wriaen in Blood," The Economist, February 26th 1994, p. 20
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For NATO, Bosnia raised acute questions about military purpose and collective
political will. lt demonstrated that no state drops its sovereign will to decide when and
where to go to war, Part of NATO's success was the developrnent of military
arrangements binding together allied forces in Europe against the clear and present
threat of the

FSU. For Bosnia, no similar mechanism existed to bring rnembers to agree

whether such a war merited common action.
Bosnia also demonstrated the significance of individual players in providing
European security. Gerrnany was powerless, while Britain and France could not mount
wider operations without the US. Yet, America's initial hesitation over Bosnia
demonstrated a change in US attitudes: first, that America simply took a pragmatic view

of their interests; and second, that America is starting to feel it is high tirne Europeans
learnea to look after themselves.
Meanwhile, policy-makers in Russia are now united in rebuilding Russia's
influence, not only in the former Soviet Union, but also in the wider world. In President
Yeltsin's state-of-the union address on February 24th 1994, Russia's new pride was
evident: "Russia has not yet taken its proper place in the world ... Only a strong Russia
can guarantee stability in the former Soviet Union. The Wortd also needs a strong
Russia."'

As such Russia continues to seek "a special agreement with NATO

corresponding to the position and role of Russia in world and European affairs," and to
their "military rnight and nuclear statu^."^
The West has a difficult line to draw between discouraging the rebuilding of an
empire and accepting some traditional big-power assertiveness. Russia remains a huge
regional power, with iegitirnate interests and a potentially powerful role to play in the
world. The West needs a Russia secure inside its current borders.
-

-

7

Quoted in "Russia Reaches Out" The Economist, February 26th 1994, p. 39

8

Statement by 1Mr. YeItsin on April 9th, in "Russian Foreign Policy: A Tantmm Postponed,"
Economist, April16th, 1994, p. 54

The

From 1989 onwards it was apparent that the US saw NATO as the central
security organization in Europe, in part as a counterweight to the British and French
concerns about German reunification, but also as a means of maintaining influence
within Europe. The US. conception of post-Cold War security 'architecture' preceded
any European versions of ESDI. In the US Secretav of State's 1989 description of the
'new security architecture' he stressed:
"hopes for a Europe whole and fiee are tinged with concern by some that a
Europe undivided may not necessarîly be a Europe peaceful and prosperous.
Many of the guideposts that brought us securely through four sometimes tense
and threatening decades are now coming down. Some of the divisive issues that
once brought conflict to Europe are reemerging.'"

For regional powers, the end of the struggle between the superpowers has
drarnatically changed their strategic landscape. Superpowers had provided almost total
protection and their disappearance has thus reduced the security of these regional
powers, increasing the incentive for thern to resort to individualistic policies.'O Regional
powers are now less constrained in seeking their own alignments and to develop their
own foreign policy, as the cases of Iraq and Serbia have shown. This development is
reflected in NATO's post-Cold War policy in which the 1999 Strategic concept envisions
the possibility of multiple threats from a variety of regions requiring power projection
outside of the alliance's traditional area.
Europe's prirnary value to the United States in this new world order is to provide
moral and practical support to US. global policy. Europe is now a partner with a
strategic value for the flexibility and adaptabilit. of the US forces in addressing American
national interests." European maintenance of its own force levels was vital to sustain
9

Address by James A. Baker III, US. Secretary of State, to the Berlin Press Club, 12 Dec. 1989, quoted

10

See, for example, Desmond Ball: "Arrns and Amuence, ~MilitaryAcquisitions in the Asia-Pacific
Region", international Security, V. 18, N. 3, Winter I993/93; Richard Betts: "The New Threat of Mass
Destruction", Foreign Affairs, V. 77, N. 1, 1998, pp. 26-4 1
II

At the end of the Cold War, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) General Colin Powell
created the Atlantic Force under the Base Force Plan. This Atlantic Force placed forces on the European
side of the ocean but riot exclusively for use in Europe but also for the Middle East and South-West Asia,
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the American will to deploy across the Atlantic. This meant the US. with its European
allies would endeavor to prevent any hos:ile power from dominating a region whose
resources would be sufficient to generate global power. This posture was repeated in
the 1998 NSSD: "The United States will not allow a hostile power to dominate any
region of critical importance to our interests"12
With the end of the Cold War, the former opposition between East and West
transformed into a broader. inclusive concept of security in the interests of the EuroAtlantic area as a whole. This concept has involved the participation of Central and
Eastern European countries and of former neutral or non-aligned countries, as well as
NATO member countries. Another major factor as part of this context has been the

growing importance of crisis management, peacekeeping and peacesupport operations.
Finaily, further developrnents to exert a major influence on the restructuring of security
was the wish expressed by a significant number of Central and Eastern European
countries to become members of the Alliance, followed by the decision by NATO
countries to open the Alliance to new members.

TALEOF TWOCITIES: ROMEAND MAASTRICHT
The 1991 Maastricht Treaty was a significant development towards ESDI and
offkially launched the EU.13 However, Maastricht did not embody the dreams of the
Powell thought that European acceptance of this roIe for US forces and the European tolerance of the
training required for it, \vas crucial to US Congress and public opinion acceptance of the rnaintaining of a
rather high defense.
" Presidenr William Clinton. National Securiv S a t e g for a New Century. The White House.
Washington D.C. October 1998. p. 5 ,

The political ambition contained in TitIe V (Articles J. 1 to J.11) of the Treaty on EU is to estabIish an
active cornmon foreign and secpolicy which must enabIe the Union, speaking with a single voice, to fulfil
the hopes which were created by the end of the Cold War and to face the new challenges presented by the
upheavals in the international arena.. .This comprehensive approach has a single institutional fiarnework, with
the Council and the Commission both taking responsibility for coordination. The effectiveness of the decisionmaking process will be increased by applying the Councii's workinç methods to the common foreign and
securîty policy and be aliowuig a qualified majority for joint actions; in the case of cornman foreign and
security policy decisions requinng m t y , the Member States will, as far as possible, avoid standing in the
way of a unanirnous decision where there is a qualified majority in favour of that decision. Commission of the
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Euro-federalists because it did not even represent a shift of sovereign powers to
Brussels. Rather, Maastricht represented a joint exercise of pooled sovereignty where
members ultirnately retained the right of veto. A re-centralkation of power seemed to
have taken place within the states at the expense of representative institutions that have
found it more difficult to control ministers and civil servants in their dealings with
Brussels.

For exarnple, the Union's "federal goal" was deleted, in favour of "an ever closer
union arnong the peoples of Europe. where decisions are taken as closely as possible to
the citizens." In addition, the clause declaring that the two intergovernmental 'pillars' - for
foreign and internai security

- would

rnerge with the Community, were deleted. Still

another exarnple was the support for subsidiarity, such that the EU should act only if
"the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the member-states and can

therefore. by reason of the scale or effects of the proposed action. be better achieved by
the Cornrn~nity."'~
The section of the Treaty related specifically to defence is Article J.4:
1) The comrnon foreign and security poIicy shaI1 inchde al1 questions related to
the secunty of the Union, including the eventual fiaming of a cornmon defence
policy, which might in time lead to a cornrnon defence.
2) The Union requests the Western EU (MEU), which is an integral part of the
developrnent of the Union, to eIaborate and implement decisions and actions of
the Union that have defence implications ...
4) The policy of the Union in accordance with this article shaIl not prejudice the
specific character of the security and defence policy of certain member states
under the North Atlantic Treaty and be compatible with the cornmon security
and defence policy established within that framework.

New rules will encourage common policies. In the end, Govemments will find it
harder to pursue policies at odds with the EU Yet. rather than further integration, the EU
seems to be becoming a coalition of sovereign entities, offering rnembers an additional
European Communities, XXVIIth General Reuort of the Activities of the European Comunities- 1993,
(Luxembourg: Office for Official Publications of the European Communines, 1994) Chapter IV, Section 1,
#92 1, pp. 327-328
i4lt

The Deal is Done," The Economist, December 14th 1991, p. 52

context for enhancing their position in the international system. Both levels find
themselves bound in an inter-dependent arrangement; EU cornpetemcies have not
detracted from national sovereignty. The treaty embodied a view of Europe that had
little to do with what its citizens wanted and which even the treaty's own a rchitects would
not defend as a practical possibifity.
As part of Maastricht,

ô

Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) are to be

irnplemented on two different levels. First, there are the common positions. f he Member
States must ensure that their national positions tie in with these. Second. there are joint
actions. which 'commit the Member States in the positions they adopt and in the conduct
of their activity' and are adopted in areas in which the Mernber States have important
interests in cornmon. On the basis of the guidelines laid down in ~October.'*the
European Council adopted the first two joint actions: one concerning t h e convoying of
humanitarian aid in Bosnia, and the second concerning the dispatch of observers for the
parliamentary elections in the Russian Federation.
The CFSP was introduced to equip the Union better for the many challenges it
faced at the international levei, by providing it with new means of taking action in areas
of foreign relations other than the traditional Community ones. Titfe V constitutes a
separate pillar of the EU. The difference is most striking in the decision-making
procedures, which require Member consensus. whereas in traditional Community areas
a majority vote ~ u f f i c e s . ' ~

"~ulletinof European Comunities, 10-1993, point 1.4. CFSP is govemed by the provisions of Title V
of the Treaty on EU. The CFSP is also addressed in Article 2 (ex Article B) of the Cornmon Provisions,
which states that one of the objectives of the Union is to "asserr its idenris. on the international scene, in
particular through the implementation of a cornmon foreign and security policy, includ-ing the eventual
fiaming of a common defence policy, which might in time lead to a common defence ".
1

-0
a c k v e harrnony and avoid contradictions benveen these nvo rypes o f activity ( C o m m ~ t y
and
inter-Govemmental ), Article 3 (ex Article C) provides that: "The Union shall ensure (...) t h e consistency of
its external activities as a whole in the context of its extemal relations. security, economic and development
policies. The Council and the Commission shall be responsible for ensuring such consiçt=acy. The shaI1
assure the implementation of these policies, each in accordance with irs respective powers."
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A number of decisions were taken by the European Council at Maastricht that
directly affected the development of ESDl in the context of relations between NATO and
the WEU. These included: extending invitations to members of the EU to accede to the
WEU or to seek observer status, as well as invitations to European member states of

NATO to become associate members; agreement on the objective of the WEU of
building up the organization in stages, as the defence cornponent of the EU, and on
elaborating and irnplernenting decisions and actions of the Union with defence
implications; agreement on the objective of strengthening the European pillar of the
Atlantic Alliance and the role, responsibilities and contributions of WEU member states
in the Alliance; affirmation

of the intention of the WEU to act in conformity with positions

adopted in the Alliance; and the strengthening of the WEU's operational role.
On 19 June 1992, WEU members issued the "Petersberg Declaration" which set
out, on the basis of the Maastricht decisions, the guidelines for the organisation's future
development. Member states declared that their military units would be made available
for rnilitary tasks under the authority of the WEU. These tasks, known as the
"Petersberg missions", consisted of humanitarian and rescue tasks; peacekeeping
tasks; and tas ks of combat forces in crisis management including peacernaking.I7
The Treaty on EU, signed at Maastricht, continued to reflect compromises
between the key players but highlighted the need for the 'union and its Member States
[to] define and implernent a common foreign and security policy'. Moreover, the EU
requested the WEU to 'elaborate and irnplernent decisions and actions of the Union
which have defence

The treaty added that the CFSP 'shall respect the

17

The first application of provisions set out in the Maastricht Treaty with regard to the L E U (Article
5.4.2 of the Treaty of EU) occurred in November 1996. At that tirne the Council of the EU adopted a
decision requesting the WEU to examine urgently how it could contribute to the EU'S hurnanitarïan efforts
in support of the refiigees and displaced persons in the Great Lakes region in Alnca. WEU-EU cooperation
was also undertaken in reIation to the planning of evacuation operations, supporting Afncan peacekeeping
efforts. and mine ckarance.
18

The P e a on
~ EU, Title V 'Provisions on a Common Foreign and Security Policy,' Article 5.1. 7 Feb.

1992.
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obligations of certain Member States under the North Atlantic Treaty and be compatible
with the common security and defence policy established within that frame~ork."~
NATO recognized the changes in the security environment and began to adjust
to those changes in a uniform and productive manner. In November 1990, the US
signed the Transatlantic Declaration, which lay the foundations for a revived partnership
based on increased transatlantic solidarity, acknowiedged the existence of a European
security identity and pointed the way to equitable sharing of responsibilities and
burdens. In the follow-up to the Rome Summit in 1991, Manfred Worner, NATO
Secretary General, identified the transformed alliance's role to help build a new
European security architecture:

The AlIiance, however, has stated that this is not a goal that one institution
acting alone can achieve, no matter how successful its record. Instead, secunty,
stability and prosperity in the new Europe can corne only fiom a framework of
interlocking institutions in wbich NATO, a European Political Union and the
institutionalised CSCE process will be the principle actors."
NATO's Declaration on a Transformed North Atlantic Alliance in July
1990 set out to define the shape of Europe's securit)f. The declaration set forth the
ambition to 'enhance the political component of Our Alliance;' and within the European
Community pursue, 'the development of a European identity in the domain of security'
which would contribute to 'Atlantic ~olidarity.'~'
The London declaration set the agenda
for NATO's role at the heart of European securi€y, built around an American design.
In explicit recognition of ESDl the 1991 Rome Declaration called for the "further
strengthening of the European pillar within the Alliance," which "will reinforce the
integrity and effectiveness of the Atlantic Alliance." The declaration goes on to recognize

19

Ibid. Article 5.4.

20~anfiredWorner, "NATO Transformed: the Significance of the Rome S e c ' ' NATO Review,
(December 199 1) p. 4

''

London Declararion on o trairsformed North Atlanric AlIin~ice,Issued by the Heads of State and
Government participating in the meeting of the North Atlantic Alliance, 5-6 JuIy 1990 (Bwsels: NATO)
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that it is for the European allies to decide what arrangements are needed for the
expression of a common European foreign and security policy and defence role and that
as these two processes deveiop NATO will ensure transparency and complementarity
between ESDl as it ernerges in the EU and WEU, and the Alliance. NATO welcorned the
perspective of a reinforced WEU role, both as a defence component of the process of
European unification and as a strengthened European pillar of the Alliance. "bearing in
mind the different nature of its relations with the Alliance and with the European Political
Union.""
Consequently, from the Rome Summit onwards, there have been two broad
thrusts to Atlanticism: to establish closer ties arnong NATO. the EU and the OSCE; and
to

optimise NATO's

political role

in defining

Europe's security architecture.

Transformation took a number of different forms. First, NATO's relationship with the new
democratic republics of Central and Eastern Europe was one of a "security anchor in
Western Europe that helps the new democracies to develop their potential with the least
instability and disorder and free from threat and intirnidati~n."~
For example, in the
aftermath of the atternpted coup in Moscow, NATO stated that the security of Central
and Eastern Europe is "inseparably linked" to ours?
Second, the Rome declaration supported and encouraged a specific European
role in foreign policy and defence. Rome recognized that the two processes of EU and
the transformation of the Alliance were decisive to the future of European security, and
needed to reinforce each otherS3Rome went a step further by welcoming a reinforced

24~tatementon The Situation in the Soviet Union issued by the North Atlantic Council in Ministerial
session on 2 1 August 1991,
25

Communiqué issued by foreign ministers of the Atlantic Alliance in Copenhagen, June 1991. See text in
NATO Review, (June 1991) p. 3 1-33
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role for the WEU, both as the defence component of European unification and as a
means of strengthening the European pillar of the Alliance.
Yet, regardless of these changes NATO remained primarily a means of common
defence through collective arrangements. "Of ail the world's security organizations, only
NATO has the binding treaty commitments among its members and common military
assets to act as well as consult. It is thus unique in its abiiity to guarantee its members'
~ecurity,"~~
On 20 December 1991, the foreign ministers of NATO, Eastern Europe, and the
republics of former Soviet Union met to establish the North Atlantic Cooperation Council.
The expressed purpose was to work towards a lasting order of peace in Europe through
the promotion of stability and democracy in Central and Eastern Europe and the newly
independent states with the help of NATO and the CSCE. In addition, NACC would help
oversee the irnplementation of the CFE and START treaties."
AIf these changes to NATO did not end the continual jockeying between the EC
and the Alliance. The EC summit in Dublin in April 1990 had agreed that NATO would
be maintained as the main security framework for its members. As a result of the Gulf
crisis, however, ltaly expressed the opinion that it was time for an EC take-over of the
WEU. The following Autumn, a confidential paper sent to EC governments indicated a
growing consensus to give the Community a clear defence role suggesting that the EC,
not the WEU, should coordinate military initiatives, taking over the role of the WEU
when the Brussels Treaty expires in 1998.
In order to enable NATO to cope with the post-Cold War security challenges, the
Alliance's new Strategic Concept stated that a broad approach to security was required.
It was agreed, "to maintain...an appropriate mix of nuclear and conventional forces
--

2 6 ~ o r n e r"NATO
,
Transfonned," p. 7
27

Aiex Momson and Susan McNish, (Eds.) NATO and Euro~e:How Relevant to Canadian Securitv,
(Toronto: CISS,1994). p. 12

based in Europe...although at a significantly reduced level" and "to move away, where
appropriate, from the concept of fontvard defence towards a reduced fonvard presence,
and to rnodify the principle of flexible response to refiect a reduced reliance on nuclear
~eapons".~'
The Rome Declaration also acknowledged that "the challenges...cannot be
comprehensively addressed by one institution aione but only in a framework of
interlocking institutions tying together the countries of Europe and North ~ m e r i c a " . ~ ~

TALEOF THREECITIES: AMSTERDAM,MADRIDAND WASHINGTON
The Amsterdam Treaty added a new foreign policy instrument to The European
Council, the body that defines the principles and general guidelines of the CFSP. The
European Council now has the right to define, common strategies in areas where the
Member States have important interests in common. The general rule rernains that
CFSP decisions always require a unanimous vote in their favour. However, Member
States can exercise "constructive abstention", in which they do not block the adoption of
the decision but they agree to abstain from any action that might conflict with the
Union's action.30 The new Article 26 of the EU Treaty introduced a new post: High
Representative, intended to give the CFSP a higher profile and more coherent. The
High Representative acts on behalf of the CounciI in conducting politicai dialogue with
third

partie^.^'

'8~aragraphs39 and 40, Rome Declaration

'g~araçraph3, Rome Declaration on Peace and Cooperation, NATO Resiew, December 1991.
'%s
mechanism does not apply if the Mernber States abstaining in this way account for more than one
third of Council votes weighted in accordance with the Treaty. The arnended Title V of the EU Treaty does,
however, allow for adoption by a qualified majority in two cases: for decisions applying a cornmon strategy
defined by the European Council; and for any decisions implementing a joint action or cornmon position
already adopted by the Council. There is a safeguard clause enabling member States to block majority
voting for important reasons of national policy. In such cases, when the Member State concerned has stated
its reasons, the Council may decide by a qualified majority to refer the rnatter to the European Council for a
unanimous decision by heads of state and govemment.
31~
was
t also agreed in a declaration amexed to the Treary of Amsterdam to set up a policy planning
and early waming unit in the General Secretariat of the Council under the authority of the High
Representative for the CFSP, Its tasks include: monitoring and analysing developments in areas relevant to
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On the security front, the new Article 17 (ex Article J.7) of the EU Treaty also
opened up prospects for two new developrnents: common defence and the integration
of the WEU into the EU. Specifically, the new text states that the CFSP covers al1
questions relating to the security of the Union, including the progressive frarning of a
comrnon defence. Sirnilarly, provision is made for the Union fostering closer institutional
relations with the WEU with a view to the possible integration of the WEU into the EU.
The Amsterdam Treaty also reinforces the Union's cornmitment to strengthen its
security by incorporating the WEU's Petersberg tasks in the Treaty and by
strengthening the relationship between the EU and the WEU. Finally, the Amsterdam
Treaty acknowledged that the progressive frarning of a common defence policy rnight

lead to a common defence, but that this would require a separate decision by the
Eurgpean Council and adoption by mernber states in accordance with their constitutional
requirements. The Treaty also confirms that the Union's policy shall respect the

obligations of certain member states that see their common defence embodied in
NATO.
In Madrid the mernber states affirmed their "full support for the development of
the European Security and Defence ldentity by making available NATO assets and

capabilities for WEU ope ration^".^' In this context the North Atlantic Council endorsed:
the decisions taken with regard to European cornmand arrangements within
NATO to prepare, support, comrnand and conduct LEU-led operations using
NATO assets and capabilities ... the arrangements for the identification of
NATO assets and capabilities that couId support WEU-Ied operations, and
arrangements for NATO-WEU consultation in the context of such operations.J3
the CFSP; providing assessments of the Union's foreign and security poiicy interests and identiwg areas
on which the CFSP could focus in tlture; providing timeIy assessments and early waming of events,
potential political crises and situations that rnight have significant repercussions on the CFSP;producing, at
the request of either the Council or the Presidency, or on its own initiative, reasoned policy option papers
for the Council.
32

Paragnph 18, Madrid Declaration on Euro-Atlantic Security and Cooperation, issued by the Heads of
State and G o v e r n e n t panicipating in the meeting of the Nonh Atlantic CounciI in Madrid on 8b July
1997.

''Ibid p. 46
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There was also considerable progress made in developing arramgements both
for the release, monitoring and return of Alliance assets and for the exchange of
information between NATO and WEU for the conduct of WEU-led operatians. Moreover,
Madrid reaffirrned the Alliance's commitrnent to full transparency between NATO and

WEU in crisis management and welcorned the fact that the WEU undertoolk:
to improve its capacity to plan and conduct crisis management and peacekceeping
operations (the Petersberg tasks), including through setting the groundwork for
possible WEU-led operations with the support of NATO assets and capabilities,
and accepted the Alliance's invitation to contribute to NATO's Mimisterial
Guidance for defence planning."
As Lluis Maria de Puig, President of the WEU Assernbly, wrote:

NATO has not only strengthened WEU but is also bringing a new dimension to
European defence; it can even be argued that is resolving WEU's diIernma, at
least for the tirne being: since there is not going to be a merger between ~ h EU
e
and WEU or even an integration process over the medium term, WEUr today
stands as the only reference point in terms of a European defence, and c a n now
draw on NATO assets for certain operations. Its prospects are better n o w than
they have ever b e e ~ ~ . ) ~
At the same time as the Treaty of Amsterdam was signed, the VVEU issued a
"Declaration of Western EU on the role of the Western EU and its relations with the EU
and with the Atlantic Alliance" which contains instructions for the further dewelopment of

WEU's cooperation with the EU and NATO and for the continued dewelopment of
WEU's operational role. According to the Declaration the WEU "is an essential elernent

of the developrnent of the European security and defence identity within the Atlantic
Alliance and will accordingly continue its efforts to strengthen institutional and practical
cooperation with N A T O " . ~ ~
"paragraph 20, Madrid Declaration, op. cit.

luis Maria de Puig, "NATO takes the plunge on Europe", Letrer fronr rlie Asçenrbly, No 26,
September 1997, p.2.
36

Paragraph 9, Declaration of Western EU on the role of rlre Western EU and irs relations with the EU
and ivitl~tjze Atlantic Alliance, WEU Assembly, Document 1582, 28 Novernber 1997- To this end, WEU
\vil1 develop its cooperation with NATO in the following fields: rnechanisms for consultatioxa between WEU
and NATO in the context of a crisis; WEU's active involvement in the NATO defence planning process;
and operational links between WEU and NATO for the planning, preparation and conduct of operations
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At Madrid. the North Atlantic ~ o u n c i reaffirmed
l
"the vitality of the transatlantic
link will benefit from the development of a true, balanced partnership in which Europe is
taking on greater responsibility. In this spirit, we are building a European Security and
Defence Identity-within NATO" (article 2). To support this, the NAC established a EuroAtlantic Partnership Council in Sintra. "The FnPC will be an essential element in our
common endeavor to enhance security and stability in the Euro-Atlantic regionn (article

9).37
Since Amsterdam and Madrid considerable progress has been made in the
cooperation between WEU and NATO in accordance with the principles of
complementarity and transparency. For example, NATO and the WEU have gone a long
way together in closing the rnilitary planning gap. According to General Sir Jeremy
MacKenzie, Deputy SACEUR:
the robust Terms of Reference for the DSACECR together with an effective
planning staff, both of which have a responsibility for planning and force
generation in NATO and the WEU can only mean that there is less duplication of
effort and planning, and the data bank of pians and forces which may be used in
those operations resides in a single planning staff, which can only speed up the
process and produce a more efficient resu~t.'~

On 13 June 1996, in Brussels, the NATO defence ministers, tasked their
Permanent Representatives in cooperation with NATO Military Authorities, "to review the
defence pIanning process to ensure that it continues to develop the forces and
capabilities needed to conduct the full range of Alliance missions and in addition is able

using N4TO assets and capabilities under the political control and strategic direction of WEU, including:
rniiitary pIanning, conducted by NATO in coordination with WEU, and esercises; a frarnework agreement
on the transfer, monitoring and r e m of NATO assets and capabiIities; Iiaison benveen WEU and NATO in
the context o f European cornmand arrangements". Paragnph 12.
3
7
~ Madrid
~
~ declaration
~
:
on Euro-Atlantic securiw and cooperation. Issued by the Heads of State
and Govenunent participating in the meeting of the North Atlantic Council in iMadrid on 8th July 1997.

3 8 ~ e n e r aSir
l Jeremy MacKenzie, "ESDI in NATO", NATO's Sixteen Nations, Special Supplement
1998, p.54.
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to support within the Alliance al1 European Allies in pianning for the conduct of WEU-led

ope ration^."^^
A number of leading officials and scholars have recommended new roles for

NATO, including the transformation into a 'globalised" Alliance. abandoning Article V
g~arantees.~' Malcolm Rifkind, for example, suggested developing an Atlantic
Community resting on four piIlars. These pillars include the shared belief in
parliamentary democracy; free trade; common cultural heritage; and the fourth must be
defence and security represented by NAT O.^'
The logic behind these ideas is sound, but similar aspirations for the
enhancement of the Atlantic Community failed to gain support when circumstances were

more propitious twenty or thirty years

aga." Instead, Washington

rnust corne to accept

that "NATO's abiiity to support the emergence of a genuine European security structure
is a rneasure of its successful reform and a precondition for its own survival as an
effective and relevant institution in the future"?
For exarnple, Richard Holbrooke noted:

It wouId be selfdefeating for the WEU to create military structures to duplicate
the successfd European integration already achieved in NATO. But a stronger
European pillar of the aIliance can be an important contribution to European
' ' ~ a r a g r a ~ h11, Meeting of the North Atlantic CounciI in defence muiisters session, 13 June 1996,
NATO Review, September 1996.
40

For the "globalisation" proposal, see Ronald D. Asmus, Robert D. BlachwilI and F. Stephen Larrabee,
"Can NATO Survive?", The Washington Ouarterlv, Vol 19, No 2. pp.79-101. For the idea of dropping
Article V guarantees, see Charles A. Kupchan, "Reviving the West", Foreign Affairs, Vol 75, No 3,
May/June 1996, pp.92-104, and for the proposal for a EuroNATO, see Edward Whalen, "EuroNATO: An
Alliance for the Future", Eurouean Security, Vol 3, No 3, Auturnn 1994, pp.441- 462.
J ' ~ a l c o l mRifkind, "Need for an Atlantic C o m u n i t y to better reflect US-European relations", NATO
Review, M a c h 1995, p.12. See also Gunther Hellmann, Chnstoph Bertram and Klaus Kinkel - have made
similar proposals. Gunther Hellman, "EU and USA Need Broader Foundarion: The Case for a
"Transatlantic Treaty", Aussen~olitik, Vol 45, No 3, 1994, pp.236-245, Christoph Bertram, "NATO on
Track for the 21'' Century", Securitv Dialozue, Vol 26, No 1, 1995, pp.65-71, and "Perils of a transatlantic
alliance", Financial Times, 14 October 1996"Philip
43

H. Gordon, "Recasting the Atlantic Alliance", Survival. Vol 38, No 1, Spring 1996, p.46.

Karl Kaiser, "Reforming NATO",Foreign Policv, No 103, Summer 1996, p. 141.
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sbbility and transatlantic burden sharing, provided it does not dilute NATO. The
WEU establishes a new premise of collective defence: the United States should
not be the only NATO rnember that can protect vital cornmon interests outside
~uro~e."
However, in a powerful dissenting opinion, Colin Gray, argued that a "European pillai'
within NATO cannot work to strengthen the Atlantic Alliance. In weighing the evidence
Gray pointed out that "a new Europeanized NATO will work neither in its European
dimension nor with reference to a practicable new transatlantic bargain".45 Gray later
concluded:

Lest 1be misunderstood, my argument has three explkit prongs. First, a cohesive
European pillar in NATO is not practicable. Second, even if practicable such a
European pillar would be incompatible with NATO functioning as a collective
defence organization. Third, even if a cohesive European piHar of security could
h c t i o n well, albeit at the expense of the NATO that we have h o w n , it would
offer an inferior quaiity of security to that which could have been sustainable
through traditional-NATO .46
Gray is entirely correct in stating that NATO-Europeans.. .cannot function as
part-tirne allies of the United States. The answer, though, is not to duplicate or replace
NATO capabilities. Rather the answer lies in defining a European political and military
structure within NATO while at the same time adhering "to the need for transatlantic
reassurance so as not to throw Atlantic security out with the European b a t h - ~ a t e r "As
.~~
Jürgen Schwarz observed:

It is only within the fiamework of NATO that adequate political and
organizational prerequisites exist for facilitating an "out-of-area" employment of
Western European armed forces or their employment within the framework of
the UN. CVhen organizing such employments within the fiamework of the WEU,
however apart from NATO, another separate military organization would
U

Richard Holbrooke, "America, A European Power", Foreion Affairs, Vol 74, No 2, March/April 1995,
p.47.
45

Colin S. Gray, "NATO and the Evolving Srructure of Order in Europe: Changing Temis of the
TransAtlantic Bargain?", Hull Strateev Papen, No 1, January 1997, p.54 and p.81.

47

Johan Jmgen Holst, "European and Atlantic security in a period of ambiguity", The World Todav,
December 1992, p.220.
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emerge, which would possible cornpete with the AIliance.. .In the long run, this
would not promote the European identity in the Alliance (in the sense of a
"European pillar"), but it would accelerate the dissolution of NATO, starting
with the gradua1 dissociation of the United tat tes.''^

The US vision of ESDl was endorsed at the 1994 NATO Summit with the allies
also adopting the concept of combined joint task forces as the mechanism for
organizing operations more effectively, whether led by NATO or the WEU. While the
issue was resolved in theory at the 7994 Summit, it was not until the 1996 Berlin NAC
Ministerial that the Alliance managed to translate the theory into practice. From then on,
al[ 16 allies agreed that ESDl would be built within the Alliance. Ministers also agreed
that a series of institutional steps should be taken to create the necessary links between
NATO and the WEU so that the WEU could draw on NATO planning and organizational
structures when there was political agreement on WEU ieadership for a particular
mission. The key decision at Berlin, of course, was that the North Atlantic Council could
make NATO assets available to WEU-led operations on the basis of a decision. This put
to rest concerns that the United States, when push came to shove, would deny WEU the
NATO support that it would need to be effectiveFinally, at the Washington meeting of the North Atlantic Councii in April 1999, the
Heads of State and Government agreed that "the EU has taken important decisions
and given a further impetus

... the progressive framing of a cornmon defence policy.

Such a policy, as called for in the Amsterdam Treaty, would be compatible with the
common security and defence policy established within the framework of the
Washington Treaty" (article f 7). Such a framing of a common defence policy did not,
however, deter the importance of the US to European security. "The presence of United
States conventional and nuclear forces in Europe rernains vital to the security of Europe.
which is inseparably linked to that of North America

... As the process of developing the

ESDl within the Alliance progresses, the European Allies will further enhance their

145 Jürgen Schwarz, "The institutionalization of the European securicy policy", Peace and the
Sciences, M a c h 1993, p.52.
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contribution to the common defence" (Article 22). In addition, the NAC confirmed the
continued use of nuclear weapons in Europe as part of its strategy.

To protect peace and to prevent tvar or any kind of coercion, the AIliance wiIl
maintain for the foreseeable future an appropriate mix of nuclear and
conventional forces based in Europe. ..Nuclear weapons make a unique
contribution in rendering the risks of aggression against the Alliance incaIculable
and unacceptable. (Article 46).49
Much of the discussion by scholars around expectations from the US and
what would be in store for NATO were thus made clear in Washington. The
statements that flowed from Washington clearfy established how NATO
perceived the shaping of ESDI.

ORGANIZINGEUROPEAN
DEFENCE
Strengthening ESDl became an integral part of the adaptation of NATO's
political and military structures while at the same time, it was an important element in the
development of both the EU and the WEU. 80th of these processes have been carried
forward on the basis of the EU'S Treaties of Maastricht in 1991 and Amsterdam in 1997
and the declarations of the WEU and the Alliance at successive Summit meetings held
in London in 1990, Brussels in A994 and Madrid in 1997, and Washington in 1999.

ln January 1994, NATO welcorned the close and growing cooperation between
NATO and the WEU, achieved on the basis of agreed principles of complementarity and
transparency. They further announced !hat they would make collective assets of the
Alliance available for WEU operations undertaken by the European Allies in pursuit of
their Common Foreign and Security Policy. NATO directed the North Atlantic Council to
determine how the Alliance's political and military structures might be adapted in order
to achieve three objectives: to conduct the Alliance's missions, including peacekeeping;
to improve cooperation with the WEU; and to reflect the emerging ESDI.

49

Approved by the Heads of State and Govermnent participating in the meeting of the North Atlantic
Council in Washington D.C. on 23rd and 24th Apnl 1999.
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As part of this process, the concept of Combined Joint Task Forces (CJTFs) was
developed. The CJTF provided improved operational flexibility and permitted the more
flexible and mobile deployment of forces needed to respond to the new demands of al1
Alliance missions. It was also designed to provide separable but not separate rnilitary
capabiiities that could be employed by NATO or the WEU. The CJTF would permit the
creation of militarily coherent and effective forces capable of operating under the
political control and strategic direction of the WEU.''
In October 1982, a Franco-German Commission on security and defence was
established to work on arms and rnilitary CO-operation,and political strategic affairs.
Eventually, the dialogue between the French and the Germans produced three notable
results in 1987: an agreement to create a Franco-German brigade; the organisation of

an intergovernrnental defence and security council; and the holding of bilateral field
exercises called "Bold Sparrow",
Both France and W. Germany has wanted to expand the scope of European cooperation to incorporate security policy. France has favoured expanding the
European capability to make independent decisions cornmensurate with the
French concept of security independence. W. Germany has viewed enhanced
Europeanization as a desirable way to get out of the constraints of the
superpowerdominated East-West syste~n.~'
Yet the immediate objectives of the above were less building of a European
Pillar, as they were to use the French-German dyad to reduce the superpower
dominance over the alliance." As the eighties progressed the dyad increasingly
50

In practice, if a crisis arose in which the WEU decided to intervene it would request the use of
Alliance assets and capabilities, for conducting an operation under its own control and direction. The assets
requested tvouId be made available on a case-by-case basis by the North Atlantic Council. Conditions for
their transfer, use and for their retum or recall, would be detemiined in a specific agreement behveen the
two organisations. During the operation, NATO would continue to monitor the use of its assets. European
cornmanders fiom the NATO command structure would be nominated to act under WEU political control.
51

Robbin Laird, "France, Germany, and the Fume of the Atlantic Alliance," Proceedin~sof the Academv
of Political Science, (Vol. 38, #1, 199 1) p.51
52

Laird, "France, Germany and the Atlantic Alliance," op. cit., p. 53. The force structure approach to the
French effort included a de facto extended deterrent through the expansion of 'pre-strategic weaponç'.
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diverged on the mechanics of reducing this dominance. While the French pressed the
Gerrnans to transform the alliance in a more European direction, the Germans were
more interested in either rnaintaining the traditional alliance or in transformnng EastWest relations. With the ascendancy to power of Mikhail Gorbachev, and his desire "to
build a more political and less military confrontational security ~ystem,"~'
the Germans
found European military integration extraneous.
Franco-German security integration made cautious steps since 1983 at least, but
it was not until a joint letter issued on 14 October 1991, proposing that a European
'force' be built out of the 4,200 man Franco-German brigade that a distinctly European
contribution to security was made? The US reaction was to reiterate a statement made
at the North Atlantic Council's June meeting in Copenhagen, that

'NATO is the essential

forum for consultation among the Allies' and the Alliance provides 'one of the
indispensable foundations for a stable security environment in ~ u r o p e . 'It~ w
~ a s also
stressed that 'NATO embodies the transatlantic link by which the security of North
Arnerica is permanently tied to the security of ~ u r o ~ e . ' "
The Maastricht Treaty was an intergovernmental compromise. The

French

remained as determined as ever to prornote an independent ESDI that only s~ervedto
compound the awkwardness of the German position which was torn between surpporting
the development of the EU while maintaining the need for the Alliance. The German
position was thus to support the Euro corps as being 'complementary to NATO-' as well
as 'part of the way to a European defence identity.' It was not until December that a
solution was engineered between France and the U.S., stating that in any 'wariike

54

On Franco-German defence integration see, Simon Duke, The New Eurouean Securitv Disorder,
(London: MacmilIan/St Antony's, 1 996), pp.2 15-254.
55

56

See NATO Press Communiqué M-1 (9 1)44,7 June 1991.

The Alliance's New Strategic Concept, agreed upon b y Heads of State and Governent partÏcipating
in the meeting of the North Atlantic Council, Rome 7-8 November 1991, Part II, Paras. 17,21,22,
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situation' control of the Eurocorps would go to NATO wMe, in peacetime, the corps
would be free-standing that the Gerrnan position becarne Iess awkward.
The solution to the Eurocorps identity opened the way for clarification of the role
of ESDl in relation to NATO and the US. itself. The underfying theme, that the Alliance
supported ESDl as a means of strengthening the European pillar along with the
understanding that NATO was still the 'essential forum' for consultation among the
allies, became the Alliance mantra - espoused most enthusiasticalIy by Britain and the

U.S.Arnerican support for a ESDl within NATO may also have been motivated by the
'inability of the EU to speak with one ciear voice on foreign policy' as well as serving
notice that there may be occasions when the Europeans will have security interests that

are not of direct concern to the

uSS7The compromise between NATO

and the ESDl

and Eurocorps, appeared in a staternent of the North Atlantic Council's Brussels
meeting on 11 January 1994:

NATO members confirm the enduring validity and indispensability of Our
Alliance. It is based on a strong transatlantic link, the expression of shared
destiny. It reflects a European Security and Defence Fdentity gradually ernerging
as the expression of a mature Europe. It is reaching out to establish new patterns
of cooperation throughout ~ u r o ~ e . 5 ~
Already, the Eurocorps has grown beyond its Franco-Gerrnan embryo. Belgians,
French and Gerrnans now work side by side, under a single comrnand. Spain's forrnal
participation happened in 1995. Not all, however, are impressed. Britain regards
Eurocorps as mere Franco- German hot air, and instead, sells the idea of the Allied
Rapid Reaction Corps (ARRC), under British command and within existing NATO
structure. One difference between the two bodies is that the US pIays an important role
in ARRC, but not in Eurocorps. The Eurocorps can react when the Americans don't want
to be involved.
57
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Lionel Barber, 'Reinvigoraring the Transatlantic Alliance,' Euroue, Feb. 1996, pp.21-2.

NATO Press Communiqué M-1 (94)3, Declaration of the Heads of Stare and Govemmetzt
Participatirrg in the Meeting of tlze North Atlantic CounciI, Brussels, 11 Jan. 1994.
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Yet, Eurocorps has a politicaI dimension, It is answerable to the WEU. There are
still arguments over how the corps might be used. The British argue that the Eurocorps
uses up money that would be better spent elsewhere in NATO. Defenders of Eurocorps
insist, however, that its time will yet corne. General Willmann says: 'We're creating an
instrument of joint European security and defence policy.. . l'm absolutely confident that

we will achieve our
While the West European allies complained about their relatively large measure
of abdication, they were also unable or unwilling to generate an independent defensive
potential equal to their economic strength. Even though they continued to resent the fact
that they had entrusted their own security to the responsibility of a distant protector, as
the missile debates of the 1980s demonstrated, they preferred the extra burden of
housing missiles on their territory to the uncertain benefits of autonomy.
According to Josef Joffe, the reasons for this European sobriety through the
eighties were threefold, First, détente did not deliver on its lofty promises, as the Soviet
Union did not make the military concessions that the West Europeans had hoped would
be gained. Second, there were Iimits to Western Europe's interna1 order, exemplified
particularly by West Germany and the unwillingness on the part of France to underwrite
its security; in other words, the lack of a 'European hegernon'.60 Even though France
was aiways willing to pronounce European values and desires as a way to counteract
the demands of the superpowers, it was never willing to allow West Germany the sarne
level of freedom it accorded itself. Third, while the West Europeans, particularly France,
cornplained about the overbearing influence of the US, the fact was that by the mid1980s the US had accepted certain lirnits. The second Reagan administration began to
combine "neo-containment" with arms controI negotiations.

59

Steve Cnwshaw, Euro-amy set to advance from words to deeds: Franco-German. ,Independent, 0 114-1994.
60

The leaning of Mitterand toivard the US, Euromissiles, and rearmament were a subtle but clear
reminder of this unwiIlingness. See Joffe, op-cir.. p. 40.

The largest change came with the reorganization of NATO's forces into
"combined joint task-forces", enabling national contingents to serve under mobile
cornmands for specific operations like peacekeeping; to help to integrate the East
Europeans; and to give a boost to a stronger European defence role within NATO. This
reorganization, with groups of forces assembled for particular mifitary operations, will
create a more flexible NATO; foster a European defence identity inside NATO; enable
France to draw closer to the alliance, without fully rejoining it; and aliows East
Europeans and Russians to join in NATO peacekeeping.
The CJTF are ad hoc headquarters to run peacekeeping operations or other outof-area interventions. They will answer either to NATO, or if American troops do not take
part, to the WEU. These task forces will become NATO's means for running a mission
outside of territorial defence?
The Brussels summit solved many of the Euro-Atlanticist tensions and for the
U.S. the summit setved its national interests by, in the words of President Clinton,

promoting 'greater European responsibility and b~rdensharing.'~'Brussels marked the
launching of the Partnership for Peace (PfP) as an American initiative and, marked not
only an important development for European security but also for US. relations with
Europe. The unveiling of PfP, which coincided with Clinton's first visit to Europe as
President, was portrayed as an attempt to 'build a new comprehensive Euro-Atlantic
architecture of security with, and not without or against ~ u s s i a . ' ~ ~

61

What becarne clear fiorn the IFOR operations in Bosnia, \vas that the European rnembers of NATO
rely on the Amerïcans for such essentiak as transport planes, communications systems, and satellites.
However, while the arguments continue over the need for NATO to becorne more European, more than half
its combat aircraft and its active military personnel, as weI1 as three-quarters of its four-star generals, are
European.

'' Statement of

the President, (Washington D.C.: The White House, Olfice of the Press Secretary), 6

Sept. 1996.
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Opening Statement, Special Meeting of the North Atlantic Council, Brussels, 10 Jan. 1994 (Bmsels:

NATO Information Service).
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The Brussels summit also saw the unveiling of the CJTF concept. The Brussels
communiqué stated in paragraph 6 that the Alliance would adjust so as to:
stand ready to rnake collective assets of the Alliance availabIe, on the busis of
coizsuItatiorzs in the North Atla~zticCounciI, for WEU operations undertaken by
the European AIlies in pursuit of their Common Foreign and Security Policy. We
support the development of separable but not separate capabilities which could
respond to European requirernents and contribute to Ailimce security ...
(Emphasis added).a
By the beginning of 1994 the shape of European security had been established
in what amounted to a compromise between the Europeanist and Atlanticist positions.
The European allies recognized the primacy of-NATO in European security as a p i c e to
be paid for the continuing involvement of the US. The U.S interest in accepting this
enhanced European role was based on two factors: first, the need to maintain more
'selective and effective' options where action could be taken by the European allies and;
second, the realization that, 'for any major threat, including nuclear threats, the
Europeans wilI continue to look to the United States and to NATO as the principal
guarantors of their s e c ~ r i t y . ' ~ ~
Of special interest is the way in which the CJTF has redefined the US. role in

European security. Since none of the EU members can guarantee the capacity and
wherewithal for independent action, the US. has succeeded in both reducing its
burdens in Europe and, at the same time, it has enhanced its influence vis-à-vis its
European allies. The US de facto veto power over WEUICJTF operations makes the
formation of a truly independent European security identity a long-term project at best.
The best indicator of US. influence over European security is demonstrated by
the fact that although the CJTF could theoretically operate in the WEU context, it
nevertheless in practice is reliant upon the willingness of the US. to contribute vital
6.8

North Atlantic Corincil. Declnration of the Heacis of State and Gover7ztnent parricipating in the
Meeting of the North Atlantic Coirncil lzeld at NA TO Fieadquarters, Bmssels, 10- 1 1 Jan. 1994, (Bnissels:
North Atlantic Treaty Organization, Press Communiqué, M-1 (94(3)), Para.6Unired States Securiry Srrategy for Europe and NA 1TD. ( 1996), p. 35.
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command, control and logistical a s s i ~ t a n c e .The
~ ~ WEU, even when operating in its
Petersberg ~ a s guise.
k ~ ~has been operationally inefficient because 'the organisation
lacks a permanent command structure and other standing military capabilities' and the
organisation also remains divided on the role it should play in crisis situations and on
'substantive issues of

poli^^.'^^

Furtherrnore the CJTF concept confirms NATO's role as primus inter pares,
since the North Atlantic Council effectively has veto power over any missions employing
NATO assets. This veto means that the US. as a non-European and non-WEU power,
will have a great deal of influence in establishing initial missions but, thereafter, any
mission is supposed to be under the poiitical and military control of the Europeans, with
NAC only monitoring. Within the CJTF context alone. the command, control and
intelligence (C2I) question has been partially addressed but it remains to be seen how
the agreed structures will fare in pra~tice.~'
The US. would appear to have little to be concerned about European insistence
for more responsibility, because there is ultimate question of whether there is the will to

66

The U.S. decIared itself willing to release NATO assets to its European allies if it does not wish to
participate but only under three conditions: that the mission must have the suppoxt and approval of the
mission; that the overall commander of any mission empIoying NATO personnel or assets rernains
SACEUR; and, Iastly, that any forces involved in a mission must be NATO approved and NATO
operational procedures shouid be observed.
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The tasks are defrned in the Petersberg Declarntion, Western EU, Council of Ministers, Bonn, 19
June 1992, as 'humanitarian and rescue tasks; peacekeeping tasks; tasks of combat forces incrisis
management, incIuding peacemaking,' (Section II: On Strengthening WEU's Operational Role, Para. 4).
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David S. Huntuigton, 'A Peacekeeping Role for the Western EU,' in Abram Chayes and Antonia
Handler Chayes (eds.), Preventing Conflict in the Post-Cornmunist World: Mobilizing International and
ReeionaI Or~anizations,(Washington D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1996), p.437.
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An obvious probIem anses if the European members of NATO wish to act independently through the
NATO C2 structures: how do non-US personnel learn U.S. cornmand positions at short notice? Under an
agreement for the US.to leave its senior comrnand posts intact, the irnmediate problem has been resolved
but the impression is that the US. wishes to exert influence or naybe even control over European-directed
CJTF operations by remaining in senior command posts. Other scenarios rnay anse that could lead to
destabiIising results. For instance, would the French participate in a CJTF operation when they are not
proportionately represented in the comrnand structures and when they may be outnumbered by (nonparticipant) U.S. officers?
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commit resources. This question was raised by an official DoD publication when it was
observed that, 'some European states will push hard to deveiop a European Security
and Defense Identity, but few will increase their capabilities for independent military

CJTF perfectly exemplifies the dependency of institutional innovation, its codetemination by past decisions and also the multiple causation of institutional change.
Altogether, in addition to its strict military-operational functions, CJTF can fulfill five
tasks."

First. it can guarantee, by developing clear-cut criteria, that multinational force

units really become effectively integrated and operative. CJTF should help to counteract
the tendency by some NATO countries to contribute to multinational units in order to
ease their own defence budget and therefore not ensuring that the respective forces are
trained and equipped in a way that actuaily allows for multinational interoperability.
Second, CJTF can provide a comrnon frarnework for joint exercises of NATO and PfP
nations' military forces, helping to smooth the way to enduring cooperation in military
and security affairs. Third,

CJTF aliows for linking NATO countries not (yet) integrated

into the Alliance's rnilitary structure. Fourth,

CFTF HQs may serve as coordinating

agencies between NATO and WEU or a future European defense organization in the
framework of the envisaged European security and defense identity. Moreover, the

CJTF HQs have the strategic function of providing WEU on a case-by-case basis with
the necessary miiitary and command-and-control infrastructure for their own operations.
Fifth, CJTF HQs could act as connection authorities to the U.N. Confirming these
trends, the final communiqué of the Ministerial Meeting at Sintra in May 1997 stated:
"We welcome agreement reached recently in the WEU on the participation of al1
European Allies, if they were so to choose, in WEU operations using NATO

'O

United Srares Seciirity Strcztegyjôr Europe and NA TO,(1996),p. 35.

7111

After the NATO Sumrnit: New structures and modalities for military cooperation," explanatory
memorandum by Rafael Estrella for the North Atlantic Assembly, NAA, AL 205/DSC (94) , 8 November
1994,pp. 16-7.
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assets and capabilities, as tvell as in planning and prsparing of such operations;
and on involvement, to the fùilest extent possibIe anid in accordance with their
status, of Observers in the folIow-up, within the WEU, of our meetings of Berlin
and Brussels. We note that the basis has therefore been established for the
implementation of Ministerial decisions, for the strengthening of NATO-WEU
working relations and, in this framework, for the devdopment of the ESDI with
the fuIl participation of al1 European Allies. This will ... contribute to setting the
groundwork for possible WEU-led operations with t h e support of Alliance assets
and ~a~abilities."'~
The British reaction to the French-German Eurocorps initiative, was to underiine
the importance of not only NATO, but of the rnilitary rolle of the US. as well. This was
accomplished through the WEU, which was prornoted a s a 'bridget between NATO and
the EC and a 'means of strengthening the European pillar of the Atlantic ~lliance.'" The
WEU also had the inherent advantage, from the British view, of relying on NATO 'for

information and advice on military matters' and since the Eurocorps was seen as a

means of enhancing collaboration between WEU rnernber states, it was not
unreasonable to believe that it would tether the emergin g 'Euro' defence entities to the
Alliance's European pillar.
The WEU provides a framework for European concerted actions in the case of
direct threat, or when the security interests of members are at stake in any part of the
world. A significant benefit to the WEU is its ôbifity to a c t outside the European security
area without encountering the difficulties of the NATO frarnework. The WEU Assernbly
is the only European assembly with responsibility for defence sanctioned by treaty and
is the focal point of parliarnentary discussion on the future of European s e c ~ r i t y . ~ ~
In Decernber 1990, at a meeting of the Europeani Council, al1 EC members saw
the WEU as the main defence bridge-building organizatioln between the Community and

72

Ministerial Meeting of the Noah Atlantic Council in Sintra, Portugal. Final Communiqué, 29 M a y
1997 (NATO press release M-NAC- I [97]65).
73

Defending Our Ftittire, Statement on Defence Estirnates 1993, (London: flMSO, July 1993),

74~illem
Van Eekelen, "Building a New Europeîn Security Order: 1VEU's Contribution," NATO Review,
(August 1990) p. 23
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NATO. But France, Gemany and ltaly considered it a transitional stage to a genuine
European security and defence policy; while Britain regarded it as an extension of
NATO. The divergences of opinion continued into March 1991 at an EC Foreign
rninisters meeting in Luxembourg. There, a majority of EC countries (France, Germany,
Italy. Spain, Belgium, Greece and Luxembourg) agreed on the need to bring the WEU
under the control of the EC. Britain and the Netherlands disagreed, stating that ESDl
rnust rernain compatible with NATO.''
The WEU is currently being spoken of as a bridge between NATO and the EU or
the basis of the Union's rnilitary arm. This, however, raises the central problern of any
European defence identity it is unlikely in the foreseeable future for Europe to cope with
anything more than the most minor rnilitary operations without the support of American
military logistics and intelligen~e.'~Unlike NATO. the WEU has no integrated rnilitary
cornrnand; no electronic command and communication system to match that of the
Arnericans, and no half decent airlift for moving soldiers rapidly to major battiefields.
The Brusseis 1994, the Berlin 1996 and the Madrid 1997 NATO Surnmits paved
the way for close cooperation between WEU and NATO by fuliy appreciating the
developrnent o f a European Security and Defence ldentity (ESDI) within the Alliance;
making collective assets and capabilities of the Alliance available to the WEU; and by
developing the concept of CJTF as a means of facilitating operations under the political
control and strategic direction of WEU.
The WEU Planning Cell, which was set up on 1 October 1992 and becarne
operational in May 1993, is cornposed of civilian and rnilitary staff and has the following
75

Hans Binnedijk, "The Emerghg European Securïty Order," Washington Quarterlv, (Vol. 14, fi,Au1991) pp. 73-76. ï h e WEU was enlarged in Novernber 1992 with the Greek accession (dthough it is not a
fidl member); Denmark and IreIand were also admitted as observers. Iceland, Nonvay and Turkey are
associate members. In May 1994, the WEU admitted nine East European counmes, including the three
Baltic States, as "associate partners". The E P G was absorbed into the WEU and the various Eurogroup
groups were transferred in 1993.The International Institute for Strategic Studies, Strategic Survev 1993-1994,
(London: Brassey's, 1994) p. 115
76~reeman,
"Waking up to Reality,", p. 5

main tasks:" "to prepare contingency plans for the deployment of forces under WEU
auspices; to prepare recornmendations for the necessary cornrnand, control and
communication

arrangements,

including

standing

operating

procedures

for

headquarters which might be selected; to keep an updated list of units and combinations
of units which might be allocated to WEU for specific operations"." The tasks of the Cell
were enlarged to include, in addition to the objectives defined in 1992, the following: "the
compilation of an inventory of rules of engagement; the preparation of standard
operating procedures for the selected headquarters; the monitoring of the situation in
potential trouble spots; the preparation of exercise plans and evaluation of their results
for future planning; and finally. a wider reflection on the development of a military
capability for WEU. In time of crisis the planning cell would be expected to provide
advice to the WEU authorities on the practicability and nature of any WEU involvement;

and to CO-ordinatethe preparation of deployment of forces under WEU auspices until
this function is assumed by a designated joint headquarters".7g
At the WEU Council of Ministers in Rome, on 19 May 1 9 9 3 , ministers from
France, Germany and Belgium declared the European Corps as Forces Answerable to
WEU. The principal document for the European Corps is the Report of La Rochelle of

May 1 9 9 2 , in which France and Germany laid down the outline principles for a
77

As the Deputy Director and Chief of Staff of the WEU's PIanning CeIl. pointed out: "The Ce11 is now
55 strong, some 40 of whom are navy, arrny, airforce and civilian officers. rnostly of lieutenant colonel or
equivalent rank and above ...The Planning Ce11 can also be reuiforced by experts from nations, when
necessary for a specific task", Brigadier G. G. Messervy-Whiting, "The refinement of WEU's opentional
capability", NATO's Sixteen Nations, Special Supplernent 1998, p.9.
78

Ezrrope Doc~rnzents,No 1787, op. cit.

7 9 ~ i ~ l van
e m Eekelen, "Giving Eumpe Its Own Teeth'., Ezu-openiz Brief, October/November 1994,
pp.66-67. Finally, in WEU's Ministerial Council in Rhodes, on 12 May 1998, rninisters "approved the
document on the Terms of Reference of the WEU Planning Cell, which has been elaborated on the b a i s of
the developments in WEU's operational capabilities, including the decisions taken in Paris and Erîürt on the
implementation of the military cornmittee and on the WEU Miiitary Staff. Ministers Iooked forward to the
elaboratîon of Temis of Reference for a dedicated Planning CeIl unit, ris part of the implementation of
decisions taken at Erfiut on the participation of WEU nations concerned in planning for operations to which
they contribute". Paragraph 30, Rhodos Declaration, WEU CounciI of Ministers, 12 May 1998.
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multinational major formatiomaOOn 21 January 1 9 9 3 , the Report o f La Rochelle was
supplernented by the SACEUR Agreement signed by the French Admira1 Jacques
Lanxade, the German General Klaus Naumann and SACEUR General John M.

In Rome, the countries participating in the Multinational Division Central MND(C)

- the UK, Belgiurn, the Nethertands and Germany - confirrned that they were prepared
to make the Division available for military tasks under WEU auspices. The Division has
its headquarters in Monchengladbach in Germany.
At the WEU Ministerial meeting in Lisbon on 15 May 1995, France, ltaly and

Spain declared that the Rapid Deployment Euroforce (EUROFOR) and the European
Maritime Force (EUROMARFOR) would be Forces Answerabie to WEU and would be
used as a priority in this framework. At the same tirne Portugal formally asked to
participate in these forces. In November 1995 the "Joint Declaration by Spain, France,
ltaly and Portugal on the conditions of employment of EUROFOR and EUROMARFOR
in the framework of WEU" was approved.82
Lieutenant General H e h u t Willman, 'The European Corps - Political Dimension and Military Aims",
RUUJournal, August 1994, p.29. According to the Report the mission of the European Corps is: collective
defence of the allies within the framework of WEUNATO; rnaintaining and restoring peace; humanitarian
missions, ibid. On the Corps' genesis in the Kohl-Mitterrand proposal of October 1991 - Franco-German
military coopention will be suengthened beyond the existing brigade. The strengthened Franco-German
units could thus become the nucleus of a European Corps capable of including the forces of other mernber
states of the WEU. This new structure couId equally become the mode1 of a closer rnilitary cooperation
arnong the member states of the WEU - see Daniel Vernet, "The dilemma of French foreign policy",
International Affairs, Vol 68, No 4, 1992, pp.655- 664.
81

Beatrice Heuser, "Advance Of The Eurocorps", European Brief, June 1993, p.35. See also Edward
Foster, "NATO, France, and the Eurocorps", Euro~eanBrïef, August/September 1993, pp.48-49. "Belgium
signed the SACEUR agreements on 12 October 1993. According to this agreement, the corps may be used
by NATO either as a main defence force in Central Europe or as a rapid reaction peacekeeping or
peacemaking force in the European theatre, covered by NATO", De Decker, op. cit.
8'

-Accordhg to the Joint Declantion the EUROFOR and EUROMARFOR initiatives are meant to
contn'bute to the creation of a rnilitary capability for Europe, notably in the field of force projection; create
a multinational base structure for member states of WEU that wish to participate in its operations;
contribute, while respecting the content of the Petersberg declaration, to initiatives of international
organisations, to promote and maintain peace and security. The force will provide a rapid-reaction land
capability, equipped with easily deployable light forces with a fevel of availability adapted to the mission it
is to carry out. The size of the force to be used m y Vary fiom a small formation to a light division,. using a
modular systern depending on the mission. On EUROFOR and EUROMARFOR see also "EUROFOR and
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At its meeting in Pans on 13 May 1997, the WEU Council of Ministers approved
the proposal of the Chiefs of Defence Staff to clariv and strengthen their role within
WEU and to irnprove the functioning of the Military Delegates Group (MDG). In
accordance with this proposal, the ministers decided to estab lish, under the Council's
authority, "a military comrnittee consisting of the Chiefs of Defence Staff represented, in
permanent session, by the Military Delegates Group under a permanent Chairman". At
their meeting in Erfurt on 18 November 1997, the WEU approved "the recommendation

of the Permanent Council on the implernentation of the military cornmittee and the
reorganization of the military structure at WEU headquarters to coincide with the rotation
of the Director of the Planning Cell in 1998n.83
The main responsibilities of the Military committees4included: to recommend to
the WEU Council the military measures necessary for the implernentation of Petersberg
tasks; to discuss and develop consolidated views on WEU rniIitary issues and advise the
WEU Council accordingly; to provide rnilitary advice as necessary on al1 rnatters relating

to Forces Answerable to WEU and to NATO assets and capabilities to be transferred to

EUROMARFOR: WEU's New Latin twins', RUS1 hrewsbrief, Vol 15, No 7, July 1995, pp.49-51, and Eric
Grove, "A European navy: new horizon or faIse dawn?", Jane's Navv International, November 1995, pp. 1219.
83

Paragraph 30, Erfurt Dedaration, WEU Ministerial Council, 18 November 1997. The Mditary
Cornmittee, which is the senior rnilitary authority in WEU, consists of the CHODs of the full member,
associate mernber and observerstates, supported by the WEU rnilitary staff, but it may meet in other
configurations, including associate parrners, on a case-by-case basis and may also invite other participants
to take part in relevant work. The CHODs will be represented in permanent session by the Military
Delegates Committee (MDC) under a permanent chairman (the three-star generaufiag officer), The WEO
Military Committee, paragraph 68.
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As a logical consequence of the Council's decision to establish a Military Cornmittee the military
structure at WEU headquarters had to be reorganised. Decisions to that effect were taken at the WEU
Council's Ministerial meeting at Erfurt with the proviso that this reorganization should coincide with the
rotation of the Director of the Planning Ce11 in 1998 - effective fiom 14 May 1998. Thus, it was decided to
set up, under the authority of the WEU Council, a military staff under a three-star generayflag oficer in
order to ensure greater cohesion and strengthen interna1 relations between the rnilitary components in WEU
headquarters. As regards relations with NATO and the EU, the three-star generayflag officer is responsible
for: ensuring interfaces and coordination with NATO's Military Cornmittee and rnilitary command
structure, at the appropriate levels; drawing on NATO support as agreed beniveen WEU and NATO;
ensuring the exchange of rnilitary information and documents as agreed between WEU and NATO; and
ensuring the exchange of military information and documents as agreed between WEU and the EU.
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WEU; to evaluate contingency and operation plans; to assist in the provision of military
intelligence to WEU's relevant bodies to participate in WEU's contribution to NATO's
defence planning process and provide military advice to the WEU Council in accordance
with modalities to be determined; and to contribute to strengthening the military
cooperation and consultation processes between WEU and NATO.
The WEU, in its "Declaration on the Role of Western EU and its Relations with
the EU and with the Atlantic Alliance", adopted by WEU Ministers on 22 July 1997, set
out the role and relations with the EU as well as with the Atlantic Alliance. It states that
the WEU is an integral part of the development of the EU, providing it with access to
operational capability, notably in the context of the Petersberg missions, and is an
essential element of the development of the ESDl within the Alliance, in accordance with
the Paris Oeclaration and with the decisions taken by NATO Ministers in June 1996 in
Berlin. Since Amsterdam and the WEU Declaration of 22 July 1997, further steps have
been taken in developing WEU-EU relations. In September 1997 the WEU Council
introduced measures to harmonize as much as possible the six-monthly presidencies
that rotate between members countries in both the WEU and the EU. At their meeting in

Erfurt in November 1997, EU Ministers endorsed a decision enhancing the operational
role of WEU observer countries, in line with the provisions contained in Article 17.3 of
the Amsterdam Treaty. These arrangements, aimed at facilitating EU-WEU cooperation
in crisis management, will corne into effect upon entry into force of the Amsterdam
Treaty.

Chapter Five
REGIME CHANGE: ALLIANCE POLITICS AND THE DRIVE FOR EU

With the 5omanniversary NATO summit in April 1999, and with the recent events

in the Balkans as a backdrop, it is a prime time to take into account the events over the
last 10 years since the end of the Cold War to evaluate the entire ESDl debate. Many
writers went to great lengths in the early to mid 1990s to put their views forward on the
future of NATO and whether the EU would develop an independent defence identity
which would supplant it in Europe. For the last few years the discussion seemed to have
become üred, as it was no longer fashionable to have this discussion. However, the
recent events in the Balkans have raised the whole question of NATO's role, especially
in light of its 50'~anniversary celebration, and have provided an excellent chance to
evaluate what has developed and what has not developed. Such an evaluation provides
a more practical view forward, based on actual actions by the parties concerned.
For obvious reasons, theorizing about the shape of the international system
focused a great deal of attention on the role of the U.S. with the two ends of the
theoretical spectrum being marked by Paul Kennedy and Joseph Nye. Kennedy
considered whether the US. would fall prey to modern variants of imperial overstretch,
in which great powers in relative decline would instinctively respond by spending more
on "security", thereby diverting potential resources from "investment" and compounding
their long-tenn dilemma." In the same year that Kennedy's book appeared, David
Calleo's equally provocatively tomeZ appeared and, together, they fuelled much of what
1

Paul Kennedy, The Rise and FaIl of the Great Powers: Economic Change and Military Conflict fiom
1500 to 2000, (New York: Random House, 1987), pxxiii.

'

David P. Calleo, Bevond American Heeemonv: The Future of the Western Alliance, (New York: Basic
Books, 1987). For a more recent argument in the 'declinist' tradition, see Donald W. White, The American
C e n ~The
: Rise and Decline of the United States as a World Power, (New Haven: Yale u2versity Press,
1996).
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became known as the declinist debate. In turn, Joseph Nye argues that in the absence
of firm hegernonic leadership, instabifity or even chaos could e n s ~ eTo
. ~ Nye the:
twin dangers that Amerïcans face are compIacency about the domestic agenda
and the unwillingness to invest in order to maintain confidence in their capacity
for international leadership. Neither is warranted. The United States remains the
largest and richest world power with the greatest capacity to shape the future4
The extent to which NATO was in a position to foster an ESDl has often been
couched in terms of the Europeanist versus Atlanticist debate with, until the present,
little middle ground. What has arisen since the end of the Cold War is a modus vivendi
between these two approaches recognizing that it is necessary to have both an active
European and transatlantic component to Europe's defence while rnaintaining the
perception for national consumption in many European countries, most notably France,
to presewe the idea of an independent ESDI.
Contrary to the most pessimistic predictions that the Atlantic Alliance would
cease to serve a purpose following the end of the Cold War, NATO has not disappeared
and it appears adaptable to the new international ~ ~ s t e rThis
n . ~adaptability is no doubt
partfy due to the comrnon cultural, econornic and political heritage of the allies, which
bind them even beyond common strategic

inter est^.^

It is also partly due to the

3

It should be noted that a debate had already been established on declinism amongst economists, P E
scholars, and econornic historians and Kennedy's work acted as a cataIyst for the most general debate. For
earlier work in the 'declinist' genre see, Charles P. Kindleberger, The World in Depression. 1929-39
(BerkeIey: University of California Press, 1973); Stephen Krasner, 'State Power and the Structure o f
International Trade,' World Politics, 28 (3) (April 1976)' pp.3 17-47; George Modelski, 'The Long Cycle of
Global PoIitics and the Nation-State,' Comparative Studies in Sociew and Histonr, Vol. 20 (2) (April
1978), pp. 214-35; and Mancur Olson, The Rise and Decline of Nations, (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1982).

' Joseph S. Nye, Jr., Bound to Lead: The Change in the Nature of American Power, (New York: Basic
Books, 1990) p.261,

'

See Kenneth Wale: "nie Emerging Structure of International Politics" Internarional Secuntv, V. 18,
N. 2, 1993, pp. 44-79: and Michael Brown: "Minimalist NATO", Foreign Affain, V. 78, N.3, 1999, pp.
204-2 18
6

See, for example. John kenberry: "The Myth of Post-Cold War Chaos", Foreim Affairs V. 75, N. 3,
1996
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emergence of new threats and instabilities17and the continuing utility of the alliance. The
EU, despite a more efficient integration. is still unable to operate independently outside
its irnmediate proximity while the US cannot without any outside support or the
legitirnacy it entaika Rather than constructing a new security regirne tu serve these
purposes, NATO allies can spare themselveç the sunk costs that a new alliance would
involve and can rather adapt the existing str~ctures.~
Adaptation requires a more balanced relationship within the alliance, as al1 the
mernbers have already recognized, through a higher European profile. The fact that
there is a strong incentive to develop European defence capabilities does not mean that
either a united Europe will emerge or that NATO should not continue with its reform."
Much of the debate between Atlanticists and Europeanists still boils down to the
overall structuralist approach to international security and the debate between
neorealists and neoliberalists. For instance, neorealism of the Waltzian style."

still

asserts the uniform reaction of the "units", or nations, to changes in the international
power matrix to be the essence of al1 international politics and security." For Waltzian
neorealism, the anarchical organizing principle cannot accept forrns of institutionalized
regional cooperation as permanent but only as temporary "amalgarnations", which corne
7

See, for example, Samuel Huntington: "The Clash of Civilizations?". Foreim Affairs, (V.72, N. 3,
1993)
8

John Peterson: Europe and Amerka: The Prospects for Partnership, (London, Routledge, 1996), p. 7

9

Robert McCalla, "NATO's Persistence After the Cold War", International Or~anization,(V. 50, N. 3,
1996), pp- 445-476
10

Philip Gordon: "Europe's Uncornmon Foreign Policy*', International Securiu (V. 22, N. 3, 1997/8),
pp. 74-100
11

For other important neorealist trends and branches, cf. Barry Buzan, Charles Jones and Richard Little,
The L o ~ of
c Anarchv. Neorealism to Structural Realism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993) and
Benjamin Frankel, ed,, Realism. Restatement and Renewal (London: Cass, 1996). These however are
beyond the progressively myopic scope of the neoredist-neolibera1 debate in its current appearance.
" See Kenneth N. Waltz, Theon, of International Politics (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1979), pp. 118-22
and 126. For a recent reformulation of this axiom see e-g. John I. Mearsheimer, "The False Promise of
International Institutions," International Securitv 19 (1994/95), No. 3, pp. 5-49 (pp. 9-14 ) .
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and go with the respective structural shape of global

condition^.'^ These amalgamation

do not possess any intrinsic potentiai but owe their existence to the "most powerful
states in the system", which use them as arenas for settling their power relations.
Consequently, structural realism, encounters difficulty in coming to analytical terms with
international cooperation that does not take place 'directly' between single states but,
instead, within institutionalized conte~ts.'~Neorealist alliance theory attempted to
address this inconsistency by asserting Waltzian structural effects within those
institutionalized context~.'~
Neoliberalism's challenge to neorealism typicaliy exacerbates rather than
alleviates these inconsistencies in neorealism's analysis. Its focus was to take insights
from new institutional economics and apply them to international relations analysis but
stopped far short of developing a truly institutional approach to international relations.16
However, in contrast to neorealism, neoliberalism does assume that international
cooperation stems from

-

at

ieast on a

regionai scale

-

"institutionalized"

arrangements;17 for example. guided by common norms, rules, reciprocal expectations
and the structuring effects of international organizations. These institutionalized forms of
international cooperation then help states to Save on transaction costs and to avoid suboptimal outcornes of c~operation."'~

l3
14

See Waltz, Theon, of International Politics , pp. 91-2See Grieco, "Anarchy and the Iimits of cooperation," p. 335.

15

See Glenn H. Snyder, "The Security Dilemma in Alliance Politics." World Politics 36 (1984), pp. 46195; Glenn H. Snyder, "Alliance Theory: A Neorealist First Cut," Journal of International Affairs 44 (1990),
pp. 103-23.
16

Founding works are Robert O. Keohane, Afier He~emonv.Coo~erationand Discord in the World
Political Economv (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984) and Robert O. Keohane. International
Institutions and State Power. Essavs in International Relatio ns Theory (Boulder, CO: Westview, 1989 ).
17

Keohane, International Institutions ,pp. 1-2.
Keohane, After Heeernonv ,p. 85.
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The debate between neorealism and neoliberalism is thus the context within
which the determination of ESDI, on a theoretical level, exists. The neorealist approach
to regirne theory is hegemonic stability, promoted by Atlanticisrn. The neoliberal
approach to regime theory is functional integration, promoted by Europeanism.

THEDRIVEFOR EU: FUNCTIONAL
[NTEGRATION
When considering Robert O. Keohane's and Joseph S. Nye's institutionalist
perspective as the context for examining efforts "to turn the potential for rnutual
institutional reinforcement in the security realm into actual functioning ~peration",'~
the
principle focus is not on the structure of the international system, or on the interactions
between domestic politics and international relations; rather it is on international political

pro cesse^.^^
A central assumption of the institutionalist approach is that sustained cooperation
is possible under well defined conditions including the existence of mutual interests that
make joint gains from cooperation possible; long-term relationships arnong a relatively
srnall number of actors; and the practice of reciprocity according to agreed-upon
standards of behavior. Such cooperation constitutes a process for the management of
confIict. International institutions can facilitate cooperation by providing opportunities for
negotiations, reducing uncertainty about others' policies, and by affecting leaders'
expectations about the future.21
Keohane's and Nye's approach is considerably different from the realist
approach of the kind articulated by John J. Mearsheimer, who predicted that West

19

Anne-Else Hajberg, "The European security structure. A pIethora o f organizations'?", NATO Review,

(November 1 9 9 3 , p.30.
'@Robert O. Keohane and Joseph S. Nye, "Introduction: The End o f the Cold War in Europe" in Robert
O. Keohane, Joseph S. N y e and Stanley Hoffmann(eds), After the Cold War. International Institutions and
State Strateeies in Europe. 1989-199 1, (Harvard University Press, Cambridge and London 1993), p.4.
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European states will begin "viewing each other with greater fear and suspicion, as they
did for centuries before the onset of the Cold Waf, and to worry "about the imbalances
in gains as well as the [oss of autonomy that resuits from c o o p e r a t i ~ n " .Keohane
~~
and
Nye, on the other hand, note that "international institutions facilitate policy coordination
arnong powerful states and reduce the Iikelihood of mutually harmful cornpetition among
thern for spheres of influence; they therefore serve these states'

inter est^".^' Keohane

and Nye's argument that institutions can help promote cooperation is important to
understanding the ways in which states c m affect change in the European context. As
Christoph Bertram stated: "In tirnes of certainty, institutions mirror the realities of power.
In tirnes of uncertainty, they can shape the realities of power. If no institutions to channel
change existed, they would have to be invented. European stability is to a very great
degree defined by the stability of European

institution^."^^

According to the institutionalist view institutions have worked in Europe. As
Keohane and Stanley Hoffmann pointed out:
how govemments reacted to the end of the Cold War was profoundly
conditioned by the existence of international institutions. Europe was an
institutionally dense environment in which the expectations of states' leaders
were shaped by the d e s and practices of institutions. and in which they
routinely responded to initiatives korn international organizations, as well as
using those organizations for their own purPoses"."

The theoretical daim is that a web of multilateral organizations or "interlocking"

institution^,^^ are more effective for preserving the transatlantic link: by providing rapid

- John J.
11

Mearsheimer, "Back to the Future: Instability in Europe after the Cold War", International
Securitv, (Vol 15, No 1, Surnrner 1990). p.47.
13

Keohane and Nye, op. cit., p.7.

24

Bertram, op. cit., p. 14.

3

Robert O. Keohane and Stanley Hoffmann, "Conclusion: Structure, Strategy, and InstitutionaI Roles"
in Keohane, N y e and Hoffmann (eds), op. cil., p.38 1.
26 See North Atlantic Council Communiqué, Oslo, 4 Iune 1992: "stability and security i
n the EuroAtlantic area will increasingly be built on a frarnework of interlocking and mutually reinforcing
institutions", NATO Review, (June 1992).
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and effective consultation on issues of comrnon concem; allowing freedom for prompt
political action; and by developing the most effective combinations of national military
forces; and for ensuring constant development in the institutions t h e m s e l v e ~ . ~As
~
Stefan Frojlich underlined:

despite a11 its current shortcomings, a model of overlapping institutions, in which
the emerging European structures are strengthened within the framework of the
Atlantic Alliance, is for the time being the only conceivable avenue to the
evolution of a finctioning European security ~ ~ s t e r n . ' ~
The EU'S creation of the new post of High Representative for foreign and
security policy is a key step toward forging a common, European approach to military
matters. At the two-day summit in Cologne, Germany, EU heads of state gave the
Union authority to order military action in crisis spots. "What has been missing between
America and Europe is political consultation early on. What needs to happen now that

we have a 'Mr. Common Foreign and Security Policy' is consultations on the makings of
a crisis, not just last- minute discussions for operational pur pose^.*^
The countries of the EU have come very close to the Iine that separates the
pooling of their econornies from the rnerging of their politics. To cross it, they need to be
reasonably sure that the new Europe passes the first-person-plural test. They would
have to be confident ttiat its people now think of thernselves in sorne serious way not
chiefly as Germans or French, but as Europeans.jo
" ~ e ePhilip Zelikow, T h e Masque of Institutions", Survival, (Vol 38. No 1, Sprïng 1996), p.8, and
Alyson J. K. Bailes, "European Defence and Security. The Role of NATO, WEU and EU", Securitv
Dialoeue, (Vol 27, No 1, 1996), p.56.

''

Stefm Frohlich, "Needed: A framework for European security", SAIS Review, Winter-Spring 1994,
pp.5 1-52. According to a RAND note the advantapes to the US of the overlapping institutions model are the
following: "[This model] preserves a political and military role for the United States; creates alternative
links for US involvement in Europe beyond NATO; dernonstrates US \tillingness to adapt to a stronger
European role in security arrangements; and maintains flexïbility to move to a number of different security
models", see Nanette Gantz, James B. Steinberg, Five Models for Eurouean Securitv: ImuIications for the
United States, RAND NOTE N-3446-A, 1992.
'9 See

John Newhouse, E u r o ~ eAdrift, (New York: Pantheon. 1997)

'O~wîce in history, Europe, or a large part of it, has there been solid ground for such a sense of identity.
The first time wzts the Roman Empire - clearly showing deference to Roman Law, the Latin language, and the
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ln September 1994, Edouard Balladur, the French Prime Minister raised the idea
of a Europe of concentric circles, with France, Germany and one or two others at the

entre.^'

This core would itself have a core: Germany and France. whose relations

"must be raised to a new Ievel if the historic process of European unification is not to
peter out before it reaches its political goal."3LThe British argue that countries should be
free to pick and choose the areas in which they are to cooperate more closely, aiming
for closer integration in some, such as foreign policy, but not in others, such as
currency. Mr. Balladur's vision was that the core should cooperate more closely on
everything. In effect, Bailadur wanted Europe to be a single club with different classes of
members, whereas the British want Europe to be several different clubs.
The difference is fundamental and brings the history of European integration full
circle. At the beginning it was an atternpt to bind France and Germany together; politics
and security were pararnount. while economics was a means towards that end, rather
than an end in itself. As the community grew its priorities were reordered, to the point
where the argument is now about how much integration do the citizens of the EU want.
The EU is based on treaties and institutions that now find it hard to cope. Big countries,
for exarnple, have worries about a stream of new srnall members, both because
qualified majority decides the Union's budget and because two big countries foot a
disproportionate amount of that budget.33
peace of the Iegions. The second t h e began when Charlemagne was crotvned as "Emperor of the CathoIic
Church of Europe. While the political unis. of Europe did not last long afier Charlemagne's death, for another
six centuries Europeans tvent on believing that there ought to be no distinction between God's business and
man's business, and that politics should come under God's guidance.
31~hortly
afienvards, the German Christian Democratic parry made a similar proposal where the Union's
existing hard core" of five counmes (Germany, France, Belgium. Luxembourg and HoIland) should
coordinate monetary, fiscal, industrial and social policies.
32"~uropea la Carte," The Economisg Septernber IOth, 1994. p. 14

"The present arithmetic meant that the big f v e with 48 votes between thern and representing four-fifths of
the union's population, can muster a qualified majority by gaining the support of at Ieast two s m U countries.
Similady, to get their way, the smaU states need the backing of three big states. Conversely, hvo big countries
c m f o m a blocking majority - of 23 votes - if they can get the support of any small country other than
Luxembourg. Britain, Spain and Italy agreed that before the IGC in 1996 the Union should not set a precedent
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France, Germany, the Benelux countries, ltaly, Spain and Greece want to absorb
the WEU into the Union, but Portugal, Denmark (which has an opt out from EU defence
matters) and the traditional neutrals

-

Ireland, Austria, Finland, Sweden

-

are either

sitting on the fence or downright opposed. However, the other fourteen members,
despite their differences, fundamentally believe they can strike a bargain acceptable to
al1 of them. For example, while the arch-federalists would Iike to "comrnunitarise" foreign
and security policy under the tutelage of the commission and Court o f Justice, they will
likely consider the Franco-German fudge of "constructive abstention", whereby majority
voting would replace ~nanirnity?~
Enlargement not only adds more difficult issues to the agenda, it creates
conditions in which their resolution is more difficult by adding to the numbers in
particular institutions such as the Council of Ministers and disturbing the balance of
power within them.j5 Hence, whiIe enlargement extends the geographocal scope of the
Union, it has proved, and will continue to prove, z hindrance in the development of a
higher level of integration.
Provisionally, the EU has decided to fix its future eastward bounds to exclude all
the former Soviet republics, except the three Baltic states. Fifteen colantries are in line
as actual or potential candidates for membership; but before any new members can be
accepted the Union needs time. Maastricht and the strife over voting rules, the EMS,
which, as more and more small countries join, would see the big counaies held hostage by the tyranny of
qualified majority. The compromise \vas to set the blocking rnajority in an enlarged Council of Ministers
legally at 27, but with the understanding that if countries with 23 votes object to a decision the rnajority wilI
delay itnplementation in the hope of fmding a compromise.
34

"A Convoy in Distress," The Econornist, March 16th, 1996. p. 50

35The p a s examples of enlargement give credence to these observations. When Britain entered the
Community it upset the balance established by the Franco-German partnership: the viirtml duo-poly was
converted into an uncertain mangle, weakening the original drïvïng force for European imregration. The entry
of Spain created fkt.her difficulties because it was unwilling to accept a subordinare role to Paris, Bonn and
London. In turn, the three power centres did not necessarily view Spanish ambitions with any favour. The new
members w r e also quite fimily opposed to the greater use of majority voting and the abolition of the veto
causing great consternation over the next step in developing the Union.
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and negotiations with the Austrians and Nordic countries have drained the stamina of
euro-philes. Any atternpt to bring newcomers in before that could block European
integration for a long time. Britain, ever in favour of a loose Union and fearful of
federalist integration, imagines that a "wider" Europe by definition cannot also be a
"deeper" ~ u r o ~ e ?
The emergence of potential rnembers to the East of Germany is bound to
change Germany's view of Europe, and of its own interests. Many people fear that the
expansion of the EU to these countries, coupled with the effect of German unification,
would create a German-dominated bIock that might eventually come to control the
Union. Some feel such a deveiopment is happening anyway because of the structure of
the old Union model, with its conclusion in EMU, because Gerrnany's demands for
political union and iron fiscal discipline under a common currency are rnaking a new
Europe in Gerrnany's image.37

In order to understand which direction Europe is going the rnember countries can
be arranged into five constit~encies.~~
The first is the hard core formed by France and
Germany with the Benelux countries as an appendage. Despite different approaches,
they al1 favour deeper integration as a way of guaranteeing peace and stability. In
particular, France sees an institutionalised political alliance as a way of exerting
influence on its bigger neighbour; while Germany sees integration as a way of
dissipating its destructive nationalist tradition and allowing it a free hand in Central and
Eastern Europe. The second constituency is made up of free traders: essentially the UK
36~resent1y,a Danvinian selection process, separating econornically fit counnies from the laggards, is
under way. Europe's money markets are prompting the sorting out by p u n i s h g govemments that do not
have their houses in order. These pressures are forcing the Gexmans and French to publicly back a strong
b e r core of EU countnes able and willing to form a tight monetary union. That means a multi-tiered
Europe is almost certain to emerge. Yet despite protestations from the Italians and British, the French and
G e m n s see no ocher choice, promoting the core group as the only source of cohesion.
37,-

A Union Bleesed but not yet Consurnrnated," The Economist, January 13th 1996. pp. 47-45

3 8 ' 9 Back
~ ~ to
: the Drawing Board," The Economist, September 10th 1994. pp. 22-23
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and Denmark, The third is made up of poorer, newly democratic countries: Spain,
Portugal and Greece. These countries see the Union as a way of guaranteeing their
new found democracy and modernising their economies. Europe's fourth constituency
consists of those post-communist aspirants, such as the Czech Republic, Hungary and
Poland, who also see the EU as a way to cernent democracy and modernise their
economies. Finally, the fifth constituency consist of the new members: Sweden, Finland,
and Austria. These countries have differing opinions For example, Austria, which has
always tied its monetary policy to Germany, may hope to jump straight into the inner
circle; while Sweden, which would have difficulty with the Maastricht crÏteria, may wish to
opt out.
The introduction of the post-communist and former EFTA members should
advance of the cause of Britain's model, which is designed to reconcile conflicting
demands.
An enlarged Europe comprising a greater number of states could not be federal.
That would mean extending considerably the dornain of those decisions taken by
majority voting. Therefore, the five big states representing four-fifths of the
population and svealth could be put in a minority - which they \vil1 not al10w.~~

Britain's former Prime Minister John Major could hardly have put it better. But the words
are those of Edouard Balladur, France's former prime minister. Mr Balladur's argument
suggest a widening reluctance to embrace the Germanic design for the EU and its
enlargement. Germany gives priority to the Union's eastward expansion. It foresees
negotiations starting as soon as the IGC is over. France does not relish the influence
Germany would gain from expansion to the east and instead wants the EU to pay much
more attention to the Mediterranean.
Enlargement will involve some less palatable changes, simply because a club of
25 cannot operate with rules designed for a club of 9 or 10. All countries, large and

small, will have to limit the use of veto. This last point wilf be especially hard to accept

39~ranceand Germany: Essence of Essen," The Econornist, December 3rd, 1994. p. 62

when it cornes to security and defence policy and action. The solution, however, may lie
in abstention

-

"not necessarily the kind favoured by France and Germany, whereby

abstainers would have to support in all but name policies of which they disapproved. but
rather the total abstention that would still let the Union intervene abroad despite the
Such a solution is based on the supposition that
reservations of its neutral rnernber~.~'
Europe is still more of a geographical t e n than a political one; and that the nation-state
within Europe is still viable and prevalent. Inter-governmentalism wiil stay in defence
because countries such as France and Britain will not risk their troops' Iives through a
'qualified majority vote' decided by neutrals andlor small countries.
France represents a curious paradox. It is the leading proponent of a European
foreign policy; yet it is also the most individualistic on the world stage. The French argue
that it is not in Europe's interest to abandon the world to a single superpower, namely
the US. Therefore, France must act for Europe, in the hopes that its partners will
foi10w.~~
For al1 its potential, Germany is still a handicapped giant, burdened by unification
and the politico-rnilitary inhibitions of its history. On July 12th 1994, Germany ended its
self-imposed ban on sending troops to fight abroad. Its constitutional court ruled that
German troops rnay join foreign military ventures under the aegis of the UN and other
worthy international groups." However, the constitution still bars them from acting aione.
Jacques Delors said shortly after the end of the Coid War, "before we consider
the possible shape of a cornrnon defence policy we need to place it within the rnuch
40
41

"Europe tries again,"

The March 30th 1996. p.

1s

"Europe's Foreign Poticy: A Facade of Unity," The Econornist, (November 2nd, 1996). p. 50

' * " ~ e r m a n ~Unbound," The Economist, July 16th 1994. p. 45 In regards to German defence, a white
paper was published on April 6th 1994; spelled out the country's vital interests: a stabIe and peacefiil
neighbourhood; strong European and Atlantic links; and the promotion of open economies and democracy.
The t h m t was clear: Germany should concentrate less on territorial defence and more on crisis reaction.
The armed forces would be split into expeditionary forces; territorial forces; and a rnilitary organization
backing up both.
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wider notion of security, which encornpasses a conception of a worjd order and the
solidarity of social systerns."" Delors claims the only option compatible with cornpleting
the vision of the EU is to insert a cornmon security, and hence defence, policy into the
framework.
This would not be the case if, as some propose, a series of communities - one for
economic integration, a second for political CO-operationand a third for security
- were to be envisaged for the fmal stage of European integration ...we m u t
make it clear that what we are proposing is a single comrnunity as a logical
extension of the ambitions of EU heralded by the Single European Act. And this,
as we never tire of pointing out, is a community based on the union of peoples
and the association of nation States pursuing c o m o n objectives and developing
a European i d e n t i ~ . ~
Delors goes on to Say that a cornrnon defence policy would be meaningless
unless it reflects a unity of action in foreign policy and a reciprocal comrnitrnent to corne
to the aid of any EU rnernber whose integrity is threatened. ln typical neo-functionalist
fashion, Delors sees the dynamic of comrnon interests gathering mornentum to the point
where "people will corne to see the need for this missing ingredient

- the means of

defence, for the sake of national integrity, the values which nourish us, the solidarity
~ ~qualifies,
which unites us and our responsibilities towards the rest of the w o r ~ d . "He
and confuses; such a developrnent by calling for unanirnity in the irnplernentation of the
defence policy; yet to encourage this evolution, a rnernber state would, "at its request,"
be released frorn the obligations of such decisions.
France and Germany would both like to see Britain take more of a leadership
role, yet British reluctance to consider further integration has only cernented FrancoG e n a n ~eadership.~~
While Gaullists in the French Parliament rernain divided on
43

Jacques Delors, "European Integration and Security," Survival, (Vol. 33, no. 2, MarcWApnl 1991). p.

100.

46

At a Franco-British sumrnit in November 1994, there was a significant convergence on the issue of
defence. Born of their military CO-operationin Bosnia, the two announced the creation of a Franco-British
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political union, their Gaullist President, Jacques Chirac, seems convinced that more
integration is desirable. Only on one big issue are France and Germany not wholly in
tune: defence. The Germans realise that the French still desire independence from the
Arnericans, which continues to bother them. Yet, with Chirac's recent plan to overhaul
the French army, the French President appears to be moving closer to NATO, while
hoping that the European pillar within NATO rnight evolve into something detachable
from the alliance. The Germans welcome this movernent but they are still wary about
being drawn into anything that distances them from the US.
At a Decernber 9, 1996 summit in Nurembourg, Gerrnany, the French and
Germans agreed to "jointly support the development of a European security and
defence identity with the Atlantic Alliance and commit to working together in favour of a
common European defence policy within the Western

EU."^^

The Nurembourg

document stated that the two countries agreed on four objectives: to define common
goals for their security and defence policies; to pursue common analysis of their security
environment; to pursue a joint approach to military strategy; and to increase rnilitary and
armaments cooperation. The document goes on to note that French and German
security interests are increasingly similar. It also cornmits both countries to "actively
contribute to the preservâtion of peace and international security," which further implies
"the possession of military forces that are rapidly available and rapidly deployable within
Europe as well as without.""

European Air Group, based at High Wycombe, to help run joint peacekeeping and humanitarian operations
within and outside the NATO area. The French think that the group, the f i s t permanent joint military set-up
bebveen the nvo countries, means a genuine British acceprance of the need for a separate "European
defence identity". The British, at pains to stress the group would in no way weaken their cornmitment to
NATO, Say the proposa1 could not have been made tvithout France's recent rapprochement with NATO.
47

"Franco-German Defence Concept Lacks Substance," Defense News, (Vol. 12, No. 5) Febmary 3-9,
1997. p. 26.
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For the Americans, the idea that the EU speaks for Europe promises
convenience of dealing with only one body. In July 1995, Sir Leon Brittan launched a
commission paper on relations between the EU and the US in order to provide
European leaders a road-map for future transatlantic tieç. The paper proposes a
transatfantic econornic space; the systematic discussion of NATO and European
security; co-operation on humanitarian aid; and joint action to combat drug trafficking
and international crime. J9
Britain and France have quietly agreed that European defence without a nuclear
understanding makes little sense. The French have insisted that nuclear deterrence
remains essential and that this cooperation is the very foundation of a future European
defence. This French-British rapprochement is a new twist; yet one large difference still
seems to separate them. While Britain has agreed to several rneasures of cooperation,
they still do not accept the French assurnption that these steps promote the political goal

of EU. Both France and Britain are increasingly reluctant to abandon the notion of
national sovereignty. At their summit meeting on October 30th-3lst, 1995 the two said
that they would be willing to use nuclear weapons on each other's behalf and that "the
vital interests of one country cannot be threatened without the vital interests of the other
being at r i ~ k . " ~
But Gerrnany does not want a centralised Europe. ln rediscovering its

nationhood, Germany now believes in de-centralisation except in foreign poIicy,
defence, money, commerce, immigration and crime, since these are areas where
Europe is bound to be stronger united rather than acting separately. Gerrnany now
envisages a Europe of nations, not a nation of Europe, likely quite similar to the current
federal system in Germany proper?
4 9 1 1 ~ EU
h e and America: Who ya goma call?"The Econornist, August 5th 1995. p. 49

50fiid,
p. 56
51

Two things have coloured Germany's supranational vision: its rediscovery o f its national identity and
the growing recognition that this identity may not be a burden after all. Since unification, Germany has
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Great Britain will not countenance a "ho-tier Europe wi-th a hard core either of
countries or of policies". The UK is loath to relinquish any more veto rights, "at a time
when there is serious public concern about the centraiization of decision-making. As for
the Common Foreign and Security Policy, the UK White Paper recalls, "the CFSP can
never become an exclusive policy which would replace national foreign policy". The UK
is keen on developing the Western EU as a pillar of the Atlantic Alliance, but does not
want a merger between the WEU and the EU, as urged by the Franco-German alliance.
The UK Government believes that "the WEU should be rnaintairned as an autonomous
organization with its own Treaty base, and that its operational capabilities should be
deveioped to enable it to operate effectively in peace-keeping, humanitarian and other
limited cnsis management tasks'f2
According to John Newhouse, however, the fundamental battle about European
political integration is over. The centralized bureaucratie political structure that has been
created in recent years will not be overturned. This is even truea, Newhouse suggests,
for the effort to develop the so-called Common Foreign and Security Policy. There is
simply no chance, he believes, that the Europeans can truly constrain their national
ambitions and interests within a unified policy.
Given the bipolar nature of the cold-war system, European integration could not
have substituted NATO in importance with respect to security affairs because the
special role of the United States was irreplaceable. However. although NATO was partly
responsible for the limitations of European integration, it was also a necessary
component for its beginning. On the one hand, the static nature of alignments in the
Cold War encouraged the United States to sponsor economic unification in the name of
toned down the rhetoric regarding a 'United States of Europe' or even a 'federal Europe.' Instead,
Gennany's view of Europe now is a confederation of states joined by a single market, a single currency and
open frontien, within which supranationally minded rnembers w o h d operate a joint foreign policy, an
=yy and a police force. "Germany and the Union: One Europe, up to a Point," T h e Economisr, (September
14th 1996). p. 48
52

IGC '96: UK and European Parliament Produce Shopping List, E u r o ~ e a nReport, 01-05-1996.
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the cornmon cause against the Soviets. The Marshall Plan, for example, put a premium
on trans-national pr~jects.'~Every improvement in European power allowed the United
States to reduce its concern for the weakness of its allies and it proportionally
augrnented the Kremlin's preoccupation. Facilitating European econornic cooperation
could thus produce a welcorne security externa~ity.~~
The 1999 Cologne EU Surnmit called for a EU "capacity for autonomous action,
backed up by credible military forces" which, as a first step, involves the absorption of
the Western EU'S procedures for cooperation into the EU proper. The possibility of a
higher European profile has also been duly acknowledged by NATO first at the Brussels
1994 Ministerial which allowed the development of "separable" European forces if they
were not "separate" from the alliance, and then at the Washington's 1999 Summit in
which there is the first direct reference to a defence role for the EU.

A higher European profile in the defence field will generate problems of
coordination within NATO, but the failure to rebalance the transatlantic relationship will
imply even bigger problerns. Security has lost some of its purity as a public good, and it
is now closer to a "common pool resource", which requires a different production
rnechanism because it is more difficult to produce it in adequate quantities.s5 NATO's
security during the Cold War approximated a public good because security was nonexc~udable.~~
53

See, for example,, Michael Hogan: The Marshall Plan: Amenca. Britain and the reconstruction of
Western Europe. 1947-1952, (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1987)
54

Joanne Gowa: "Bipolarity, Multipolarity and Free Trade", American Political Science Review, (V. 83,
1989). Europems are today, at least in theory, more able to produce the levels of defence needed to face the
threats in the new security environment. These threats are Iess intense than the Soviet threat during the Cold
War; meanwhiie, Europeans are much closer today to reaching a common defence platform. A stronger
Europe, by itseK, necessitates closer integration, because a hgmented decision making process and the
duplication implied by separate defence budgets wouId otherwise disperse most of the energies.
55

Joseph Lepgold: "NATO's Post-Cold War Collective Action Problem", International Securitv, (V. 23,
N. 1, 1W8), pp. 78-106
S6~ecuricvis non-excludable, but it is a rival good because its consumption reduces the amounts
available for other uses. It is non-excludabIe because none of the contemporary threats is exercised against
the temtory of a member state, and thus no ally can be forced to pay the costs of containment or to
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A more symmetnc distribution of power among allies may provide a partial
solution, as already recognized by Olson and Zeckhauser, who called for "a greater ratio
of private to collective benefits"."

Europeans and Americans would thus define

respective areas that would be treated as private goods; in which over-consumption is
curbed because those who have not been charged can be excluded. If the alliance
rernained asymmetric, as it now is, the European allies would be too weak to deal with
any area outside their own territory, and would thus free ride and over-consume
Arnerican involvement, which would in tum increasingly becorne scarcer, causing
greater and greater friction. Hence, to remain viable. the alliance has an ingrained
interest to see its European members increase their defence and security cooperation
outside of the mantra of US control.
Continued US prominence could in fact generate a process of moral hazard by
reducing the costs of irresponsible European behavior? Part of the reason why it is
difficult to organize an effective European defence is precisely because of the presence
of an effective American power projection capability that offers a cheaper alternative for
the European allies. If such a capability were absent, Europeans would raise their profile
more urgently. Olson and Zeckhauser argued that:
a union of smaller members of NATO, for example, could be helpfiil, and be in
the interest of the United States. Such a union would give the people involved an
incentive to contribute more toward the goals they s h e d with their then more
nearly equal partners. Whatever the disadvantages on other grounds of these
policy possibilities, they at least have the ment that they help to make the

renounce sharing the benefits. Once a regional conflict, such as the invasion of Kuwait, has been solved, it
has been solved for al1 nations, including those which have not participated to the war or have restricted
themselves to "checkbook diplomacy".
57
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Olson and Zeckhauser, op. cit., p. 272

Moral hazard is an incentive to behave in an undesired rnanner which originates tiom the very
attempt to limit the damage of undesirable behaviour. The classic example is that of safety bels in cars,
which may have actually increased the rate of trafic incidents by ldling drivers into a false sense of
security and into driving more recklessly.

national interest of individual nations more nearly compatibIe with the efficient
aitainment of the goals that groups of narions hold in ~ornmon.'~
European security initiatives, such as the revived WEU, the Eurocorps, the
Franco-German understanding, and the development of national rapid reaction forces
as forces answerable to the WEU appear to have posed an 'either' 'or' question for
European security - either the transatlantic security framework adjusts to reflect a larger
European role. or European security capabilities will be developed as an altemative, to
the Atlantic Alliance. However, even though the US encourages the European allies to
assume a greater share of the defence responsibility it is made with the knowiedge that
there is little chance in the foreseeable future of the alties actually being able to function
independently from the transatlantic context. Meanwhile, with the European allies the
illusion of there being European alternatives is essential for reasons of national
sovereignty, pride and to give credence to the second pillar of the EU (the CFSP).~'
Although the U.S. supported a stronger role for Western Europe within the
Alliance, such support was also potentially darnaging to NATO and US hegemonic
leadership. Eventually, the US would have to corne out in the open as the extent of its
support for ESDI: in other words, what it could and could not support. The US did so in a
mernorandum of 22 February 1991, attributed to the US Under Secretary of State,
Reginald Bartholomew. The memorandurn which was sent to al1 EC governments as
well as to the WEU secretary-general, and criticized developments within the EC and
specifically the Genscher-Dumas proposals, as posing a challenge to the integrity of

NATO and to the future of US military involvement in ~ u r o ~ eThe
. ~ ' memorandum also
outlined the US criteria for the establishment of a European Security and Defence
ldentity and threatened 'unintended consequences' if the European allies persist with
59

Olson and Zeckhauser,op. cit., p. 279
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Mark M. Nelson, 'Joint Foreign Policy Remains Distant Dream for EU,' The WaIl Street JournaI, 26
Sept. 1996.
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Exactly who wrote the memorandurn remins unciear and speculation has involved not only
BarthoIomew but also European Bureau Deputy Assisrant Secretary, James Dobbins; National Security
Advisor, Brent Scowcroft and State Department Counselor, Robert Zoellick.
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the development of a joint CFSP. While sorne US officiais considered the memorandurn
as a justified defence of US interests, othen were ernbarrassed by the prernature foray
in a debate that was still taking ~ h a ~ e . ~ ~
The Amsterdam Summit of June 1997 was designed in part to improve the
security mechanism created in Maastricht. France and Germany, with the support from
Spain. Italy, Belgium, Luxemburg and Greece, proposed a tirnetable for the gradua1
rnerger of the EU and WEU. The proposal was blocked by Great Britain and the neutral
states. Ali that could be agreed instead was an unspecified commitrnent: to enhance
cooperation between the two organizations, EU rnembers that are not rnernbers of the
WEU could participate in sorne WEU activities, and that an EU-WEU merger could take
place "should the European Council so decide". The essentially civilian character of the
EU is preserved. This situation put European efforts to enhance rnilitary cooperation and

leverage around WEU and a European Security and Defense ldentity (ESDI) within
NATQ.~~

The lack of global projection and the capacity to back dipIomacy with force ties in
the unwillingness of European governrnents to support its costs. The weight of Europe
and what Europe is will be very important in a long-term: Europe is in a situation
With the end of the Cold War,
analogous to that of the United States in the late 1800s.~~
European states will have to reftect anew on their goals, their intemal organization, and
the role they see for thernselves in a worfd increasingly concerned with global problems.

'' For details see Simon Duke, The New Euro~eanSecuritv Disorder, (London: Macmillan, 1994),
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The reduction of troops and professionalization are very important, but these efforts lack a set of
policies in order to buiId necessary capacities as aidsealift, and a continuing improvement of intelligence
means: a European rnilitary capacity to conduct medium-scale out of area operations means a cost of $18-49
billions besides the creation of a satellite intelligence systems ($9-25 billions). Berman, iMB and Carter,
GM, The Independent European Force: Costs of Independence. (kW?). Santa ~ o n i c a 1993).
.
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van Oudenaren, John. Europe as partner, in Gompert, David C. and Larrabee, F. Stephen.(ed) America
and Europe. A Partnershi~for a New Era. (RAND. Cambridge University Press. Cambridge. 1997). p. 115.
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Yet the outcome of the IGC and the Amsterdam treaty seems extremely limited, plagued
by the same divisions among the members states present at Maastricht and before?
The Treaty of Amsterdam has specifically incorporated the "Petersberg tasks" in
the new Article 17 of the EU ~ r e a t y ? The Petersberg Declaration also states that WEU
is prepared to support, the effective implementation of conflict-prevention and crisis
management measures, including peacekeeping activities of the OSCE or the United
Nations Security Council. At the same time, the Declaration supports a solid
transatlantic partnership and stresses the importance of implementing the Declaration
on WEU (No 30) annexed to the Maastricht Treaty.
At the Cologne Summit in June 1999, France outiined ambitious plans to place
the rapid reaction corps it dominates at the center of the EU'S new military strategy.
putting pressure on Britain to join an embryo pan-European armed force. Prime Minister
Blair has been keen to boost Britain's role in European defence and reached a new
understanding with the French in St Mafo last December. That marked a departure from
the previous governrnent that resisted any European moves to increase defence. Britain
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The EU-Commission assessment was that the aim of a substantial improvernent had not been achieved
in spite of the establishment of 25 common positions and joint actions: From Libya to Yugoslavia in
economic relations; common policies toward Ukraine. Rwanda, Angola and East Timor; and joint actions
on South Afncan and Russian eIections, aid plan for Palestinian Authority, Bosnia and the administration of
Mostar; supporting a indefinite extension o f hTT, the biological and chernical weapons convention, and
negotiating and implementing the Balladur Plan or Stability Pact in Eastern Europe. European Commission.
List of Joint Actions adopted by the Council since the Entry into Force of the Treaty on EU. November
I993-September 1996; European Commission. List of Cornmon Positions adopted by the Council since the
Entry into Force of the Treaty on EU. November 1993-September 1996. The European Commision.
BmsseIs, 1997.
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The Petersberg Declaration of 19 June 1992 is a pivota1 element in the determination to deveIop the
Western EU (WEW) as the defence a m o f the EU and as a rneans of strengthening the European pillar of
the Atlantic Alliance (NATO). The t b e e parts of the declaration d e f i e the guidelines for the future
development of the WEU. WEU Member States declare their readiness to rnake available military units
fiom the whole spectnun of their conventional arrned forces for military tas& conducted under the authority
of WEU. The different types of rnilitary tasks which WEU might undertake were defined: apart f5om
contributing to the common defence in accordance wvith Article 5 of the Washington Treaty and Article V of
the modified Brussels Treaty, military units of L E U Member States could be employed for: humanitarian
and rescue tasks; peace-keeping tasks; tasks of combat forces in crisis management, including
peacemaking.
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has repeatedly stated that the new initiative is a collaborative one, and that there will be
no role for the European Commission. In an outspoken performance, President Chirac
calied for a permanent politicai and security committee to be installed in Brussels,
presided over by Europe's new High Representative for foreign affairs. France also
called for the military and defence planning capabilities of the WEU to be incorporated
into the EU, and for regular meetings of defence r n i n i s t e r ~ . ~ ~

about collective defence.
Most importantly, we have made clear that ESDP is
NATO will remain the foundation of the collective defence of its members. We
are in no way attempting to dupIicate the work of NATO. in fact the
improvements in European military capabilities i..ll be a significant gain for the
Alliance. Nor does ESDP attempt to undermine the right of Member States to
retain their own specific security and defence policy. The fact that al1 Member
States, including the neutral countries, have been able to endorse the Helsinki
decision, should provide sufficient reassurance on this point. So much for what
ESDP is m.
Firstly at Helsinki we have committed ourselves to being able to deploy a corps
level military operation within 60 days. and to sustain it for at least a year...
Secondly, we have endorsed the establishment of new pennanent political and
rnilitary bodies within the Council to ensure both adequate political
accountability, and rapid and effective decision-making procedures for the dayto-day management of operations... Thirdly, we have taken steps to ensure that
appropriate measures are put in place for the consultation and cooperation with
non-EU European allies, and with NATO."
The European rnember of the Alliance have made significant progress in
creating additional capabilities for mobility and force projection over the past decade

-

but there is still some way to go. Fortunately, Berlin rneans that NATO planning,
command and control, and other support

- including logistics, tift and intelligence - can

be used by WEU nations to make operations possible. Thus, the challenge of building a
European defense capability within NATO should be a good deal less daunting and
costly than it would be to do so outside the Alliance.
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Stephen Castle in Cologne and Paul Waugh, CoIogne S d t : France presses for new defence force,
Independent, 06-04-1999, pp 10.
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EU-Commission, institut £ür Europaïsche PoIitik Conference "The Development of a Common
European Security and Defence Policy - The Integration Project of the Next Decade" Berlin, 17 December
1999 . Rernarks by Dr. Javier Solana High Representative of the EU for Common Foreign and Security
PoIicy.
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THEPOLITICS
OF THE ALLIANCE: HEGEMONIC
STABILITY
The NATO allies wound up a 50th anniversary Summit on April 25 with a new
strategic concept for the 21st century. The democracies of the alliance see a variety o f
major risks confronting them in the new millennium, but Russia still ranks close to
nurnber one. The horizons of future action to protect NATO states now extend well
beyond their borders, stretching somewhat vaguely to the East and South. And their
justification for intewention will be based on a mixture of self-defence and humanitarian
need.

The final statement at the outcome of the meeting in Washington D.C. refers

to the European aspects of the enlargement of NATO and European defence identity:
"We welcome the boost which has been given to the idea of a EU Comrnon Foreign and
Defence Policy by virtue of the Amsterdam Treaty, and the consiiderations given to this
matter within the Western EU (WEU)". In general, analysts believe that creating a
"European capacity" within NATO, which would be capable of taking action in an
operation in which, for whatever reason, the United States would mot be prepared to get
involved directly, remains no more than a fanciful idea at present. " W e have no exarnple

in the history of mankind of a group of people who have been able to exist without an
autonornous defence capacity. Europe will have to face up to this inescapable reality",
said Jacques Chirac, President of France. For his part, President Clinton stressed that,
if Europe is to have a viable defence force, the Europeans wülf first have to agree
arnongst each other. He also warned that such a defence force must not try to usurp the
role of NATO. Rather, President Clinton çaid he was persuaded that, irrespective of the
form such European defence alliance takes, it will inevitable strengthen the capacity of
NATO. and boost the commitment of the United States to NATO?'
What does the recent war with Serbia mean in light of NATO's 50" anniversary?
Its declared aims and its future? Failure in Kosovo would have h a d serious implications

"'WATO Unveils a New Strategy For Europe," Euro~eanReport, 04-28-1999.
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for the alliance, as it would have obliged NATO to rethink its post-Cold War aims of
intervention, On the other hand, if NATO had done nothing in Kosovo it would have
looked irreievant to the new security dimension in Europe. Yet the intervention in
Kosovo also opened the door to cynical opinion in the rest of the world "deploring the
alliance as an international scofflaw and bu~ly."'~NATO now has to reassure a
suspicious world that NATO has not given itself the right to attack other sovereign
nations on a whirn.
NATO's campaign in Kosovo was also launched at a key time in the history of
the alliance when the long-debated notion of Europe boosting its ability to take rnilitary
action on its own and become a counterweight to NATO. But the Kosovo carnpaign has
brought actual real life experiences to a previously academic discussion. These
expenences provide an excellent dernonstration of ESDl's developrnent from both an
Europeanist and an Atlanticist perspective and a superb window of opportunity to gauge
the success of each point of view.
When the confiict is looked at in terrns of rnilitary ability the US points out that
although thirteen countries took part, at least 70% of the firepower was American.
Advocates of European self-sufficiency have brought home sorne hard truths about
Europe's defence. First, Europe's real weakness in security matters lies not in shortage
of rnilitary equipment or troops, but in a deep reluctance to think strategicatly. Second,
developing the European piIlar of NATO should not be seen as a loss of influence or
interest by the US, but as a necessity of whatever the US needs to accornplish in the
international security arena,
Unsurprisingly, mainly American acadernics rejected the declinist approaches
and saw stability still resting largely upon the continued ability of the United States to
L L D e f ~NATO's
g
a-,"
The Econornisr, (April 24"' 1999) p. 15. The developrnent of NATO's
srnan weapons (concern about taking and inflicting casualties) is also its Achilles heel. NATO's leaders
have signaled to their adversaries that they are not prepared to sacrifice many lives in pursuit of their own
goals. "If your willingness to take casualties is Iimited, then someone else with a different calculation is
likely to take advantage," foxmer US Arnbassador to NATO: Robert Humer. The Economist, (April24&,
1999) p. S4
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leade7'In order to support their arguments about America's continuing importance, the
U.S. role in European security and NATO, has been pointed to as the prime multilateral

expression of this leadership."

However some see the hegemonic role that the U.S.

assumed in NATO during the Cold War as a dangerous measure of its post-Cold War
position. For instance, David Calleo has argued that NATO is 'essentially an American
protectorate for Europe. As such, it is increasingly unviable.' Calleo argues that global
changes have introduced aItered distributions of resources and power and that, 'even if
the fundamecta1 common interests of the United States and Western Europe dictate a
continuation of the Atlantic Alliance the old hegemonic arrangements cannot continue
without becoming self-de~tructive.'~~
The leadership role of the US. in European security is a policy goal of the
Clinton administration. For instance, the Department of Defense publication Security

Strategy for Europe and NATO, states that 'preserving and enhancing the effectiveness
of European security organizations, especially NATO,' is the 'principal vehicle for
continued United States leadership and influence on European security issues.'74The
question about whether the Atlantic Alliance is primarily about securing Western Europe,
or whether it is about power relationships, would seem irrelevant. It is assumed that it is

not only about defending US. and allied interests in Europe but also about
'strengthening the U S . leadership role in European affair~.'~'
71

See, for instance, Henry R, Nay The Mvth of America's Decline (New York: Odord University Press,
1990); and Samuel P. Huntington, 'The U.S.- DecIine or Renewal?,' Foreim Affairs, Vo1.67 (2) (Winter
1988/89), pp.76-96.
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For example, President Clinton stated that, 'The United States wiIl continue to take the lead in
NATO%'Address by President Clinton to the people of Detroit, The Legucy of Anrerica J. Leacierslzip as
FVe Enfer the 21. Centzuy, 22 Oct. 1996 (Washington D.C.:Deparnent of State, 1996).

" Calleo, Bevond Hesemonv, p.3-4.
74

United States Secitris, Strategy for Etrrope nrid NATO, (Washington D.C.: Department of Defense,
Office of International Secunty M a i r s , 1996) p.5.
75

Ibid., p. 18.

Underpinning the debate about hegemonic stability in the current European
context, as elsewhere, is the question of motivation; more specifically, what incentives
does the US. have to continue to provide a public good (security) that may be of benefit
to less powerful actors and, just as significantly, what incentives are there for less
powerfui actors to accept a hegemon in the absence of a cornpelling reason (or threat)
to do so? The Cold War in western Europe was rnarked not only by the provision of US.
leadership and resources, but by the assumption that the defence of the US. began in
Europe and the awareness that, the entire area of Western Europe is in first place an
area of strategic importance to the United States.
The

neo-functionalist observation that

integration occurs

in

functional

increments, frorn those areas of least significance to state sovereignty, to those of most
importance, would tend to suggest that sound economic relations should be established
p i o r to security integration. ln counterpoint, a neo-reaiist perspective would tend to
place security at the center of any efforts at further integration. In the absence of
security structures to inhibit or contain security competitions between the west
Europeans, the chances of integration in other areas, according to the neo-realist
perspective, wouid appear rernote.

The acceptance of either of these two approaches depends heaviiy upon
whether Western Europe is thought to be stable and, if so, the extent to which Western
Europe could contribute more generally to the security of the region. Three arguments

may be forwarded pointing to a neo-realist interpretation. First, the crisis in former
Yugoslavia illustrated that there is a fundamentai lack of common policy amongst the
EU countries. In the absence of any common conception of security and responses, it is
reasonable to question how common positions on other aspects of European relations
could emerge, let alone Iead to Union. Second, the reunification of Gerrnany has
fundarnentally altered European security. Moreover the French and British reactions to
reunification indicate that the traditional concerns regarding German power have not
vanished. Third, the integration process in Europe took place because there were
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extemal security assurances and, as a matter of speculation, integration rnay weli not
have taken place if the task of designing security assurances fell solely to the west
Europeans,
Europe is the main, if not oniy, anchor tying the United States to an extrahernisphenc international order. The anchor may not hold. America may become tired of

a Europe absorbed with its own identity but continuing to need the involvement and
perhaps the deterrent of the United States to prosper in peace. If this link were to break
it would arnount to the abdication of any sustained, predictable, and reliable US.
commitment to international ~ r d e r . ~ ~
Christoph Bertram raises the issue of how committed the US. is to creating a

new international order and, as a critical component of it, to enhancing and preserving
European stability. In spite of the isolationists, there is ample evidence to suggest that
not only does the US. take European security seriously but there is also a strong desire
to build upon its security relations with Europe in other areas as a rneans of enhancing
American influence. Other means of protecting and sotidifying the US. role in European
affairs in a permanent manner have been suggested, such as the idea of an Atlantic
Union, involving some form of linkage between trade and security issues, as well as
closer ties between the US, Russia, NATO and the EU."
Such schemes however run the danger of overstating the commonalities
between the different sides of the Atlantic and underestimating the general problerns
with economic union. The reinforcement of America's security role in Europe may well
act as a valuable adjunct to strengthening links in other areas but it is important that
progression in security affairs is not heid ransom to economic relations or vice versa.
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Chrktoph Bertram, Europe in the Balance: Securing the Peace Won in the Cold War, (Washington

D.C.:Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1995) p.3.
n

See, for instance, Charles Kupchan, 'Reviving the West,' Foreign Affairs, VoI.75 (3), pp.92-105; and
Simon Serfaty, 'Arnerica and Europe Beyond Bosnia,' Washinqton Quarterlv, Vo1.19 (3), Summer 1996,

pp.3 1-44..
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On the other hand, diverse factors have indisputably arnounted to cause NATO a
general loss of relevance:" The radically decreased common public perception of clearcut threats has posed increased compulsion to justiw provisions for continued collectivedefense ability in the U.S. and Western Europe. NATO has developed new legitirnating
potentials and moreover a remarkable institutional attractiveness

-

obviously reaching

far beyond its mere self-preservation. This has not only has becorne clear in the case of
Middle East European states' wishes for accession but also in the French
"rapprochement"79towards the Alliance's integrated military structure.80 NATO is on the
way to developing a considerable notion of independent. corporate identity (or, at least,
the governments of its member states are prepared to concede it a considerable notion
of institutional action potential).8'
Peter Schmidt, Germanv. France and hrATO (Carlisle, PA: U.S. Army War College, Smtegic Studies
Institute, 1994 ) ,p p. 12-3.
79

See Robert P. Grant, "France's new relationship with NATO," Survival 38 (1996), No- 1, pp. 58-80;
Anand Menon, "From independence to cooperation: France, NATO and European security," International
Affairs 71 (1995), pp. 19-34.
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For general strategic accounts on the role, the changing shape and new roles of NATO afier the Cold
War, see Ted G. Carpenter, ed., The Future of NATO (London: Cass, 1995); Walter Goldstein, ed.,
Securitv in Europe: The Role of NATO afier the Cold War (London: Brassey's, 1994); Philip H. Gordon,
ed., NATO's Transformation. The Chaneing Shave of the Atlantic Alliance (Oxford: Rowman & Littlefield,
1997); Robert A. Levine, ed., Transition and Turrnoil in the Atlantic Alliance (New York: Crane Russak,
1992); S. Victor Papacosma and Mary A m Heiss, eds., NATO in the post-CoId War Era: Does it Have a
Future? (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1995).
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Among the factors leading to the Alliance gaining apparent corporate identity was the specifics emantic
character in which the enlargement discussion \vas conducted right from its inception. Typically, the
political debates on the side of the proponents of an enlargement as well as on the side of its opp onents did
not so rnuch center around the objective fact in question (that is, the increase in the signatory nations of the
North Atlantic Treaty and a correspondhg increase in rnembership of KATO's military and political bodies
and organizational strucnues) as they evolved along metaphorical paths. Those "security metaphors"
strongly conveyed the connotation of an autonornous NATO as a coherent securiry institution and selfreliant international actor: the Alliance as an 'stability anchor', as a 'projector' and naturally evolving
'cornrnunity of Western values' etc. see Paul A. Chilton, Security Metaphors- Cold War Di scourse fiom
Containment to Cornmon House (New York: Peter Lang, 1996). Together with the overarching
"architecture metaphor" as it became the characteristic fiame of the discussion about a post-Cold War EuroAtlantic security order, this alone already caused an increase in NATO's institutional autonomy: Not longer
did nationd-power based geostrategic considerations or calculations in terms of the national interest of its
member states furnish the chief points of reference, but wtrole institutional "pillars", "bridges1' and
"comerstones", with the Atlantic Alliance often regarded as the Ieading and integ*ting i nstitution (ibid.,
pp. 357402).
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Europe needs America as much as it did during the Cold War but the reasons
why are harder to explain. New security concerns rnake the European allies keen to
keep their American umbrella intact. Some of the allies like the American presence
because it eases their fears of potential Gerrnan might. Most acutely, the Yugoslavian
disaster neither demonstrated that much of post-cornmunist Europe is fragile at the best
of times, and that Europeans cannot nor will not undertake a serious military operation
without American involvementThe problem for the Europeans in light of the threats from the East and the
South is that the protective American umbrella can no longer be counted on so
automatically. The realisation is that ESDl now represents an insurance policy rather
than an element of European integration and power. The US is looking to France and
Germany as key Europaan i~terlocutors.America will increasingly pressure Britain to
stand alongside France and Germany and be committed to the notion that Europe rnust
generate the willpower to address global issues collectively. The value of the AngloAmericstn relationship to UK security is indisputable and it is most unlikely that the UK
would ever support a diminished US role. The Gerrnan-American refationship is also

ver' close given that the Federai Republic's sovereignty was built on a West European
political identity and an American security guarantee. Even France has strong interests
in rnaintaining the US cornmitment to European security preferring to promote an
"l'Europe de la defense within the broader heading of building the European Pillar of the
Atlantic Allian~e."~'
The other European members have accepted that their security is dependent

upon a greater power; that they have a subordinate role to play in the alliance; and that
they cannot aspire to autonomy in military decision-making.

There is arguabIy no good reason why any of these nations should prefer to take
their lead from London, Paris or Bonn rather than fiom Washington. Indeed, it is
82

Gambles, op,cil., pp. 16-17
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onIy by keeping close to the Iatter that they are able to fend off the blogey of the
three-power directoire that frequently haunts European C O - o p e r a t i ~ n . ~ ~
The US would not profit frorn an independent ESDI, o r even frorn the
developrnent of an equal 'European Pillar'. Either developrnent might oblige the US to
negotiate, on equal or even inferior terrns, with its European 'partners' on key AlIiance
decisions, effectively rernoving a degree of autonorny in US strategic decision-making.
US criticism of burden sharing must be properly defined: reducing the cost of the burden
while maintaining leadership and autonomy.
Paul Buteux has posited three possible evolutionary pathrs for NATO: a
continuation of hegemony; devolution of hegernony; and cornplete di~erigagernent.~'
For
the hegernonic model of NATO to endure, the US rnust continue to supply the public
goods of leadership and security. The key for the hegemonic model is whether flexible
response can be sustained or an alternative strategy can be devised which jusiitries the
continuation of Arnerican hegernony. The solution rnust take into account one of the
resolutions at the 1990 London Surnrnit:
NATO's ability to defùse a crisis through diplornatic and other means, or, should
it be necessary, to rnount a successful conventional defence \vil1 signiEcantly
improve. The circumstances in which any use of nuclear weapons rnight have to
be contemplated by them are therefore even more remote. They (the allies) can
therefore significantly reduce their sub-strategic nuclear forces.s5
For anyone who rnight have viewed this change in nuclear posture as representing the
declining importance of extended deterrence, the strategic concept confirms that the
supreme guarantee of the security of the Allies is provided by the strategic nuclear
forces of the Alliance, particularly those of the United States. However, the changing
security structure will continue to force a redistribution of power. The key question is
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Paul Buteux, Re~imes.Incipient Reqimes and the Future of NATO Stratew, Occasional Paper fi6,
(Winnipeg: Programme in Strategic Studies, Universisr of Manitoba). pp. 18-40.
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whether this redistribution will alter the hegemonic role of the US within the regime.
Thus, the second possible outcome according to Buteux. is a devolution of power and
responsibilities to the European allies.
The argument for devolution has come from both Americans and European
allies. On

the American side there are three arguments. First, is the ever-present

burden-sharing cornplaint. manifested in domestic pressures for troop withdrawal and
greater European purchases of US defence goods. So far, the US has committed to
keeping a physicai presence in Europe; the question is how much? In the area of
defence trade, however, there is little hope of fruitful progress as national governments
in al1 NATO countries jealously guard and support their defence industries as defence
spending declines. Studies repeatedly decry the negative impact of protectionist policies
on defence goods, but al1 national defence industrial sectors are deemed to be
intimately linked to national sovereigntyS7
The second American argument calls for a redefinition of US strategic interests.
For example, the report on Discriminate Deterrence can be interpreted as a trend
towards regionalisation of US security inter est^.'^ It is also indicative of US strategic
interests when one considers recent conflicts in Yugoslavia, Somalia, and the Gulf.

861n a recenr snidy on funire US force Ievels in Europe, Richard Kugler Iays out four options: a fonvard
presence of 150,000 troops in Europe; a dual-based presence of 100.000 troops in Europe and the States; a
hnited presence of 70,000 troops in Europe; and a syrnbolic presence of 40.000 troops in Europe. Richard
KugIer, The Future U.S. Militaw Presence in Euroue: Forces and Reauirements for the Post-Cold War En,
(RAND Corporation, R-4194-EUCOWhTA, 1992)
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The NATO Industrial Advisory Group conducted a hl1 scale study on improving defence trade within
the alliance. The end result was a Code of Conduct on Defence Trade which called upon the mernbers of the
Alliance "to eliminate conflict in their international econoniic policies" and set out "a moral and political," but
"not a legally binding, cornmitment by rnembers of the Alliance to fimdamentally improve the conditions of
defence trade." Conference of National Armarnents Directors, Reuort on Imroving the Conditions of Defence
Rade Among the AlIies, (NATO:Document AU259-D/1509,1 February 1993)
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Fred M e and Aibert Wohlstetter, Co-Chairmen, Discriminate Deterrence, Report of the Commission on
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The third American argument for devolution is based on the problems of
extended nuclear deterrence versus conventional defence. David Calleo, for instance,
posits that the traditional NATO strategy of a US. nuclear umbrella supported by Iimited
conventional defence has been ~ndermined.'~
The new balance requires a shift of
responsibilities to the Europeans and an end to the American protect~rate.~
The European argument for devolution involves the construction of a European
pillar. One of the reasons for the lack of success has been the continuation of traditional
politics of Europe's major powers- According to Josef Joffe, the end of the hegemonic
regime

could

re-awaken traditional

rivalries which

wouid

eventually become

incompatible with the alliance.

A devolved alliance would have a significant affect on NATO as a security
regime. The questions surrounding extended deterrence relate to the delivery of the
'public good' that couid alter expectations and, in turn, affect the regime's principles and
norms. But as Buteux adrnits, "the key structural assurnption of the devolved regime is
that the international system remains essentially bip~lar."~'
With the collapse of the
Soviet Union, bipolarity has ended, and a distinctly multipolar Europe has developed.
The ramifications of such a multipolar Europe on the desires for a devolved alliance on
both sides of the Atlantic are not ctear.
The disengagement path would essentially be a unilateral policy response on the
part of the US because of the costs of hegemony and the Iack of a burden-sharing
solution. The argument for disengagement rests on three points: first, devolution would

gOIronically,the end of the Soviet threat has also lead to an end of the disagreements on how to handle that
Soviet threat, which had continuously rocked the foundations of the ailiance. The divisive debates regarding
nuclear strategy will no longer play the central role in Alliance deliberations as they did in the past.
Furthemore, the successful conclusion of the Uruguay Round of GATT talks has paved the way for a much
more harrnonious relationship on the econornic fiont allowing the Alliance to hlly concentrate on significantly
less divisive issues of peacekeeping, proliferation, and CSBMs91

Buteux, op. cit.., p. 33-33
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represent risk without control; second, the US cannot extend deterrence and redefine its
global strategy in a "strategically and economically feasible mariner;"" and third.
disengagement entails a more restrained view of the US global role which fits with the
present state of American 'internationalism'. The rationale for disengagernent is that
there is no further need for a cornrnitrnent to Europe and. as an added benefit, Western
security would be strengthened because European governments would have to exploit
more of the? defence p~tential.'~
Ultirnately, disengagernent would spell the end of NATO, given a US rejection of
the principles and norms that support the alliance. Yet. it would not necessarily be the
end of the transatlantic security regime as expectations about Atlantic security would
rernain similar enough to sustain a degree of cooperation on the part of sorne of the
present allies.

If the West Europeans were to respond by reinforcing their o\vn defence efforts
and by strengthening their own defence cooperation. there could emerge a
Western European security regime that paralleled that of the Atlantic one. Tnily,
two pillars would emerge, but they wouId be independent ones linked, if at ail,
by joint participation in an Atlantic security regime."
Expectations of peaceful change and the absence of the security dilemma would remain
the sarne as before. The key difference would be whether a new acceptable and
capable European hegemon would emerge to anchor the European pillar of the
transformed regime.
The ultimate question for NATO in considering these three evolutionary paths is
what the "minimum quality and quantity of public goods that the US rnust provide to
sustain a security regime."9' Buteux feels that minimum is a form of extended

92ibid.,p. 36
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deterrence, even if only the existential variety, retaining a formal security cornmitment
and a means of implernentation.
The irony of enlargement for NATO, which suggests NATO would remain viable,
is the irnplicit connection with the enlargernent of the EU. Quite sirnply. the slowness of
EU expansion wiil rnake harder a rnodest and sensible expansion of NATO. The slower
the EU has gone, the more it has seerned as if NATO is forcing the pace. The fact is,
full NATO membership, backed by the solemn territorial guarantee that goes with it, will
be open to only a handful of those who rnight eventually join the EU - the Czechs, Poles
and Hungarians and rnaybe the Slovaks.
Yet the stability of Europe depends not only on reassuring Russia of the West's
good intentions, but also on reassuring those in the lands between Russia and the West
that their security interests are not being neglected. Alongside a better-organised
relationship between the West and Russia, therefore, there wiIl be an enduring role for
NATO's Partnership for Peace. which allows countries to determine how closely they
want to CO-operate politically and militarily with NATO. Such partnerships can help
overcome lingering suspicions and prevent the drawing of new military lines through
Europe. Yet the organization that could do the most to promote stability across Europe,
without raising hackles with Russia, is the EU.96
Though much of the debate in the West has revolved around Russia's reaction
to a bigger NATO, there are more fundamental questions. Is NATO willing to extend its
territorial guarantee and mean it? Unlike a collective security body, whose members
make woolly promises to be good neighbours, NATO is a defence alliance, whose core
task remains safeguarding its rnembers. The most corrosive argument for expansion is
that NATO can take in a country because it is unlikely to be directly threatened. A
promise given in this way would cheapen the NATO guarantee for al1 and, in time. cause
the alliance to unravel.
96"TheLnaking of modern Europe," The Economist, May 13th. 1995. p. 14
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Two arguments about NATO's relations with its neighbours have taken a clearer
shape. The long search for a 'special relationship' with Russia produced an agreements9'
The Western alliance has also been trying to get closer, through PfP, to many of the
smaller ex-communist countries that would Iike to join it. The fact that thirteen of these
partners agreed to send troops to Bosnia did more to tighten east-west ties than years
of abstract negotiations.
Even more important, Bosnia helped France to sort out its relations with the rest
of the alliance. President Chirac has now decided that France cannot be a semidetached ally. His foreign and defence ministers announced that the French will rejoin
NATO's military cornmittee and attend meetings of defence rninisters, and French
officers will work more closely with SHAPE, the alliance's European military
headquartersmgs
The war in ex-Yugoslavia helped the French to realise that. in military
matters, Europe cannot do much without American help; that making NATO strong is
the best way of keeping America engaged in Europe; and that it is neither feasible nor
economic to try to dupiicate NATO's military structure with some vague new "European
defence identity". The French foreign minister explained that France was rejoining parts
of NATO "because it wants to take part actively in the alliance's renovation and
reconstruction and the development of its European pillar."99 Indeed, France's
rapprochement with NATO could go further. Some of its diplomats Say that, if the first
steps prove successful, it could in time fully rejoin the alliance's military structure.
French policy on Bosnia indicates of how far the French have come in shedding
their Gaullist inhibitions on NATO.'O0 They argued for NATO air strikes on Sarajevo.
97

The Russians agreed to put 2,500 troops under Arnerican command. To keep them happy, a jouit
cornmittee of NATO ambassadors and Russia \vin deal with any mutual differences.

981The
Adantic Alliance: A New NATO," The Economist, Decernber 9th 1995. p. 5 1

l o o ~ h e1994 French white paper accepted the need for modemitation, but insisted that nuclear deterrence

remainedat the heart of the defence doctrine. The paper called for an extension of deterrence to include the use
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They were openly keen on Arnerican rnilitary involvernent in Europe and are less worried
about closer CO-operationin NATO. It is true that they would like NATO to exhibit a more
balanced power structure and for the United States to pay greater diplomatic attention to
the EU. Such an attitude, however, does not suggest a replacement of NATO, rather it
is rerniniscent of the European pillar viewpoint.
Today, as yesterday, the world needs the United States...(Your) politica1
cornmitment to Europe and miIitary presence on European soi1 remain as
essential factor in the stability and secunty of the continent...France is ready to
take part hlly in this process of renovation (of NATO) as w h e s s e d by the
announcement a few weeks ago of its rapprochement with the military structures
of the ~ r ~ a n i z a t i o n . ' ~ '
Where does this leave the WEU. Roughly where the British and Americans have
always wanted it to be

-

not in rivalry to NATO. but as a vehicle for modest rnilitary

operations in which the Americans do not wish to take part.
Ironically, it is taking a neo-Gaullist to convince the French that their security,
and that of Europe's. depends on NATO. The fact is, circumstances have left the French
with little choice. Defence budgets throughout Europe have been declining since the
eariy 1990s the idea that the

W E U could duplicate NATO's military capabilities and

organization is now clearly untenable. The need for the French armed forces to Save
rnoney has forced them to share overheads with their allies. In rejoining the Alliance's
integrated comrnand structure. the French insist that the rhetoric surrounding ESDI rnust
of 'surgical' strikes against srnail nuclear powers or terrorist States. Vital interests that could trigger a nuclear
riposte were extended to rnost of Germany whüe suggesting that France may have "comrnon vital interests"
with Britain.
l o i Speech by Jacques Chirac to the American Congress on Februay 1st. Rapprochement with NATO
began in 1992, with the acceptance of the alliance's peacekeeping role and agreement that the "Euro-corps"
should be under NATO command when on peacekeeping missions. By December 1995 France resurned its
seat on NATO's military cornmittee and ailowed its defence minister to take part regularly in NATO
meetings. France has also agreed to discuss nuclear deterrence with the Alliance as a follow-up to its offer
Iast year to extend its nuclear umbrelIa to EU partners. "France's Changing View of the Worid,"
Econornist, February lOth, 1996. p. 47. As a pnctical example of France's changing approach was the
recent announcement of rnilitary reforms, The m e d forces will shrink by a third; its nuclear land-based
force wi1I be scrapped; and its old ideal of self-suficiency is al1 weapons abandoned. Far from signaIlhg a
retreat fiorn the world, President Chirac claims that such refonns d l allow France to play the global role it
has always asprired to, heIping to build a European defence system and let France play a fuller role in
NATO. "A French Projection," The Econornist, March 2nd, 1996. p. 46
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becorne a reality. To achieve this, they propose that Europeans in NATO commands
should have a dominant responsibility. In the event of a WEU-led mission, theçe officers
would no longer resemble a NATO cornrnand but woufd detach themselves a s a solely
European ~ o r n r n a n d . The
' ~ ~ fact is that everyone agrees that the existing struc3ure is no
longer applicable and incapable of accommodating NATO's enlargement. In a twist, it is
the Germans who are the most reluctant to tamper with NATO's proven rnachinlery.
Sorne rnembers of the alliance worry about the costs of enlargement, the
difficulties of integrating new arrnies, the plausibility of defence guarantees, and the
possibility of new lines being drawn in Europe between those that had full mernbership
and those that did not. These rnembers feei these costs rnight weaken NATO, not
strengthen it. However, if NATO is resolutely tied to its current membership, it will have
difficulty fulfilling its new roles dictated by the end of the Cold War. "Looking backwards,
it will wither and die in irre~evance."'~~
Yet, few rnainstream politicians in Europe and North America question NATO's
utility. That utility used to be described as keeping the Russians out, the Arnericans in,
and the Gerrnans down. In some ways the alliance still performs these tasks. But now
NATO has acquired two new tasks: one is to put out fires in places like Bosnia; and the
second is to help assure stability in Central and Eastern Europe. One suggestion is that
the Europeans would share the burden by focusing on global threats that affect their
security, such as in the Middle East or North Africa. In return the Arnericans would
support European efforts to stabilise their continent by, for exarnple, supplying
peacekeepers on request.'04

'O3 "Democraa at NATO's Door," The Economist, (June Ist, 1996) p. 15
1O4

Robert Blachvill, who once advised President Bush, proposed a pact between NATO's European
rnembers and America along this basis. However, Mr. BlachvilI wants new institutions to manage this pact,
yet few g o v e m e n t s would want another forma1 cornmitment. "The Future of NATO: A New Kind of
Alliance?" The Economist, (June Ist, 1996). p. 20
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The Americans play down the theme of Europeanisation, arguing that they will
afways want to take part in security operations, downplaying the need for WEU-led
forces. The French, not surprisingly, expect that the Europeans will be teft to their own
devices sometimes. Still, some key rnechanisms need to be worked out: how will the
WEU pay for leased NATO assets? What would happen if the Arnericans suddenly
decided to 'cal1 back' certain of their loaned equipment? Regardless, there is strong
belief that the new found unity and change of course within NATO will suwive. The
Americans have long advocated a European pillar within the alliance yet were
concerned that such a pillar not rival or weaken NATO. The French always felt that the
Arnericans would resist the ernergence of a European defence identity. Now both siaes
have managed to assure each other: the French have accepted that Europe neither has
the rnoney nor the political will to create a truly independent and serious defence body
within the EU; and the Americans have warmed to the idea of the WEU, especiaily as it
looks to become a subsidiary of NATO's.'~~
America now seems at ease with the idea of a "European defence identity." It
has no problem with the French-German initiated Eurocorps, now that its relationship
with NATO has been clarified.
We therefore confirm the enduring validity and indispensability of Our Alliance.
It is based on a strong transatlantic link, the expression of a shared destiny. It
reflects a European Security and Defence Identity gradually emerging as the
expression of a mature Europe. It is reaching out to establish new patterns of
cooperation in E ~ r o p e . ' ~ ~

In June 1996, NATO's ministerial meeting in Berlin endorsed the establishment
within the alliance of a European Security and Defence Identity. This endorsement
rneant that dual-hatted European officers

'O5

within the NATO military structure could plan

T A T O Acquires a Emopean Identity," n i e Economist, (June 8th, 1996) pp. 5 1-52

106~ec~aration
of die Hm& of State and Governrnent pnrticipating in rhe meering of the iVorth Atlantic
Coiincil held at NATO Headquarters, Bnlssels, on 10-1 1 Janualy 1994.
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and comrnand low-intensity, out-of-area military operations conducted under the
auspices of the WEU.
Robert Hunter, President Clinton's ambassador to NATO, takes a more relaxed
view of the relationship between the WEU, EU, and NATO:
The Cold War argument that the alliance needed centraliscd military direction,
and that a robust WEU could interfere, no longer applies. We support the WEU
as a means of preventing the renationalisation of defence. The WEU will heIp to
focus minds on security, and thus aid the EU'S atternpts at common foreign and
security policies; and it wiI1, like NATO, provide a home for the Germans.
Furthemore, the more the European allies help thernselves. the more Congress is
Iikely to pay for transatlantic defence.'07
Whatever rows it may have had in the past, in the Cold War years the massive
Soviet threat provided the cover for thrashing out difficult decisions and the incentive for
sticking to thern. Bosnia may have been a particularly awkward first test of NATO's postCoId War reflexes, but as the alliance takes on more such 'out of area' responsibiiities,
there are bound to be more tests, and more rows. In an attempt to adapt to a changed
world. NATO bas been re-jigging its military workings. The idea is for it to continue to
respond as an alliance politically, while letting 'coalitions of the willing' do the military
jobs that need to be done. But Bosnia shows that an arrangement where everyone has
a Say, but not everyone shares the same risks, will need even stronger political binding
and more effective consultation if it is to work.
ft is now generally agreed by America as well as by al1 the big countries of the
EU, that Europe should have its own way in organizing a military operation in which
America does not want or does not need to be involved. The organization through which
this identity will be expressed is the WEU. It remains unlikely that the WEU could
organize a purely European force, for any purpose, even a fraction of the size of the
alliance that won the gulf war. The reality is that in present circumstances most WEU
military operations will need some sort of American support.

1 0 7 3 1 ~Defence
he
of Europe: Ir can*tbe done alonel"The Economist, ~ebruary25? 1995. p. 19
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The US ability to prevail in most alliance debates. and to force its allies to
broaden their strategic horizons, has been highlighted by the recent diplornatic history of

NATO enlargement.

Besides Germany, no European member of NATO was

enthusiastic about expanding the alliance. Bot the US, once it had decided that
expansion was worthwhile, told its European allies that the old NATO was no longer on
offer and the only way to continue the security guarantee was to extend it.
1 have heard a great deal of concem about Arnerican hegemony and
unilateraIism, as well as about Arnerican tendencies toward isolationism and
protectionism. These are understandable, but exaggerated? concems. A strong
sentiment exists in America for the idea that "shared leadership" with a strong,
stable and dernocratic Europe, is in the greater interest of the US ...Even though
the cooperation among NATO members in the Kosovo cnsis is outstanding,
some military specialists wam that these signs rnay be misleading. German
General Klaus Neumann. who heads NATO's Military Cornmittee, wamed in a
recent i n t e ~ e wthat" the day may soon be coming" when Europeans and
h e r i c a n s may no longer be able to fight alongside each other on the same
battlefield because of the rapidly expanding gap in the their combat
capabilitie~.'~~
A Iess obvious lesson from Kosovo is that in times of crisis, multinational

institutions are only the tools of the governments they serve. Ultimately, it is those
governments that bear the responsibility, for making war or peace. Institutions like
NATO, with well-established machinery for taking and implementing military decisions,

can help their members react to a crisis in a more CO-ordinatedway. The means are of
little value without the will to use them. Not even NATO can force its members to go to
war or contribute peacekeeping troops against their will. Unless the EU becomes a
sovereign state, no amount of institutional rebuilding can take responsibility for Europe's
defence away from its 15 national capitals either.'Og

1O8

Felix Rohatyn, Podium: The future of the Atlantic alliance. Independent, 05-14-1999, pp 4.
Defending the Union

Sirnply giving the EU more military tools will not finish the job Aurhor not available, De fending the
Union. Vol. 35 1, The Econornist, 06-05-L9W.
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American predominance erased al1 problems of role allocation within the alliance,
it provided clear leadership and, consequently, an unmistakable focal point around
which expectations and policies could converge. In other words, despite the fact that
NATO comprised sixteen nations, it acted almost as coherently as it had been under a
single decision-maker, drarnatically reducing the conflicts and transaction costs
associated with decentralized g r o ~ p s . " ~
The disproportionate distribution of power within the alliance led to an obvious
disproportionate sharing of the burden of common defence."'

According to Olson's

theory. if there is such a skewed distribution of power, there may exist a "uniquely
privileged group", in this case the United States, which may enjoy such a proportion of
the benefits of the public good so as to justiw its single-handed provision. Unlike its
smailer partners, the United States was so important to the common effort that it could
not defect from its cornmitment without irreparably damaging the alliance. According to
Olson and Zeckhauser's original paper: "There will be a tendency for the 'larger'
members those that place a higher absolute value on the public good to bear a
disproportionate share of the burden .I l 2 On the one hand, if size had been more even,
18

neither party would have been as crucial and might have been encourage to let others
pay. On the other hand, the share of the total benefits might not have been large

110

The ncinsatlantic issue on which the United States had the least leverage within NATO was the policy
"out of area", that is outside Europe, even though Europeans exercised more a right to "opt out" than a real
influence over American decisions, which remained mostly unilateral. See Michael Howard: "An Unhappy
Successfiil Marriage", Foreien Affairs, V. 78, N. 3, 1999, pp. 163-175
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Bruce Russett and John D. Sullivan: "Collective Goods and International Organizations",
International Or~anization,V, 25, Fa11 1971, pp. 845-65; Klaus Knorr: "Burden Sharing in NATO", Orbis,
V. 29, Fa11 1985, pp. 517-36; Todd SandIer and John F. Farber: "Burden Sharing, Strategy and the Design
of NATO", Econornic Inquiw, V. 18, Suly 1980, John R. Oneal: "The Theory of Collective Action and
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g NATO", International Or~anization,V. 44, N. 3, Summer 1990, pp. 379-402
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enough to justify provision, as neither power would have perceived sufficient incentive to
provide most of the public good in exchange for its relatively srnaller slice of the cake.
The United States has lost the incentive to use al1 of its resources and to remain
disproportion ally engaged in the international system. As the United States is no longer
entrapped in each and every regional balance, its intervention can be both more
reflective and more selective. For European states, on the other hand, there may be a
rnirror effect. On the one hand, the weaker American incentive, may Iead to a
proportionally higher propensity on the part of European states to raise their profile. This
natural and pendular process is cornpounded by Europe's geopolitical position, which is
much closer to crisis areas such as North Africa, the Caucuses, and the Balkans. The
new less intense but more local threats have enhanced the importance of geography,
thereby forcing the European states to concern themselves more because of their
proximity to potential crises. Moreover, while during the Cold War American hegemony
was easily tolerated because of its importance to European defence, today the
Europeans rnay feel more reluctant to follow American leadership blindly. According to
19

Huntington: "most of the world does not want Arnerica to be its policeman

.113

The CFSP and ESDI are the institutional embodiments of the cooperation
between the US. and its European allies: on the one hand they allow France and
Germany to pursue the general goal of European integration with a security elernent; on
the other hand, these 'Euro' structures are in fact highly dependent upon US. good will,
leadership and resources. This fact has helped to retain U S . interest in European
security as well as securing support for an enhanced European security role. In addition,
a number of flexible arrangements have sewed to keep NATO at the center of
European security organizations. These arrangements have focused on enhancing the
political role of the Alliance, such as task-sharing arrangements with the Western EU

(WEU). Central to both the national and institutional adjustments is the Cornbined Joint
Il3

Samuel Huntington: "The Lonely Superpower", Foreim Affairs, V. 78, N. 2, 1999, p. 47
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Task Force (CJTF) concept which serves as the cntical Iink between the 'Euro' options

and the Atlantic pillar and which facilitates the accommodation of a van'ety of diverse
approaches to European security, while avoiding the disruption and maybe dissolution of
Europe's security institutions.
The Alliance's potential for continued legitimization and increased institutionai
attractiveness is exernplified not only by the enlargement project but also by France's
new behavior of approach and integration. This shows that the Alliance's political and
military-operational goak have been flexible enough to maintain its integrity until far
beyond the turning point of 1989/90.''~What appears to be the critical point for NATO's
future is the question of its prospective character as a Euro-Atlantic security institution
with the related informal rules, expectations, common interests, routinized political and
military-operational procedures and a world-public image.115This leads to the general
proposition that with the defined common (military) threat fading, will the alliance show
the typical appearance and problems of a security c ~ m m u n i t ~ .Then
" ~ the question
becornes one of internai, mainly genuinely political mechanisms for both continued intraAlliance cooperation and e ~ t e r n a l . " ~

Its clearest marks are the r e m into NATO's Military Cornmittee in December 1995 and its
considering a full return into the Alliance's integrated military structure as a ~ o u n c e dduring the Berlin
Ministerial Meeting of June 1996.
115

Michael Brenner, "The Multilateral Moment," in Michael Brenner. ed., Multilateralism and Western
Stratew (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995), pp. 1-41 (p.5); Dufield, "NATO's Functions," p.
777; David G.Haglund, "Must NATO fail? Theories, myths, and policy dilernmas," International Journal
50 (1995),pp. 651-74(p. 662).
"6Haglund, "Must NATO fail?", pp. 663-4and 673-4; Steve Weber, "Does NATO have a future?" in
Beverly Crawford, ed., The Future of European Securitv (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press,
1992), pp-360-95(p. 36248).
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However, the idea that international institutions condition natiornal adaptive
behavior and the shape of common interests1l8tempts one to overlook the q uestion how
these institutions themselves adapt to changed conditions. or if they are capable of such
an adaptation at a11."~ In the case of NATO, the bipolar overlay exposed t h e alliance to
adaptive pressure in the structural-realist sense, meaning that changes in the
intemational-political "structure" forced NATO towards certain courses of action to
maintain its 'positionf in the international ~ ~ s t e r n . ~ ~ ~
This adaptation found its consequence in ''The Alliance's new Strategiic Concept"

as agreed upon during the Rome Summit of November 1991. Accordingly three new
roles for NATO were envisaged: the "dialogue with other nations", an "active search for
a cooperative approach to European security" and cornplementing as well a s reinforcing
"political actions within a broad approach to security", thereby contributing with the
"Alliance's military forces" to the management of such crises and their peaceful

.121

Il

resolution" that "might lead to a military threat to the security of Alliance mernbers
11s

Following Reohane, After Hegemonv. p. 63; Keohane, International Institutions ,pp. 8 a n d 11.

119Cf.

William Wallace, "European-Atlantic Security Institutions: Current State and Future Prospectç,"

International Suectator 29 ( 1994), No. 3,pp. 37-5 1 ( p. 45 ) .
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Kenneth N. Waltz, "Reflections on Theory of International Politics: A Response to M y Cntics," in
Robert O. Keohane, ed., Neorealism and fts Critics @iew York: Columbia Universisr Press, 1986), pp. 32245 (p. 336). This adaptive pressure fustly resulted fiorn the 'trivial' necessity for rnilitary re-orientation afier
the strategic enemy's disappearance and growing nationai interests in reduced defense expenditures,
secondly of course frorn the emerging much-invoked 'new security tasks' (cf. for example the out-of-area
debate) and finally f o m the fact that NATO, because of the political-military double furil ction it has
possessed from its foundation, had sneaked into a sort of "self-proclaimed collective securiv organization ",
together with the according political principles and behavioral norms. See Simon Duke, The New-European
Secuntv Disorder (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1993), p. 3 11. This last-named implicit dimension alone
would have given enouçb reason for a sincere self-revision of the Alliance along with t h e beginning
decomposition of world politics' traditional bipolar texture, as has been pointed out by Wallace, "EuropeanAtlantic Security Institutions," pp. 45-6, wïth the underlying aim being precisely to keep NATO's
international-political "position" in the Waltzian sense.
(21

The Alliance's new Strategic Concept. Agreed by the Heads of State and Government p h c i p a t i n g in
the meeting of the North Atlantic CounciI in Rome on 7th-8th November 1991, para. 20 and 43.. One further
component of this plan for institutional adaptation was to establish a concrete "diplornatic liaisLon"xcviwith
the former Warsaw Pact countries, which subsequently found its institutional formation in the set-up of the
North Atlantic Cooperation Council in December 1991 and the Partnership for Peace program in January
1994.
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The Strategic Concept precisely did not give up the traditional core functions of
the Alliance but reaffirmed thern while at the sarne time recognized the need far farreaching institutional changes. One particular paradox in NATO's institutional
adaptation, which rnakes it clear that any perspective on contemporary Euro-Atlantic
security must at least combine neorealist and neoliberal assumptions, instead of either
trying to play thern off against each other. The paradox is a structural-functional
paradox: neoliberalism predicted NATO's continued existence in the pure sense of
resistance against dissolution and with the alleged striving of states for keeping the
transaction costs involved in international cooperation I O W . ' ~What neoliberalism did not
predict were qualitative institutional changes. According to its assumption it had to
expect a functional reorientation of NATO under retention of its structure

-

which

Keohane explicitly ~redicted.''~What NATO however has is, on the other hand, a
structural reorientation under retention of its essential founding function. As the
Strategic Concept continued:
Two concIusions can be drawn from this analysis of the snategic context. The
first is that the new environment does not change the purpose or the security
functions of the Alliance, but rather underlines their enduring validity. The
second, on the other hand, is that the changed en~lronment offers new
opportunities for the Alliance to frame its strategy within a broad approach to
security. ... NATO's essential purpose, set out in the Washington Treaty and
reiterated in the London Dedaration, is to safeguard the freedom and security or"
ail its members by political and military means in accordance with the principIes
of the United Nations Charter. Based on cornmon values of democracy, human
rights and the rule of law, the Alliance has worked since its inception for the
establishment .of a just and lasting peaceful order in Europe. This Alliance
objective remains unchanged.""

1 2

This follows for example form the general assumptions about inter-state coopentive behavior made
in Robert O. Keohane, Afier Hecemonv, pp. 89-109.
See Keohane, "InstitutionalTheory," p. 287.
124

The Alliance's new Strategic Concept, para. 15-6-
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The Brussels Surnmit of 1994 made a significant step towards the Alliance's
institutional adaptation from a diffuse catchaIl approach to a more promising strategy of
functional restraint:

In pursuit of o u cornmon transatlantic security requirements, NATO
increasingly will be caIled upon to undertake missions in addition to the
traditiona1 and fundamental task of collective defense of its members, which
remains a core function. We reaffirrn our offer to support, on a case-by-case
basis in accordance with our own procedures, peacekeeping and other operations
under the authority of the UN Security Council or the responsibiIity of the
CSCE. ... Against this background, NATO rnust continue the adaptation of its
cornmand and force structure in Iine with requirernents for flexible and tirnely
responses contained in the Alliance's Strategic Concept. ... As part of this
process, tve endorse the concept of Combined Joint Task Forces as a means to
facilitate contingency operations, including operations with participating nations
outside the Alliance. We have directed the North Atlantic Council, with the
advice of the NATO Military Authorities, to develop this concept and establish
the necessary capabilities. The Council, with the advice of the NATO Military
Authorities, and in coordination with the WEU, will work on lmplementation in
a rnanner that provides separable but not separate rnilitary capabilities that couId
be ernployed by NATO or the W E U . ' ~
France, however, anticipating political isofation, replied with a counter-balancing
strategy in the form of institutional duplication. It sought to decrease the perceived
increased political importance of NATO and its new institutional ramifications such as
NACC. This counter-balancing was reafized with the help of WEU, which was
supplemented by a consultative forum of selected East European countries. French
behavior was in perfect accordance with the power-principle of classical realism and the
structural logic of Waltzian neorealism. Yet in November 1991 the North Atlantic Council

came up with the formula of "interfocking in~titutions"'~~,
which obviously believed the
Alliance to be able to play a leading role in devising future European security structures

-

1 3

Declararion of the Heads of State and Government participating in the meeting of the North Atlantic
Council held at NATO Headquarters, Bnissels, on 10-1 1 January 1994 (NATO press release h4-l[94]3, 11
January 1994), para. 7-9.
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and accordingly declared: ''The Alliance is the essential forum for consultation among its
members and the venue for agreement on policies bearing on the security and defense
commitments of Allies under the Washington ~ r e a t y . " ' ~ ~
This vision however found itself in competition with other European security
institutions promoting their own, concepts for future European defense and security. To
a large part, the history of European security politics after 1989/90 can be written as a
history of "institutional rivalry

ii

.128 Given this institutional competition, it is problematic

that after the end of bipolarity NATO has repeatedly striven for a general involvement in
the European broad political agenda, for example the formation of the NACC. Sol the
concept of interlocking institutions may become in practice a functionally unspecified,
reciprocally inhibiting rather than reinforcing juxtaposition of interlocking

institution^.'^^

The Berlin Ministerial Meeting of June 1996 marked a decisive turning point:

NATO gave up its claim to a leading role in the interplay of European security
institutions, thus relinquishing the organizing principle of interlocking institutions and

-

turning to a new principle that could be termed one of interacting institutions namely a
coordinated interplay of the different post-strategic security strategies and institutions in
Europe that does not rest upon one lead-institution but rather on the idea of general
common regulations for a well-defined functional sharing. That became most obvious in
the NATO Council when the WEU was charged with developing its own military
o p e r a b i ~ i t ~to, ' ~
be~ "separable but not separate" from NAT O.'^'

"'Ibid., para. 6.

"'See Andrew M. D o m and Adrian Treacher, European Security. An Introduction to Securitv Issues
in Post-CoId War Euroue (Aldershot: Dartmouth, 1995), pp. 43-73,
I2'0n the following, see Hugh De Santis, "Rornancing NATO: Partnership for Peace and East European
Stability,"in Carpenter, ed,, F uture o f NATO, pp. 61-8 1 (p. 63).
130

See Mhisterial Meeting of the North Atlantic Council in BerIin, 3 June 1996. Final Communiqué
(NATO press release M-NAC-1[96]63,3 June 1996), para. 5-6.
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See Declaration of the Heads o f State and Governrnent, para. 6.
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An active U.S. security role in Europe is necessary not only for the future of
European integration, but also for the security of the region as a whole, This active role

is also a matter of compelling self-interest for the US. since this is the core of its
relations with Western Europe and a defining factor in its superpower status. From an
institutionai perspective, it has placed NATO at the center of European security no
matter what future modifications are undertaken. Even if the EU does develop a
coherent 'second pillar' it will remain hollow from the military standpoint unless there is a
genuine willingness to operationalise the CFSP and ESDI. The temptation will be to
continue to rely heavily upon NATO, or US., assets

- ail under a 'European' banner.

The future of European security remains very much in American hands since it remains

the dominant player.

Conclusion
THE NEW EUROPEAN SECURITY ARCHITECTURE

NATO's victory in the Cold War has earned it the prestigious title of "the most
successful military ailiance in history". The main aim of the coalition, to avoid a Soviet
invasion of Western Europe, has not only been achieved but it has receded beyond
imagination. Furthermore, relations among the allies, and in particular between the
United States and the main European countries have been kept within reasonable Ievels
of disagreement throughout.
One of the reasons for this success has been the asymrnetric distribution of
power among allies in favor of the US. Despite the rhetoric of the "Grand Design" resting
on two equal pillars, the idea of an integrated Europe on par with the US has not been
accepted as a viable approach. Indeed, some analysts have argued that, "if the
European rnovement uItirnateIy embraces a military component, it could be the final act
in NATO's history."'
The American securiiy interest in Europe is to maintain a security core around
which other relations can be buiit and expanded. In the absence of a strong NATO there
may not be a core with which to build any other transatlantic structures Iike the New
Transatlantic Agenda. Second, the role that the US. assumed during the Cold War was
obscured by the debates about CFSP and ESDI which clearly showed that there was
little European consensus about security 'architecture' or the role that the U S . or NATO
should play. The eventual compromise between different European positions was
reached largely because of US. initiatives launched through NATO. In the absence of
active US. involvement in the post-Cold War period, Western Europe rnay slip back into
1

Lawrence Kaplan: "NATO Afier the Cold War", in Jarrod Wiener (Ed): The Transatlantic
Relatiomhip, New York, St. Manin's Press, 1996, pp. 39; see also Beatrice Heuser: Transatlantic ReIations:
Sharing Ideals and Costs, London, Royal ïnstinite of international Affairs. 1996, chop. 6.
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concert-based structures reminiscent of nineteenth century Europe- Since the end of the
Cold War, the major European powers have been unable to address the problems of
post-Cold War security in a collective manner. instead, this task has fallen to the US. It
is true that, given the difference of opinions between the major European powers, the
U S . was the only actor in a position to balance the conflicting interests.
The Europeans need to be clear that in pursuit of closer integration they should
not put at risk the political and military CO-operationwith the United States on which their
real secufity depends. Similarly, the United States needs to be more activefy engaged in
managing the new balance of power in an unstable world. Europe now often appears to
be looking for a balance of institutions to replace a balance of power, with institutions
prospering to the extent that they can persuade countries to surrender national
sovereignty. In practice, it is much more complex. The institutional framework can be
reworked in a variety of ways depending on the nature of the crisis. Though policy
outputs increasingly corne through trans-national institutions the main inputs still come
from governments.
Perhaps the apparent tidiness of the European security structure during the past
forty years has misled us into thinking that a security system must, in order to function,
be equally tidy and thoroughly organized. Yet in the past this was the consequence of a
threat asçumed to be precise in a world assumed to be bipolar. Now that the threats
have becorne more amorphous and the world pluralistic, a less formalized and
comprehensive security system would seem to be quite appropriate.
As Western Europe strives to build its own security and defence identity, it would
prove rneaningless if it were not linked to North America. The North Arnerican rnilitary
cornmitment is being and will continue to be reduced, as long as the situation maintains
itself, but it will still be militarily meaningful. Without this cornmitment, Europe would lack
the key elernent of reassurance that has allowed them to integrate and overcome
historical animosities. Regardless of the incredible developrnent that has taken place so
far in Europe "Europe

iç

not a nation; it is an aggregate of nations. Europe is not a
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State; it is a grouping of States. To create Europe, this reality must be taken into
account.' Hence, the Atlantic Alliance will remain the core security organization of a
revamped Euro-Atlantic security regirne.
The primary function of this incipient regime, is to ensure overall military and
political security in Europe. Another main function is to provide the possibilities for
change, prirnariiy change in Central and Eastern Europe. This revarnped regime is, in its
very nature, a compromise, and each of the main actors has different priorities and
engagement in the different parts of the regime. Some are more intimately tied to every
facet and operation, such as the members of the Eurocorps, who are also members of
the WEU, EU, NATO, and OSCE; while others are tied to specific activities, Iike the US.
Regardless of the engagement, they al1 share a common interest in reform and in
securing the present and potential conflicts in Europe and on its fringes.
The most vital aspect of maintaining NATO wiIl not be ensuring the development
of a European Pillar but making sure the US stays engaged in European security. The
Europeans have already established a 'pseudo-pillar' with the WEU-Eurocorps twin. The

EU will also continue to develop its CFSP. Hence, if the US engagement can be
maintained, we are going to end up with a dual hegemonic regime led by the US and the

EU. There will be changes in rules and procedures but not in principles and norms
therefore change within, not change of, the transatlantic security regime.
It is likely that the EU will continue to develop and draw in the rest of Europe.
However, the core seems unlikely to develop into a superstate for a long time, if ever.

The emergent European entiv will probably be composed of ever denser layers
of overlapping organizations and institutions, binding still sovereign, or at least
' ~ i c h e lDebre, Debau parfeinenrnires, Conseil de la RepiibZÎqire. France, (Oct 27, 1953) as recorded in
Willis, op. cit., p. 168. Some have argued that the division of Europe into nation states was the hdamental
reason for the repeated crises which rocked the region. According to this view, what was needed was a new
political framework with a powefil common authority and a diminished role for nation states. Others,
however, viewed the development of the Comrnunity as an insrniment to help its member states recover their
economic and political strength and to take collective action without underminhg their sovereignty. It is
obvious that it is the second view that bas prevailed over the history of the Cornrnunity as the nation-states have
acquired a far greater range of responsïbilities and obligations than ever before.
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part sovereign, states into a closely woven network of standardization,
consultation and cooperation ... Among other things, this core wiII
institutionalise, perpetuate and extend the European security c o m r n ~ n i t ~ . ~

What the EU has most conspicuously lost is a sense of purpose. What is Europe for?
That simple question is a vital one for an entity so fiable to disunity among the nationstates that compose it. Should Europe have a single currency. admit new but poorer
members. narrow its democratic deficit. increase its fiscal transfers. or forge a common
security policy? And it is on that question that there is the most disagreement and
disillusion.
In the words of Vaclav Klaus, Prime Minister of the Czech Republic:
Nor should we be surpnsed if the f o m and Pace of Europe's integration prove to
be determined by the reaI interests of the countries concerned and of their
citizens, rather than by artificial blueprints approved at various intergovernmental summits. Successful integration will have to be dictated more by
human action than by human design.. . Integration means eliminating bamers to
the movement of people, ideas, goods, services, labour and capital. It does not
imply the remaking of Europeans into a new breed of "homo europeus". And 1
believe that whereas integration enjoys widespread support in Europe,
"unification" (which 1use here to mean a vision that extends beyond integration
to cover the structure and organisation of human society) is an ideal that
Europeans find more difficult to share. It represents a different and more
ambitious goaIe4

If North America and Europe can maintain the dynamisrn of their shared identity,
they can continue to shape the world for the better. To do so they need not just good
commercial relations but something like a shared foreign and security policy. At a
minimum there will be threats to their shared interests. What these threats will be no
one can Say, but some of the candidates
armed desperado states

-

- resurgent Russia,

intolerant Islam, nucIear-

are closer to Europe than to America. NATO is the

organization to deal with such threats, though not the NATO of yesterday. but the NATO
of tomorrow.

3

Barry Buzan, Morten Kelsûup, Pierre Lemaitre, Elsbieta
Security Order Recast: Scenanos for the Post-Cold War Era, (New
4

Tromer, and Ole Waever, The Eurouean
York: Pinter FubIishers, 1990). p. 42

Vaclav Kiaus, "So Far, So Good," The Economist, September 10th 1994. p. 58
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The European members of NATO, caught up in the deliberations of the EU and
surrounded by 'interlocking institutions' ... al1 continue to Iook to NATO as not
only the best organized and most successful collective security alliance ever to
exist, but as a means of ensuring that Canada and the US maintain their foreign
and defence ties with the European continent. They realise a11 too well that it has
been the presence of North Amencan troops on European soi1 coupled with the
willingness of Canada and the US to reinforce their military strength in Europe
that has prevented the outbreak of a general war on the continent.'

The EU is the hope of the future and as long as common sense prevails it will
become an actuality. But that sarne cornrnon sense suggests that patience must
cornmand the desires of a few over the concems and fears of many. Other more base
problems such as socio-political fears and German renewal must be taken care of first.

In this NATO can play a constructive role and the debate over its existence is
premature. NATO must change, it is true, but so must any organization that was
founded under the auspices of the Cold War; that includes the WEU, OSCE and the EU.

NATO is still in a league of its own and it will rernain so for some time to corne.

5

Alex Momson and Susan McNish, Eds. NATO and Europe: How Relevant to Canadian Securitv?
(Toronto:CISS, 1994). pp. 10-11
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